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Terminology
Throughout the rules terms like "eliminated," "killed," or "removed" are used. The first two mean that
the unit is taken from the map and placed in the player's replacement pile. However, "removed" means
"removed from the game for the remainder of the game." Those units are set to the side, not to be used again
during the current game. A few leaders are taken out of play in one turn, but returned later in another turn.
Phasing. The "phasing" player is the player currently conducting his turn.
Active Player. Same as phasing player.
Coalition. The nations currently at war with France.
French Alliance. The nations currently allied with or controlled by France.
ZOC. Zone of Control
LOC. Line of Communications
NM. National Morale
DOW. Declaration of War
Op.
Operational (as in Operational Turn)
CV. Combat value
CAV Cavalry
Arty Artillery
MTSG March to the Sound of the Guns
LVL Level (as in a Level 2 fort)
EF
Escalation Factor

Number of Players
Napoleon and his Marshals can be played with 2-5 players. See Scenarios Booklet for options on various
scenarios.

Victory Conditions
See Scenarios Booklet.

Terrain Features Effects
There are different kinds of hexes:
Land (i.e., all land):

Clear

River hexside

Woods

Mountain hexside

Production City

Other city
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Fortress hexside

Fort +1

Fort+2

French
(pre-

Border 1789
revolution)

No land unit
movement across
white sea hexside

Sea/Ocean (all sea, Blockade Box)

Construction Port (where ships are built)

Sea path (connects ports to blockade boxes and blockade boxes to each other)
Sea Port - a port with access to the sea, even if inland on a major river - note sea path that leads to a blockade
box. Ports which have a sea path in the hex, but not specifically pointed at the port (such as Dover, Dieppe, etc.)
are nevertheless a port:

Example Hexes:
Border (red hexside)
Production City (red star)
Mountain Hexside(golden)

Level 2 Fort (gray star with black center)
River hexside (blue)
Forest hex (green treetops)
Reference city (red dot)

Counter Types
The game contains many types of counters that represent military units:
Nations (Major Powers)
France
Prussia

Austria

Russia

Britain

4

Spain

Sweden

Portugal

Bavaria

Westphalia

Württemburg Poland

Land Units:
Infantry

Leader, Corps Leader, Marshal

Guerrillas/Partisans

Cossacks

Cavalry

Active Forage

Depleted Forage

Naval Units:
Ship (British)

Naval Commander (Admiral)

Leader, Army

Saxony

Supply

Naples

Depot

Artillery

Inside Fort

Inside Fort, Supplied

Summary of Unit Types
1. Infantry, Cavalry, and Artillery
Infantry units are the primary combat units in the game. They are expressed as values equal to their
unmodified combat value. That is, a "1" is less powerful than a "2," which in turn is less powerful than a "3"
and so on. The largest unit is a "5." Unit values are a combination of numbers of soldiers, training, experience,
equipment, leadership and overall morale, but in general a "1" is usually a brigade-sized equivalent or about
5,000 men, a "2" or a "3" is an infantry division (they were of many sizes in the actual war), and "4" and "5"
units are "corps."
Cavalry (including Cossacks) and Artillery are included as well. These are at the "Cavalry Corps" level
and the "Grand Battery" level, respectively. Artillery increases enemy casualties in combat, while Cavalry
increases losses of retreating units.
Guerrillas/Partisans are yet another specialty unit used in revolts and insurrections.
Supply units are units with a 0 attack and defense. They may not be attacked, only overrun.
Depots are not combat units.
Ships (naval factors) are combat units.
2. Leaders
Leaders affect both combat and movement of other units. Leaders have up to four numbers printed on
each counter:
Upper Left (French only) = Loyalty. This rating is used in determining which corps commanders are available
(optional rule).
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Upper Right = Initiative. This rating is used for certain combat actions and some leadership abilities.
Lower Left = Combat Bonus. The number indicates the bonus to be used when attacking or defending, and
when calculating 'combat value.'
Lower Right = Movement. This rating is used to determine the movement capability of the units under the
leader's command. It overrides the movement shown on those units he controls.
3. Supply
Supply is needed to fully move, conduct an attack and to prevent additional losses when defending.
Supply comes from:
1) Supply units (each side has its own units),
2) Depot (on the reverse side of a supply unit),
3) Foraging (does not provide attack supply),
4) Supply by sea (there are requirements described elsewhere).
4. Forts
Forts are printed on the maps. Forts with a black center are "+2 forts;" all the rest are "+1 forts." Forts
cannot be destroyed or built (except for Torres Valdes in Portugal).
See "Forts and Combat" rule for details.
5. Naval Units
Ships (and units using Sea Lift) may move on water only, denoted by dark blue (sea lanes). Ships can
move on sea lanes, into ports (cities marked with a sea lane to a blockade box), and among the blockade boxes.
See "Naval Movement and Combat" rules for details.

Rounding
At any time in the game when a fraction is generated, fractions are dropped before implementing the
result. That is, all fractions are "rounded down."
Example. During a combat across a mountain hexside in the winter, a player with 7 combat factors is
required to lose 3, plus 50% more, which is a total of 4.5 factors. The fraction is dropped and he loses 4 factors.

Turn Sequence
Turns represent varying time periods. Certain activities occur in Strategic Turns, with different, or
additional, activities occurring in Operational Turns.
The French player goes first each turn (unless a scenario says otherwise), followed by the Coalition
player after the French player’s turn has ended. In a multi-player game, the order is France, Britain, then the
nations that have been at war the longest.
Strategic Turns. There are six strategic turns per year. These are also called "seasons."1
Jan-Feb (the first turn of a year)
Mar-Apr
May-June
July-Aug
Sep-Oct
Nov-Dec
Each Strategic Turn is subdivided into additional Operational Turns (with an exception explained in that rule).
Production occurs at the beginning of a Strategic Turns (see "Production: Reinforcements and
Replacements" rule). Mobilization may also occur (see "Mobilization and Demobilization" rule). Declarations
of War may occur (but may be announced during a Operational Turn.)
Diplomacy occurs as the last part of a Strategic Turn but may sometimes occur during operational turns.
See Diplomacy rule.
1

This mix was selected because the 105 most important battles of the Napoleonic Wars are equitably distributed within these time
periods.
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Operational Turns. Operational Turns are dominated by campaigns: the movement of armed forces and
leaders, often resulting in multiple combats.
There are six (6) operational turns (of approximately 10 days each) in each Strategic Turn. When the
sixth operational turn is completed, another Strategic Turn occurs, followed by six more operational turns.
Combined Turn Sequence
The French player (and his allies) goes first each turn, followed by the Allied player after the French
player’s turn has ended. The turn sequence is as follows:
Strategic Turns (all players)
1. Production (see Rules elsewhere).
2. Reinforcements/Replacements (see Rules elsewhere).
3. Mobilization and Demobilization (see Rules elsewhere).
4. Diplomacy (see Rules elsewhere).
Operational Campaigns. (First, the French, then the Coalition players)
Players jointly place naval movement markers.
1. First French Operational Turn
Receive "Disrupted Units," if any, at any eligible leader.
Replace casualties in home production cities and home forts by using pre-paid Replacements2
Place newly mobilized units in home production cities and home forts.3
Check to see if 10+ factors (and higher levels of losses) remain in "Current Turn" Casualty
and Disrupted Boxes. If so, lose one National Morale.
Move all units from the "Current Turn" Casualty or Disrupted Box to the "Previous Turn" box.
Flip Active Forage markers to Depleted Forage
Move and Combat (supply is determined at the instant of movement and combat)
2. First Coalition Operational Turn
(as above, but for the Coalition nations)
3. Check for Peace Conditions (This may also occur during a turn if a nation's National Morale drops to
"1" or "2" at the end of a battle.)
4. Advance Operational Turn Marker One Turn
Repeat steps 1-4 until both players have completed six turns.
5. Next Strategic Turn - Once the Operational Campaigns have ended (by completing six turns), move
the time marker forward one season.
6. At the end of the Nov-Dec turn, advance the Year Marker forward one year.

Production: Reinforcements and Replacements
At the beginning of this phase, it may be necessary from time to time to check the Victory Conditions. If
one side has achieved victory, the game ends.
During the Production phase, a player builds units and takes actions that require the expenditure of his
nation's resources, denoted as a "red star" on various cities. These cities are called 'production cities.'
Each production city represents manpower, resource, and administrative capabilities needed to support
the military. As a nation expands, it will control more production cities and therefore will be able to spend
more. When a nation controls (see Control rule) a production city, it produces for him during the next strategic
turn. Some cities are listed as "4/2." The original owner's production is listed first, and a conquering nation's
production is listed second.
2

Certain units, like Cossacks or Guerrillas, may be able to be placed elsewhere.
Certain units, like Cossacks or Guerrillas, may be able to be placed elsewhere. New ships may only be placed in ports with the
anchor symbol.
3
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Production points may be accumulated from one turn to the next.
Maintenance. In order to reflect the cost to a nation's economy in keeping a large force mobilized, each
strategic turn a payment must be made to keep any leader (army or naval) activated. If this cost cannot be paid,
or the player decides not to pay it, remove the leader from play until it is paid. Nations are required to keep 1
land leader per 5 land factors (infantry, cavalry, and artillery) in play, even if demobilized and there are
minimum-sized armies that must be maintained. Nations are also required to keep 1 naval leader (if available) in
play for every 10 ship factors.
Nations that cannot pay minimum maintenance may not build new combat units or replace them until
maintenance is paid.
New Units. During the production turn players may spend production points to build new combat units. (In
some scenarios, this may be restricted, or there may be limits.) Any new units built are placed in the
Mobilization Box and must be mobilized during a different production phase. A player cannot build and
mobilize a new unit the same turn.
Replacements. Replacement points are purchased to rebuild his own or his minor nation/client state infantry
(only) that were placed in the Casualty part of the Casualty Box. Artillery, cavalry and ships may not be
replaced. They must be rebuilt from scratch. Casualties can only be recovered by buying replacements ahead of
time (during the strategic turn), and then during the following operational turns placing the replaced units in
home production cities and forts for movement to the front. See "Production Limits" rule below.
Newly built replacements appear in any of the six operational turns following the Strategic Turn in
which they were purchased. Replacements appear during any Operational Turn in which there are units in the
Casualty Box. Replacements come in groups of three, meaning for 1 production point a player can replace three
(3) factors of combat infantry that were lost. While a player can instead replace only one or two factors, this still
costs 1 build point. Any unused replacement is lost. Replacing three at once is more efficient but may require
the player to wait until he has 3 or more units. Replaced infantry are placed in any home nation production city
or fort, but each place is limited to one replacement per operational turn. In order to bring in multiple
replacements, a player may delay their appearance so that they can appear in his city of choice.
Units within a besieged, land-locked fort may not receive replacements or reinforcements.
Used replacement points left at the end of a bi-monthly Strategic Turn do not carry over to the next
Strategic Turn.
Units that are replaced count against the infantry production limits described on the "Max New Builds
and Replacements Per Year" chart.
Rally Disrupted Units. Combat produces casualties and disrupted units. When disrupted, a factor(s) is
placed in the "Current Disrupted Box." Disrupted units, however, are still near the battle, but they are
demoralized, exhausted, cut off from orders, or otherwise unable to function properly. They need to be rallied.
This can be done by any corps leader in the vicinity - but there is a limit to one infantry/artillery/cavalry factor
recovered by one activated (see Command rule) leader. Inactivated leaders may not recover disrupted units.
Also activated leaders that are in more distant armies (more than five (5) hexes) cannot recover disrupted units
from distant hexes until one turn has elapsed. It is never possible for a leader on one map to bring in units from
another map unless he is five or less hexes away. (Note: It is recommended that players separate piles of units in
the Disrupted Box according to the place where they were lost to facilitate their return. We do not intend for this
to be a recordkeeping effort - use your best judgment.)
After one turn goes by any remaining factors in the Current Turn disrupted box are shifted to the
Previous Turn disrupted box. Now any leader on that map can return them - he does not have to be within five
(5) hexes unless he is on a different map.
Leaders do not have to be in supply to rally units, but they do have to be activated.
As noted above, units in the “Previous Turn Disrupted Box” cannot be rallied onto a different map. This
may result in their long-term presence on a map on which their nation is no longer present. These units may,
after three (3) Strategic Turns, instead be moved off the map into the pile of units that is available for builds.
This is not considered disbanding.
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Example. Charles is an activated Austrian Army Commander in Venice, Italy. Mack is an activated Austrian
Army Commander in Vienna. Mack fights the French and loses 8 units - 4 casualties and 4 disrupted. Mack can
bring one disrupted factor back, but Charles cannot, as he is too far away. The other units stay in the disrupted
pile until they can be recovered. In the same battle, the French lost 4 units - 2 casualties and 2 disrupted.
Napoleon has activated all the Marshals within 5 hexes: Lannes brings back one disrupted unit, and Murat
brings back another.
Client State Production. Some client states (see Diplomacy rule) have their own military units. When a
player controls a client state, he may produce its units using the same rules as for producing his own units.
When client state units are ready to appear on the map, they are placed in any production city or fort in the
client state. Client State units do not count against the controlling nation's infantry production limits, but only
one client state combat factor may be built per strategic turn or replaced per operational turn. Note that this
limitation does not apply to minor state powers like Sweden or Spain.
British Blockade. France and any nation that is part of France's "Continental System" or ports controlled
by France each lose one or more production star for each blockade box that leads to a "production port" in the
affected nation, provided the blockade box is occupied with at least three British/coalition ships.
See "Continental System Rule" and "Blockade Rule" for details.
Loss of All Production Cities. When a major nation has lost control of all its home nation production
cities, it must sue for peace (see Diplomacy and the above "British Exemption" for exemptions and other
details).
Unused Production points may be saved for use in later strategic turns. Enter any remaining unspent production
in the "balance" box on the Production Chart (see chart at end of rules). Note: In a campaign game, spending
too many production points early in the game will very likely leave the player bankrupt when he needs them the
most.

Reinforcements
During this phase, the player places his land units, ships, leaders and any other unit reinforcements as
indicated on the Order of Appearance Chart or by Production actions.
Some leaders are withdrawn temporarily or permanently as well. These leaders are removed from the
map, but they are often replaced by another leader. See "Marshals" rule.
Reinforcements may also appear due to Diplomacy (see rule). See "Production Limits" rule below.
Disbanding and Scuttling Units
There are limited numbers of units. Occasionally, a player may find he does not have a "1" or other sized
infantry needed for a reinforcement or replacement. In such cases where exchanging counters in play does not
result in the needed units becoming available, a player may select one of his units in play to "disband." Once 2
National Morale is reached, units cannot be disbanded/scuttled unless morale increases.
Example. The French player has a "2" infantry in combat. He has one (1) factor disrupted, requiring that he
reduce the unit in play from a "2" to a "1" (he simply flips it over) and put a "1" in the Disrupted Box. But he
has no further "1" infantry units -- they are all in play. He finds a "1" infantry in the rear and disbands it,
putting the factor in the Disrupted Box. If he had none, or was prohibited due to other rules, he would have to
take a second casualty instead.
Scuttling Ships in Port. Ships may be scuttled (sunk) during a player's turn if in a friendly port, but not during
an opponent's turn.
Disbanding Minors and Client States. Minor state allies may not be disbanded or scuttled. Client states may be.
Disbanding and Scuttling Penalty. Excessive disbanding results in the loss of National Morale. Players may
disband/scuttle up to four (4) factors per season without penalty. Upon the fifth, a National Morale point is lost,
and an additional five during the same season will cause another loss. This may continue until National Morale
is 2, at which point no more disbanding may occur until another Strategic Turn (season) has occurred.
9

Disbanding and Demobilizing. Disbanding and demobilizing are not the same. A demobilized infantry, cavalry,
or artillery factor goes back into the Ready for Mobilization pool. They may only demobilize in their home
nation while in supply. Disbanded units may be anywhere. If in supply, they go to the casualty box. If
unsupplied, they are removed from the game map altogether.
Production Limits
There are annual production limits for new infantry, artillery, cavalry and for infantry replacements (see
Table below). Other production limits are inherent in the counter mix - a player cannot build "extra" infantry if
there is no counter for it available. Ship building is limited to one ship counter per turn per construction port (a
construction port is a coastal city containing an anchor symbol).
There was often a price to pay politically as well. For new or replaced infantry, a player loses 1 National
Morale as soon as he builds or replaces the too many infantry factors within a calendar year (Jan/Feb through
Nov/Dec only).

Max New Builds and Replacements Per Year
1805
FRANCE

1806

1807

1808

1809

1810

1811

1812

1813

1814,
1815

25/35* 25/35* 25/35*

AUSTRIA

15

15

PRUSSIA
RUSSIA*
BRITAIN^

10
10*
7

10
11*
7

25/35* 25/35* 25/35* 25/35* 25/35* 25/35* 25/35*
20
(After
15 reform)
20
20
20
20
20
20
15
(After
10
10 reform)
15
15
15
20
20
12*
13*
14*
15*
16*
20*
20*
20*
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

First "#" per year … no effect on National Morale. Next "#" -1 NM as soon as first "1" built
*France: 35 if at war with 4 major powers at once (i.e., Britain, Prussia, Austria and Russia); Russia: no limit if
enemy forces in Russia
^Britain: Only 2 factors of new units per year may leave Britain. Note that Britain has many factors that
automatically appear if it is invaded. See "Intrinsic Defense" rules.
If nation not listed, then there is no limit for it unless a scenario so specifies.

Production Cost Chart
BUILD

Demobilize
Infantry
Mobilize infantry

ITEM
RECEIVED

COST

Free

1production
factor per
demobilized
factor

(National Morale of at least 3
See Mobilization Rule)

1 infantry
1 factor

Infantry, New Unit

1 infantry
2 factor

Infantry,
Replacements

1-3 infantry
1 factors

TIMING

LIMITS

available
immediately

infantry must be in home nation (a
minimum of 1 factor per production
city and fort and 1 leader per 5 factors
must be kept mobilized).

available
immediately

one per home production city and
fort per turn

Available for
mobilization next
Strategic Turn
available during
operational turns for
this strategic turn
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one per home production city and
fort per turn
one per home production city and
fort per operational turn

Active Leaders (a
minimum of 1 leader
per 5 inf is required)

Disrupted Infantry.
Artillery, Cavalry
Command Point
Foreign Aid
Add Cavalry to
national army
Add Artillery to
national army
Supply Unit
Depot Unit
Sea Lift
Ship (new)

1 leader
remains in
1 play
1 per corps
Free commander
1 command
2 point
1 (Britain
only)
4 for
France, all
others 2
2 for
France, all
others 4

1 production
factor

Cavalry Unit
Artillery
Unit

2 1 supply unit
Convert
supply to
2 depot
3 1 Lift Point
8
1 ship factor

available
immediately
Appear next
Operational turn
available
immediately
Provided to ally who
is at war with
France.4

Available for
mobilization next
Strategic Turn
Available for
mobilization next
Strategic Turn
available
immediately
available
immediately
available
immediately
available in 3
strategic turns

Must be paid each strategic turn. If not
paid, remove leader from map until it
is paid in a future strategic turn.
Return to any activated leader within 5
hexes of where it was lost, or to any
leader on the same map one turn later

no more than 20% of British
Balance per turn

one per turn

one per turn

May be spent during an operational
turn
Cost is lowered as game
progresses. See below.5
One per construction port per turn

50, or 50% of
balance and all
of this turn's
production,
whichever is
greater

See rules;
improved
Cannot be used until 1 year after first
Army Reform (see
movement and Completed 1 year
time the nation sues for peace, or 1809
rules)
after purchase
combat
if not previously defeated.
3
Must be actively at war. War must have been openly declared. Not currently in a truce with opposing nation.
4
Sea Lift Costs:
All nations, start of game............3 production per sea lift point
Britain, starting Mar/Apr 1809...2 production per sea lift point
Britain, starting Mar/Apr 1810...1 production per sea lift point

Production Sources Chart
LOCATION

STARS

CONDITIONS

FRANCE

AUSTRIA
Vienna

4/2

2 if French

4/2

2 if French

Paris

4

Bohemia (Prague)

Lille

2

Hungary (Buda-Pest)

2

Marseille*

2

Moravia (Brunn)

2

Lyon

2

Galacia (Krakow)

2

Toulouse

2

Trieste^

2

Strasburg

2

TOTAL

11

16

Or 15

Bordeaux OR Antwerp*

2

Amsterdam

4

Geneva
LeHarve OR Nantes*
TOTAL

PRUSSIA
-3 if blockaded

Berlin

2

2

Konigsberg^

2

2

Danzig^

2

Magdeburg

2

Silesia (Glogau)

2

Stettin^

2

18 blockaded

24

BRITAIN
London

6

Birmingham (off map)

2

Manchester (off map)

2

Empire

4

Trade

8

TOTAL

-2 if French navy
blockades London

TOTAL
DENMARK
-3 if French navy
blockades London
-1 if Continental
System in effect
21 blockaded

22

9 blockaded

12

Copenhagen^

2

SWEDEN
Stockholm^

2

GERMANY/POLAND
Hamburg^

2

RUSSIA

Westphalia (Cassel)

2

Moscow

4

Saxony (Dresden)

2

St. Petersburg

4

Bavaria (Munich)

2

Kiev

2

Poland (Warsaw)

2

Riga^

2

Wurttemburg (Stuttgart)

2

Nizhny Novgorod

2

Kharkov

2
16

ITALY
Venice^

2

TOTAL

Milan

2

SPAIN

Turin

2

Madrid

2

Rome

2

Cadiz^

2

Naples^

2

Portugal (Lisbon)^

2

Barcelona^

2

OTTOMAN EMPIRE
Bucharest

2

Salonica^

2

Constantinople^

2

Smryna^

2

12

-3 if blockaded

12blockaded

*-1 if blockaded
^-1 if blockaded (no effect if allied with Britain)
Infantry Counter Limitations by Major Power. The counter mix causes some real limitations on the number of
infantry that can be built. When a player overbuilds infantry, he will likely find that he will be forced to disband
units to "make change." As a guide, here are the limits for each major power. The limits are based on the largest
counter size available that doesn't have a "1" on one side and a "2" on the other. For most nations, this list is the
total of 5-4s, 4-4s and 3-4s. This list is for infantry only. Note that nations that complete Army Reform get a 15
factor bonus at the end of that process. If you've built them, you will not receive this bonus. The numbers given
are not a rules limitation. Feel free to build every factor if you like!
France = 100 factors
Austria = 70 factors
Russia = 70 factors
Prussia = 67 factors
Britain = 44 factors
Intrinsic Defenses
Britain and France (and other limited areas such as Norway and the Ottoman Empire) have intrinsic
units (usually infantry) defending some hexes and ports. In all cases, intrinsic defenses may only be called up
once until an equivalent number of factors is returned into the intrinsic defense pool (it is not necessary to move
them back to where they appeared). Once the factors have been returned, they are eligible to be called up again.
Players will have to conduct some record-keeping for these activities.
All infantry raised this way count against the annual infantry limit of the nation raising them.
France. The French player may, at his option, place 2 Inf in each coastal production port or fort in France,
Holland or the Kingdom of Italy (north of the Weather Zone 1 Line) when an enemy invasion lands within 4
hexes of it, or when an enemy approaches overland to within that distance. Each red dot coastal city in the same
places has 1 infantry. These units are placed immediately upon the landing at the option of the owning player,
provided counters are available. If the invasion is defeated (all units eliminated, and the area captured is
retaken), then infantry equal to the amount originally received must be returned to the intrinsic defense pool
before they can be called up again.
Since these ports "immediately" receive their infantry, these hexes are considered defended. Also, a hex
may with units already on it can receive these intrinsic units as reinforcements. An invasion force will have to
conduct combat by attacking the defenders, and then winning the combat and advancing into the target hex.
Successful invading units (whether by sea or overland) that begin to move towards other ports in later
turns also activate the Intrinsic Defenses of those ports even if sea invasion is not conducted. Other enemy units
approaching by land also trigger these defenses.
Starting in 1812, the French are limited to raising 10 factors per year in this manner.
Example. The British have landed on the hex between Le Havre and Dieppe. At the option of the French player,
two (2) infantry are placed at both Le Havre and Cherbourg, and one infantry in each of these red coastal
cities: Dieppe, Abbeville, Boulogne, Calais, Caen, St. Lo. Note that other red dot cities like Rouen do not
receive infantry as they are not coastal cities.
Britain. Britain started the war with a large army but kept nearly all of it at home (or in neighboring Ireland)
during the war, only releasing lesser amounts for operations elsewhere.
The British Home Army is: 24 Inf, 2 Artillery, 1 Cavalry. These are available is described below.
1. If another nation invades Britain by sea invasion, the British may place units from the Home Army in the
same manner as described for the French immediately except that up to 1 factor may be placed in ANY coastal
hex (not just those with cities or forts). Note that the entire army cannot be placed this way, so the next
Coalition Operational turn after the invasion, place the following in any controlled hex in England, no more
than 3 factors per hex: 12 combat factors of any of the Home Army; the next Operational turn after that, place
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half the remainder in England on the northern edge, no more than 3 factors per hex, and the next Operational
turn, place all the rest in England, no more than 3 factors per hex on the northern edge.
2. Available for Operations once per year: up to 8 factors from the Home Army. Half of these are removed from
Ireland and so appear via sea lift in Brittany Coast; the other half are taken from the Home Army, and so are
placed anywhere in England. These forces may be sent to any place on the maps that Britain can enter
[historically, Sweden (1808), Holland (1809 and 1813), Italy (1806, 1814) and even Egypt (1807)]. [Optional
Rule: Players wanting a more historical limitation may not sent these units to Spain or Portugal, as forces
allocated to that army is handled via the production limitations rule]. Until the 8 factors (or their replacements)
are returned to Ireland and the Home Army, another Operation may not occur, even if another year has passed.
3. Neither the Home Army or the British Army in Ireland is required to have leaders assigned or pay
maintenance until they are called to service as listed above.
4. Malta, Gibraltar, and Sicily also have intrinsic defense of 1 infantry each that appear when an enemy force is
within 4 hexes or sea boxes. Sicily's defense is 0 in 1805, 1 in 1806, 2 in 1807, and 3 every year after that.
Gibraltar's defense may be an artillery unit instead of infantry at the player's choice.
Either Nation. Hexes that have had units called up no longer have intrinsic defense until the units are replaced.
To replace them, remove the equivalent forces from play. Players may have to keep notes on these.
Triggering Limitations. The mere presence of enemy land or naval units at sea does not constitute a trigger for
the intrinsic defenses. An invasion must be announced. The instant an invasion is announced, the defenses may
be placed.

Control
Control of any hex is established as follows:
a). hexes in a nation’s home nation and controlled client states are theirs by default (see
exceptions) until taken by an enemy nation as follows:
b) Occupation by a combat unit controls the hex, however a unit in a fort retains control of any
production that may be in that hex even if it is besieged. Control is retained even when the unit moves away
(see exceptions)
c) Putting an uncontested zone of control (ZOC) on a hex captures it until another power
occupies it or puts an uncontested ZOC on it. Capture is retained even when the unit moves away (see
exceptions)
Example. Murat (a French cavalry leader) and 2 Cavalry factors place a zone of control on unoccupied
Prague, a supply source used by several stacks of Austrians. Prague is now controlled by the French. The
Austrians manage to get Hiller with 4 infantry factors adjacent to Prague, but because Hiller’s ZOC is
contested, the Austrians do not regain control. However, Hiller can attack Murat by expending an 0-2 supply
unit. Murat retreats away from Prague. Hiller now takes control because his ZOC is now uncontested.
Exceptions. For hexes in Spain, Portugal, the Ottoman Empire and Russia, control reverts to the home
nation if the hex is not enemy-occupied (most likely that means French-occupied) or in an uncontested enemy
ZOC. (Note that this means many more factors of an invader are required to maintain control in these areas.)
LOC Control. The hexes within the 4-hex range of a Line of Communications are controlled by that
player, except for hexes containing an enemy unit or its zone of control. An enemy ZOC is cancelled by a
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friendly unit if there is one in the adjacent hex, but other hexes without a friendly unit remain affected by the
enemy ZOC.
Declarations of War or Intimidations. When a major power attempts to take control of a client state or
minor power via war or intimidation, another major power may be selected to control the invaded client
state/minor. The nation is selected as follows:
1. From among the nations already at war with the invader:
a. The nation with the most current victory points chooses to control the invaded nation or not;
b. The nation with the next most VPs chooses, etc.
c. If no nation chooses to control the invaded nation, then proceed to Step 2.
2. From among the nations not already at war, but which are eligible to go to war with the invader:
a. Same as a-c above, except go to Step 3 (Note that these nations are not required to go to war
with the invader.)
3. The invaded nation surrenders. The invader takes control. (Notice that nations not able to go to war
with the invader or nations allied to the invader do not get a chance to control the invaded state.)
Also see “Client State Intimidation.”
Control of a Client State and Minor Power Already at War. A major power controls all hexes in a client
state when it is defeated or intimidated, except as listed in the “Exceptions” above. When a client state in those
areas is intimidated or defeated, and then later occupied by an enemy of the major power that defeated the
occupying power is viewed as an ally and controls all the areas without need for a garrison. The same is true for
a minor power. Some scenario rules may change this rule.
Example 1. Russia declares war on the Ottoman Empire. France takes control of the Ottomans. France does not
have garrison anything in the Ottoman Empire to retain control of it, but Russia does.
Example 2. France intimidates Portugal, taking control. To maintain control, France must continue to occupy
Portugal’s forts and Lisbon, the production city. Portugal then revolts and Britain comes to its aid. The French
gradually pull out of Portugal. The British do not have to garrison any forts or Lisbon.
Some scenarios may change the definition of control.

Stacking
Stacking refers to the number of factors that may simultaneously occupy a hex.
Stacking limits apply at the end of movement, at the end of combat, and at the end of the end-of-turn
phase.
A land map hex may have the following friendly units present:
• Any number of combat factors (excessive stacks will have several penalties)
• Any number of Supply units
• Any number of Leaders (there may be limits to their effectiveness, however) - see Stacking and
Supply Penalties Table below.
• Game markers such as Active Forage, Inside a Fort marker, etc.
A blockade box area may have:
• a limited number of combat factors and/or supply units based on Sea Lift capacity
• Any number of leaders (Admirals)
• Any number of ship factors
A seaport (a hex that is connected via a dark blue transportation line6) may have:
• The same as a land map area, plus
• Any number of ship factors and Admirals

6

Any named city, production or red-dot, that has a blue transportation line running through its hex between two sea boxes or between
a sea box and a port is also a seaport. Examples are: Hastings in England, Elsinor in Denmark, Helsingborg in Sweden, etc.
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Note that enemy units may not stack together with each other in a hex except when a fort is occupied by one
side. This restriction does not apply to ships in the same sea box.
Excessive stacking causes movement and supply penalties. (see Supply in Movement and Combat for
details.)
French Alliance or Coalition Nations Stacking
Special rules are required regarding stacking and cooperation of the primary belligerents and their allies.
France's allies were usually either client states or minor nations (see Diplomacy rule for details). Once in a
while France was allied, usually briefly, with another major power such as Russia, Prussia or Austria. France's
enemies (the Coalition) often allied with each other and sometimes with minor nations or client states.
The French may stack with their allies, except not with Spain. Some allies, such as the Bavarians, have
their own counters. Furthermore, French allies and client states must stack together up to 6 factors if with a
leader. Independent allied units (not stacked with any leader) are unaffected. Certain scenario instructions may
alter this.
Note that French army units mustered directly from its annexed states (such as Italy, Helvetia, or
Holland) are treated in all respects as any other French unit and the above rule does not apply.
Coalition Stacking. For the Coalition units, the following limitations apply. Coalition units may stack together.
However, leadership for each nation is determined separately. This means, for example, that a Russian leader
cannot normally command other coalition units (for example, the Austrians in 1805). However, from time to
time the Coalition forces agreed upon a unified command. This may occur when a Coalition National Military
Leader is on the map. Such a leader overrides the previous restriction - he (and only he) may command the
forces of any nation, and their respective army commanders and corps commanders if they are within his
initiative range.
Spanish Stacking with France. French land units and leaders may not stack with Spanish units at the end of
movement or the start of battle when they are allied. Navies may stack when allied, however. When forced to
stack as a result of retreat, the stack must be separated by the end of the player's next movement or the units that
retreated are disrupted.
Spanish Stacking with Britain. When allied, Spanish units led by a British leader are limited to one factor per
hex until Wellesley is made Coalition Military leader in 1812 (after he takes a Production City). At that point
the number of Spanish factors in a hex under a British leader may be equal to the number of non-Spanish factors
there. Excess Spanish factors may be present, but are considered leaderless. These limitations do not apply to
Spanish units led by Spanish leaders, or to leaderless factors. When forced to stack as a result of retreat, the
stack must be separated by the end of the player's next movement or the units that retreated are disrupted.
British and Spanish leaders and their units may stack one year after they become allied. However, there
still cannot be two Spanish leaders in the same hex at the end of a Spanish leader's movement or combat.
British, Spanish navies may stack when allied.
Portuguese Stacking. Portuguese factors that a British leader may lead are equal to the number of British factors
in that hex. Excess Portuguese factors may be present but are considered leaderless. Also see "Beresford" under
"Other Leaders Abilities" rule.
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Stacking, Command, Movement and Supply -- Summary of Effects
SIZE OF STACK

1-6 land factors

six factors is the most a French marshal or a British corps commander or a corps commander from an
nation that has completed Army Reform can command

COMMAND

1-5 land (infantry,
cavalry, artillery) factors

COMMAND LIMIT
five factors is the most a corps commander from a nation that has not completed Army Reform can
command

MOVEMENT LIMITS (LAND ONLY)
WEATHER EFFECTS ON MOVEMENT

1-15 land factors

11-15 land factors

MOVEMENT PENALTIES
for LARGE STACKS
No additional movement
penalty*
15 is the most factors an Army
Commander can command by
himself
lose one (1) movement factor if
this size stack moves

SEE POOR WEATHER
IN THE NORTH BOX
BELOW

16+ combat factors
lose two (2) movement factors if
this size stack moves
SIZE OF STACK

1-5 combat factors
6 or more combat
factors

+2 movement
when crossing
mountain hexside
(instead of +1
used in clear
weather);
+50% combat
damage to both if
across mountain
hexside

POOR
WEATHER REST
OF MAP
October-May
+2 movement
when crossing
mountain
hexside (instead
of +1 used in
clear weather);
+50% combat
damage to both
if across
mountain
hexside

MOVEMENT

SIZE OF STACK
1-10 land factors

POOR WEATHER
NORTH OF WEATHER
ZONE 2 LINE (Russia+)
REMOTE AREA
October-May

POOR
WEATHER
SPAIN &
PORTUGAL ,
ITALY S. OF
WEATHER LINE
November-April

BASIC SUPPLY (lasts thru current player and enemy's next turn)
Developed Areas
one supply unit (not burned) or depot (not burned) during
supply; may forage instead

Remote Areas
same as developed areas

same as above

burns one supply unit/depot (may also
apply towards Attack Supply) during
player's supply; may forage instead
ATTACK SUPPLY (lasts thru player's turn)

SIZE OF STACK

Remote Areas
one supply unit (not burned) or depot
per stack of 1-5 factors

6-10 combat factors

one supply unit (which is burned) or depot (not burned if in
LOC) per combat phase

Burn +1 supply unit or burn one
additional depot

11-15 combat factors

one supply unit (which is not burned if in LOC) or depot per
combat phase

Burn +1 supply unit or burn one
additional depot (cumulative with
above)

16+ combat factors

one supply unit (which is burned) or depot (not burned if in
LOC) per combat phase

Burn +1 supply unit or burn one
additional depot (cumulative with
above)

SIZE OF STACK

DEFENSE SUPPLY (lasts thru current player and enemy's next turn)
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SUPPLY

Developed Areas
one supply unit (which is burned) or depot (not burned if in
LOC) per combat phase

1-5 combat factors

1-5 combat factors

one supply unit (not burned), depot or home fort/prod.city per
combat

one supply unit (not burned) or depot
per stack of 1-5 factors

6-10 combat factors

Ditto

Burn 1 supply unit or burn one
additional depot

11-15 combat factors

Ditto

Burn 1 supply unit or burn one
additional depot (NOT cumulative)

16+ combat factors

Ditto

Burn 1 supply unit or burn one
additional depot (NOT cumulative)

Other Key Stacking Rules
Client State Stacking
Client states must stack together, up to 6 factors if with a leader. Same for minor allies. They cannot be broken into smaller stacks
unless they are not with a leader. (However, see Spanish stacking rule. Scenario rules such as Peninsular War may change these
rules.)
Coalition Stacking
Coalition units may stack, but leaders may only lead those forces from their home nation unless the leader is a "Coalition Military
Leader." A "Coalition Military Leader" may lead any coalition unit, not just those from their home nation. Co-belligerents (nations
that are both at war with the same enemy but are not formally allied) may not stack.
Leader Stacking Limits (see "Leaders" rule)

Poor Weather in the North (see Table Entry above)
-1 to unit movement factor in all clear hexes during Poor Weather for any sized stack.
+2 to cross a mountain hexside.
+50% combat damage and all "Casualties" are permanently eliminated (must be rebuilt) if lost in enemy nation. All losses (not
disruptions) in Remote Areas North and East of Weather Zone 2 while in an enemy nation are placed off-map, not replaced.
All lake hexsides and rivers are frozen in Feb and Mar. north of Weather Line 2. Rivers or lake hexsides do not cost +1
movement to cross while frozen, and their combat effects are ignored.
Each moving stack loses 1 combat factor per 5 factors or parts thereof per operational turn when moving unless fully supplied (1
supply unit, depot or forage hex per 5 combat factors) unless in its home nation.
Sea hexes that are North or East of Weather Zone 3 are impassable by ship, but passable by land units in Feb and Mar.

Designer's Note: The movement penalty for larger stacks can be avoided by moving corps-sized units separately and only
joining them when amassing for major battles, or by breaking up a large army into corps-sized stacks and then moving
them separately and not stacking above 10 factors by end of movement. This was one of the ways Napoleon could move
his troops so quickly, yet mass for large attacks.

Limited Intelligence
There are several provisions to simulate the fog of war:
1. Players reveal most – but not all – of their production builds:
a. he announces when he places new units on the map (in play, or in the Ready for Mobilization box),
b. he announces the number of leaders on which he paid maintenance,
c. he announces the number of mobilized or demobilized units,
d. each player announces his total available Command Points for each major nation at the beginning of
the first operational turn after a Strategic Turn.
2. If a leader is present in the stack, the highest ranked activated leader (or the one with the highest combat
value if they're all the same rank) must be displayed on top of the stack (Coalition Military Leader, National
18
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French or British Leaders per stack = no limit to the number of leaders in a stack. When Russia, Austria, or Prussia individually
complete Army Reform, each is treated the same as France and Britain. Russia, Austria, Prussia prior to Army Reform: There is a
limit of 5 leaders per stack, except when there are two nations in a stack the limit is 6 leaders if at least one is from the other nation.

Military Leader, Army Commander, Marshal/Corp Commander). This leader determines the movement
capability of the stack.
3. Leader Boards. We recommend the "Leader Boards" for additional concealment. The Leader Boards are a
supplement that allows a player to place all units under a top leader's command off the map, but on these
boards. Only the commanding leader is placed on the map. The top unit of each stack in a box on the leader
board must still be displayed and is available for inspection. Use of the Leader Boards will effectively "blind"
players for more realistic play.
4. Players may not examine the contents of enemy stacks until combat is announced and only after March to the
Sound of the Guns has occurred. Players may also examine after combat, but before any mandatory retreats.
Stacks may not be examined after retreats are completed.
5. A player may require another player to show how he obtained his supply status in the event there is combat.
6. During Combat, players do not reveal the size of their stacks until all "March to the Sound of the Guns"
movements are completed.
7. Because only certain stacks have zones of control, an opposing player may 'test' the ZOC of an enemy unit by
attempting to move through it. The enemy stack is then revealed -- but only enough to show that it has a ZOC.
The player being tested does not have to reveal the entire stack, and he may simply say "It has a ZOC." If the
moving player is successful (that is, if there is no ZOC), he must complete the attempted move.
8. If a player wants to trace command or supply or a Line of Communications through a hex with a potential
ZOC, the other player must show the stack, or at least enough of it to demonstrate that it has a ZOC to prevent
him from tracing.
Designer's Comment. Unless there is an impartial observer present, players must trust that their opponents do
not take advantage of this rule. However, mistakes can be made. If they are, the offending player should grant a
concession to his opponent that is of an appropriate value. Alternatively, players can agree not to use the
limited intelligence rule -- but they will know much more than the historical commanders did!

Mobilization and Demobilization
During this era most nations did not keep large standing armies due primarily to the expense. Instead,
they mobilized their armies when needed. “Mobilization” is the term used to describe the activation of military
units of a nation. "Demobilization" describes the return of these soldiers to the civilian economy.
Mobilization. Unless a nation's army starts the game already mobilized, it may have infantry factors that are
available to be mobilized at the start of the game. Such infantry is placed in the Ready for Mobilization box on
the map. Each scenario will list units that belong in the mobilization box. Newly built combat units (infantry,
artillery, cavalry only) always go into the mobilization box, from which it must be mobilized to then enter the
map. Replacement units do not require mobilization, nor do ships, supply units, depots, or leaders (leaders must
be maintained, however).
A nation must have a National Morale of at least three (3) to mobilize unless attacked by another nation.
A nation does not have to be at war to mobilize.
There are two kinds of mobilization: 1) preparation for war and 2) when war has been declared on the
nation mobilizing.
1. For "preparation for war":
Using the production chart, a player can call up some or all his available forces for action during a
Strategic Turn. Available forces are those already in the mobilization box, either previously demobilized, the
reserve army, or newly produced factors. It costs 1 production point to mobilize 1 factor of infantry, cavalry, or
artillery out of the mobilization box. A newly produced unit must first be placed in the mobilization box, then
the following turn (or a later turn) it may be mobilized, which then allows it to be placed on the map.
When placing mobilized units on the map, one combat factor can be placed in a production city or fort
each turn, starting with (presumably) the first operational turn, continuing on the second, and so on until all that
were paid for during the last Strategic Turn are placed. Mobilized factors on the Operational Turn track that
cannot come in due to lack of eligible locations can be pushed forward on the track. Note that this might take
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multiple operational turns to complete. A player may purposely delay placement of units to put them in the
cities he wants.
Example. During the August 1806 turn, Prussia spends 12 production points to mobilize 12 infantry factors. He
removes 12 factors of infantry from the Ready for Mobilization box and sets them on the reinforcement track to
appear in operational turns 1 and 2. He could place them all in turn 1 as he has 12 factors and 13 cities, but he
wants them to appear in a more compact area. During operational turn 1, he places 6 factors. He puts the other
six into the Turn 2 box as reinforcements. Then during operational turn 2, he places the other 6 in the same
cities. All factors have been placed until he mobilizes more in other Strategic Turns.
2. For "war has been declared on the nation":
On the first operational turn, half the factors available in the mobilization box are placed, spread as
equally as possible in each production city or fort, one factor per location. All eligible leaders in the
mobilization box are also received, one per city or fort. On the next operational turn, the remainder of the unmobilized factors are similarly placed. If there are excess units, they may be mobilized in later operational turns
in the same manner. There is no cost for mobilization of these factors or leaders. In later turns, the leaders will
have to be maintained. Note: While economical, waiting to mobilize your entire army until war is declared on
you is risky business. You can be overrun before your army congregates to resist. On the other hand, if you
expect to be defeated regardless, this technique might allow you to save resources for later in the game.
3. For either:
Note that newly constructed factors are placed in the Ready for Mobilization box, not on the map.
Newly constructed factors must also be mobilized as well. Supply units are not mobilized.
A player does not have to continue to mobilize once he starts, but if he spent production points to
mobilize they are not returned.
A player who mobilizes does not have to bring all units onto the map as soon as possible. He may delay
their entrance in order, for example, to bring them into a set of selected areas. Delayed units are usually placed
on the next operational turn of the turn track.
When mobilizing, a player must select a land combat commander chosen from the available pool of
leaders (as listed in scenarios) for every five (5) factors mobilized, or any portion thereof, and must pay the
maintenance cost for the leader.
[Optional Rule. The French player may then draw four more at random. The French player may then reject any
marshal with a loyalty of 2 or less and may reject up to one more of the marshals without cause. He may then
redraw, keeping the rejected marshals out of the group of available counters. Players must take the leaders and
must pay maintenance for them.]
Place the mobilized leader with any friendly stack, but do not stack leaders until all mobilizing stacks
have at least one leader unless required by a scenario setup.
Demobilization. Nations may demobilize, in full or partially, or may be required to demobilize to a certain
level by peace terms. Note that demobilization improves a nation's economy as men are returned to more
productive pursuits (maintenance costs are reduced). Nations at war may demobilize partially if the player
believes he does not need all the units immediately. Units must be in their home nation to demobilize and they
must be in supply. Besieged units may not be demobilized, even if they meet the previous conditions.
Players should place the combat factors demobilized in the Ready for Mobilization box. They available
for later mobilization. When demobilizing, a nation may remove one or more combat factors on the map,
placing it in the Ready for Mobilization box. Simply pick up an eligible unit and place it - normal movement
does not apply.
Time Limits. A nation must wait at least 2 full strategic turns after demobilization before it can mobilize again,
unless invaded. Example. Prussia demobilizes during Mar-Apr 1806 turn. It may not mobilize again until SepOct 1806 turn. If France declared war on the May-June 1806, Prussia would get to mobilize, however.
A nation that has war declared on it may mobilize at no cost and despite any of the previously listed
prohibitions. However, it may only bring in half its factors in the Ready for Mobilization box on the first
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operational turn of the war, and the rest of the army on the turn after that. This process can be delayed if there
are not enough eligible locations to place units.
When demobilizing, a player must leave combat factors mobilized equal to the number of production
cities and forts he controls. These may, however, be placed as he pleases or within other requirements. A
marshal or corps must remain in play for every 5 infantry factors, or portion thereof, on the map. These leaders
should be stacked with at least one combat factor and should not be stacked with each other unless at war.
Minor Powers and Client States. Players may demobilize factors from minors and client states they control.
However, one factor per production city and fort must be kept in play. These can be from the minor or client
state, the controlling power, or its allies. When demobilized minor/client factors are mobilized again, they
appear in their home country.
Leaders are not demobilized but are removed from the map and placed in the mobilization box if they
are not maintained.
Naval Units. Admirals must remain in play, one for every 10 ship factors, if available. Ships, supply units, and
depots cannot be demobilized.

Command
"Command" represents the ability to organize, equip, and lead soldiers into battle. Players are limited in their
ability to move units by their ability to command them. Each strategic turn the phasing player may purchase
Command Points which are used to move ("activate") leaders and/or units and perform other actions. Command
Points last during an entire strategic turn, with the same amount available each Operational Turn. Then they
must be purchased again in the next Strategic Turn. Command points are spent each operational turn as follows:
Command Costs Required for Movement
COMMAND
ACTION
COST
1
Move a Single Unit. Move a single land combat unit of 1 or greater, using its movement
factor. (It costs the same to move a "5-4" as a "1-4." Note that an 0-2 supply does not require a
command point to move, and that LOC is available- see below.)
1
Activate a Leader. Move a stack of combat units stacked with a Leader (up to his ability),
using the Leader's movement factor.
1
Activate a National Military Leader (not all nations have these), who may then automatically
activate 'x' subordinates that are within 'x' hexes where 'x' is his initiative rating. He also
functions like any other leader if activated.
0
LOC Movement. Move up to 5 combat factors per operational turn within a valid Line of
Communications (May not enter an enemy ZOC unless a friendly unit is present there. May not
participate in attacks).
0
Ship Movement. Move a naval unit of any type using its movement factor, with or without an
Admiral. Ships are required to have a "Move" chit on it to move.
0
Sea Lift (infantry units do NOT require activation, unless they are invading).
0
Reassignment/Strategic Move. Move a Leader counter that has no attached units up to 10
hexes (may not conduct attacks), five sea boxes, or a combination of the two (e.g., 2 sea boxes
and 6 land hexes). Leaders may not move through enemy units or their ZOCs but may move
through any sea box, even one with only enemy ships.

Leaders Summary
This is a summary. See separate "Leaders" rule later in these rules. There are four types of leaders:
LAND
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1. National Military Leaders (highest rank; includes Coalition Military Leaders)
2. Army Commanders
3. French Marshals (crossed batons) and all Corps Commanders (two gold stars with black centers)
SEA
4. Admirals (see Naval Rules)
Leadership affects many parts of the game, including combat, movement, diplomacy, etc. Leaders share the
following attributes:

Only French leaders have the "loyalty" rating. For all attributes, 1 is the lowest and 6 is the highest (best).
"Loyalty" is used for an optional rule for picking leaders at random.
Initiative is used to determine the leader's capability to conduct independent actions, such as 'march to
the sound of the guns.'
Combat value is used to determine the bonus that the leader gives to units he commands. It is also
instrumental in determining combat damage and combat losses.
Movement indicates the leader's ability to organize large bodies of men and get them moving.
The color of the unit will indicate its basic alignment: blue/white leaders are French; most others are coalition,
which are red with an additional color on the upper half of the counter.
A leader counter may make a "strategic move" by itself up to 10 land hexes or 5 naval boxes without
requiring activation.7
Corps commanders of the coalition have 2 stars in the top center of their counter:

Cavalry commanders are specialized leaders. They are always only marshals or corps commanders
(never Army Commanders or National Military Leaders). They are indicated by the CAV printed on
the counter.
Army Commanders of the Coalition do not have the 2 stars in the top center.

Russian Austrian Prussian Spanish

Reorganization. At any time during the turn, either player can reorganize his infantry units in each stack
by recombining them to change the individual units without changing the total value of the stack. Units in
different hexes must be reorganized separately. Units cannot move from one hex to another while reorganizing.
There is an intentional counter limit - if a player finds himself lacking the necessary units, he may exchange like
units on the map, disband a unit elsewhere on the map, or forego the reorganization.
Example. The Russians have a stack with a 5-4 infantry, and another 5-4 infantry. The player may remove one
of the 5-4s and replace it with a 4-4 and a 1-4, or a 3-4 and a 2-4. To do this, he can use units that are off the

7

The leader may not move through enemy ZOCs. A leader moving this way may not participate in any battle that turn.
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map, or he could find a stack of his units that has, for example, a 3-4 and a 2-4 and exchange it with another
stack that has a 5-4, or a 4-4 and a 1-4.

Movement and Combat. This section is a summary and overview. For details, see other rules.
During a campaign, the phasing player who is currently at war moves during each Operational Turn. He
moves units up to the limits of his Command Points and Line of Communications abilities, during which he
may conduct combat.
Movement and combat are not two separate phases. A player may move a stack, then conduct combat
with it, then move other stacks and conduct combat again, even on the same target. Once a stack moves it
cannot move again and the player cannot come back to it later and declare a combat (it may be able to March to
the Sound of the Guns, however). This may continue until he has used up his Command Points, has no more
units he can move, or the player can end his turn after he has moved all the units he cares to. Combat is not
required. To conduct combat a stack requires an activated leader and a supply source.
Delayed Combat. A player may move a stack and declare that it will attack a certain adjacent enemy stack, but
that the "attack is delayed." He may then move another stack(s) up adjacent to the target and when he is ready,
begin the attack. All such stacks are considered to have completed their movement, although they may be able
to attack again via "march to the sound of the guns." Units may participate in only two combats per turn,
however.
During this phase the player moves his land (infantry, supply, leaders) and naval units. Movement is
voluntary, but the number of units that can move is limited. The order in which units are moved is determined
by their owner. Once a unit has been moved during a turn, it cannot be moved again during the current turn
(March to the Sound of the Guns may allow a stack to move one hex, however).
In clear weather it costs 1 movement factor to enter a plain hex. Other terrain costs more. Weather may
affect movement. Units that are unsupplied when they are moved have their movement factors halved (see
Minimum Movement, below). Some hexsides cannot be crossed (white hexsides in adjacent sea hexes, for
example).
Units may be moved singly or in a stack. A stack is a group of units with a Leader. When the leader is
activated with a Command Point such a stack moves as if it were one unit having the Leader's Movement
Factor. Stack sizes are limited -- higher ranked leaders can control more units. In order to move most units, a
Command Point must be spent to activate the unit or its leader. See "Command" for a list. This means it is
possible that many units or stacks will not move during a turn.
A unit may only move through hexes up to its movement limit. This is the movement factor printed on
the counter, but in some cases another unit such as a leader may require it to move less or may allow more
movement. A player may also decide to have units move less. A unit's movement factor cannot be saved up – it
is used in an operational turn or lost, but its full value is restored at the start of the next operational turn of that
player. Supply units (0-2) cannot move faster than that on land but can at sea. A leader's movement does not
speed up (or slow down) a supply unit.
Units that enter an enemy zone of control (ZOC) must end their movement for the turn. It cost 1
movement to enter a ZOC, so it is proper to ask if a stack has one, provided your own stack has enough
movement to get there adjacent if it doesn’t. If a stack starts already in an enemy ZOC, the stack may leave that
ZOC, or move directly from it to another enemy zone of control (from the same or different enemy unit), which
would end its movement for the turn. Note that not all enemy units have ZOCs.
Naval units may move at sea, or into ports, as may sail units that are being transported by sea using "Sea
Lift" into a port. Otherwise land units cannot move at sea, and naval units can never move on land.

Terrain Effects
Terrain effects may slow the unit's or stack's movement and will affect combat. Terrain effects are
applied based on the terrain being entered, or a hexside being crossed, or both. Most hexes on the map are clear
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terrain, but some are forest/woods. There are also river hexsides, mountain hexsides, and prohibited sea
hexsides. Forts and cities do not affect movement.
When multiple stacks are attacking from different hexes, each stack has the appropriate penalties applied
separately. See How to Conduct Combat for details.
Blue Transportation lines that connect sea boxes and ports are not rivers. When determining combat
effects near seas, look at the hexsides, not the blue transportation lines.
See "Weather and Remote Areas" rule.
Example. Soult is attacking from one hex, Lannes from another, and Napoleon from a third. The
defender is in woods. Soult must cross a river hexside and Lannes must cross a mountain hexside, but Napoleon
has a clear hexside. Because the defender is in the woods, all damage that the French do is reduced (see the
CRT). Damage that Soult and Lannes do is reduced further due to the river (Soult) and mountain (Lannes)
hexsides. Combat damage from each French stack is calculated separately, then added together to get the final
total.

Artillery and Cavalry in Combat
Early in the wars, Napoleon used his lighter, more mobile artillery as a mobile force during battles. This
gave the French units an edge on the field. Armies would sometimes amass 'grand batteries' of artillery as well.
Across all armies, the use of cavalry in pursuit of retreating enemies caused additional losses.
Artillery and cavalry are represented by a limited number of units representing mass use of the combat
arm. These units function like infantry, but also have special abilities, described below.
Maximum/Minimum. Players are limited to the numbers of cavalry leaders and cavalry/artillery units supplied.
There is no limit to the number of these units in a stack, but there is a limit to their special effects.
Artillery Bonus. A stack with Artillery unit(s) increases the stack's effectiveness in combat. Enemy stacks take
up to 1 additional casualty in combat when the opposing side has a qualifying artillery unit. A "qualifying" unit
is an artillery unit that has survived combat losses from the Combat Results Table during the current combat. A
player with a qualifying Artillery may eliminate an infantry factor, an artillery factor or a cavalry factor if
present. Factors eliminated this way are placed directly in the casualties box -- not the disrupted box. Note that
both sides can get this bonus simultaneously - but only one Artillery factor per side gets the bonus. If there are
more Artillery units in the battle, extra kills do not occur.
Cavalry Bonus. The presence of Cavalry causes increased losses during retreats, providing the Cavalry unit has
survived combat. When an enemy stack retreats it takes up to 1 additional loss for one attacking cavalry unit,
even if the other player also has them. Excess Cavalry units do not cause extra damage. The attacking player
may choose to eliminate any enemy factor with his cavalry, including other cavalry or artillery. Such factors are
placed directly in the casualties box -- not the disrupted box.
Note that the defender does not get this bonus when he successfully stands, as the attacker does not
actually retreat.
Cossacks. The Russian player also has specially designated cavalry units called "Cossacks" which have a "Ck"
on the counter. Each of these units has other abilities in addition to its cavalry abilities. See
"Guerrillas/Partisans/Cossacks" for details.
No Replacements. Cavalry and Artillery, unlike Infantry, may not be replaced. They may be rebuilt from
scratch, however. Cavalry and Artillery can be disrupted and then return to play like infantry. Players will
presumably always place these units in the Disrupted Box if they can, but note that there are several conditions
where the loss must be taken as a casualty.

Guerrillas/Partisans/Cossacks
Guerrillas and Partisans are units that can appear in various places and times on the maps. Their primary
purpose is to obstruct movement and to adversely affect supply and lines of communication of enemy units.
They are most common in Spain, slightly less so in Russia, and are sporadic in other locations. See " Rebellions,
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Resistance and Insurrections” rules for details. Scenario rules may also provide details. There is no game
difference between a "Partisan" and a "Guerrilla."
Guerrillas move like any infantry unit but are limited to 2 movement factors (printed on the counter).
Guerrillas are not part of a nation's army and may not use LOC movement. Guerrillas, however, may move
every turn without requiring command points. Guerrillas cannot leave their home area, which is defined in a
scenario. They may enter a fort and place a fortified marker on them, as long as they are the only unit in the
fort.
They may never stack with each other at the end of a turn. If forced to do so, eliminate all but one. They
may stack with coalition units but are ignored for combat purposes.
Guerrillas have no supply requirements. Their presence in a hex prevents an enemy unit from tracing
supply, but does not prevent friendly units from tracing supply.
Guerrillas cannot be led by national leaders and therefore can never attack. They can only defend. They
can move onto undefended enemy depots and supply units. See "Capturing Depots and Supply Units" rule
under "Line of Communications and Depots."
In combat, guerrillas are never "disrupted" -- they are instead eliminated. No nation may March to the
Sound of the Guns to defend a guerrilla but may to attack it.
Guerrillas cannot be built, and their reinforcement/replacement is scenario-dependent. Before 1813, if a
nation with guerrillas is no longer at war or has no combat units in play, then remove all the guerrilla counters
from that nation. Starting in 1813, guerrillas stay in play even if their host nation is not at war (at the controlling
player’s option).
Cossacks. Cossacks were specialized Russian cavalry units. They function as regular cavalry, but also as
guerrillas, with a couple of exceptions. Like guerrillas, Cossacks are never disrupted, they are always
eliminated. However, the Russian player may replace one per turn at no cost in any friendly fort, red dot city, or
production city within Russia south of the row containing Brest. Also, the Cossack ZOC reduces the enemy
supply range by 1/2 a hex, which means it takes two Cossacks to reduce the enemy's supply range by one.
Cossacks may stack, but never have additional effects on supply range beyond the first unit.
Example. A French infantry unit is four hexes from the nearest supply depot and is tracing supply through a hex
within a ZOC of a Cossack. This causes no adverse effect. However further down the supply chain is another
Cossack with a ZOC that the French unit must trace through. That's a total of two ZOCs, so the French unit in
question is now out of supply, as it can trace only three hexes, not four, due to the double Cossack ZOC.

Line of Communications and Depots
A Line of Communications (LOC) is used to move supplies and up to 5 factors of infantry units per turn
from a nation's production cities to locations where its armies are via a chain of supply depots. The LOC is also
used to supply combat units and generate new supply units (0-2s). Depots have 0 defense and 0 movement.
They are not combat units and may not be attacked. They may be moved onto, and if an enemy does so, he may
capture or destroy the depot. If he destroys it, he gets two production points for his use.
LOC in Home Nation. Players are presumed to have an LOC throughout their home nation (defined at the start
of a scenario) unless enemy units are present to disrupt it.
Creating an LOC. When not in the home nation, a Line of Communications is created by creating a chain of
depots that are up to four (4) hexes apart, starting from a Major Power's production city, fort, or a port with the
anchor symbol in the hex8. A depot may be formed by moving a supply unit to the desired hex or sea box, then
replacing the supply unit with a depot unit. Note that the supply units have a depot on the reverse side. A player
may convert anytime during his turn by paying 2 production points. He must have these production points
available to spend. If he does not, he may not convert. Once converted to a depot, a supply unit may not reverse
the procedure (exception: peace; see Diplomacy Rule).
8

The "home nation" is defined as the borders of the nation since the last treaty, or since the beginning of the game if there have been
no treaties. Some scenario rules may broaden this definition.
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Supply units may be built at depots if the depots are in a valid line of communications. They may also
be built in a controlled production city outside the home nation. Of course, they may also be built in a home
nation production city or fort. Depots may not be "built" -- they must be converted from a supply unit.
Supply Source. Depots are the preferred way of supplying an attack because a depot is usually not expended
like a supply unit is. Any units within four hexes of a depot in a valid line of communications are supplied for
attack, defense, and movement, but units like guerrillas and Cossacks can interfere (See Guerrillas rule), as can
location (remote areas). Enemy zones of control do not extend into any friendly unit, including 0-2 supply units
and depots, but otherwise interfere with the tracing of supply. See “Supply” rules for details.
Nationality Limitations. Depots may only supply the units of their home nation, their client states, and their
minor nation allies (Spain is a special exception. See scenario rules). Major power nations must always be
supplied from their own forts, production cities, supply units or depots, or the supply units/depots (but not
forts/production cities) of their minor nation allies or client states (exception: see Expeditionary Corps rule and
Spain). The Major nations are: France, Britain, Prussia, Austria, and Russia. Some client or minor allied states
(e.g., Bavaria, Sweden) produce their own supplies and depots which may be built in their home nation
production cities or, in the case of a supply unit, on their major ally's depots in a valid LOC. Their major power
controller can also use these supply units and resulting depots, including as a part of a valid LOC (which always
must trace back to a Major Power production city or fort).
Breaking a LOC. A line of communications is broken if the enemy controls sufficient hexes with units and their
zones of control to prohibit the tracing of a line from one depot to the next. The "downstream" depots may no
longer build supply units until the line of communications is reestablished. The depots then become like supply
units, only immobile: they may provide attack supply only one time, after which they are eliminated. They may
provide defensive supply or movement supply repeatedly.
Capturing Depots and Supply Units. Depots and supply units may be captured if taken (moved on top of) by an
enemy stack with at least one combat factor or a guerrilla unit, or by a ship at sea, if no ships belonging to the
player who owns the Depot or supply unit in the sea box is present. This can also occur during advance after
combat for depots, which cannot retreat. Supply units may retreat, however. If a supply unit cannot retreat, it is
captured. Supply units and depots cannot be attacked if alone - they must be overrun.
A captured depot or supply unit may be converted to the new owner's unit or destroyed. If destroyed, the
new owner receives two (2) production points which is added to his balance immediately.
Destroying Depots. During his own operational turn (only) a player may destroy any of his own depots or
supply units. The unit is removed from the map and may be rebuilt at the next opportunity. (Optional Rule:
Once per operational turn a player may voluntarily destroy one of his own depots. A player may also
voluntarily destroy a depot anytime during his own turn by having a leader with at least one infantry factor
spend one movement there. Note: This rule will likely result in more captured supplies/depots.)
Using Allies' Supplies and Depots. Major allied nations may not use each other's supplies or those of and
controlled minor nations unless permitted by scenario rules (but see Expeditionary Corps rule).

Can those listed below
use Supplies/Depots of
those listed to right?
Major Power (may vary by

Allowable Supply Sources
Allied Major Power
Allied Minor Power

No, but see scenarios

scenario)

Minor Power (may vary by
scenario)

Controlled Client State

Sweden yes, Spain,
Ottomans no
Yes

Sweden yes; Spain,
Ottomans no
Not other minors

Yes

No

Yes

Note: This table is designed to replicate historical limitations. If players want to simplify it, they can just agree on what’s permissible.
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Controlled
Client State

No

Movement Within a Valid LOC. Up to 5 factors per turn of infantry units without leaders may move from their
place of origin within a line of communications without expending a command point. Such units may defend,
but may not attack, even if stacked with a leader later in the turn. They may not conduct any other activity
including actions made by spending movement points. They may not enter an enemy zone of control (because
that is not a valid part of a LOC), unless a friendly unit is present there.
Conflicting LOCs. Two nations may not share a hex where they both have a Line of Communications. The
nation that was there first prevails. This can, of course, change by movement, combat and other actions.
Supply by Naval LOC. A supply unit in a sea box may be converted to a depot and stay in the sea box as part of
an LOC if the owning player buys at least 1 sealift each turn and retains control of the sea box. The depot can be
captured or destroyed in the same manner as those on land, but with ships instead of land units. The presence of
enemy land units being sea-lifted through such a sea box has no effect.
Units may have an LOC that traces to a port, then to a sea box(es) that lead to any port in their home
nation, and then from that port to a source of supply no more than 4 hexes away. The path must be controlled in
its entirety by the nation or its allies tracing the path. The path may not be longer than 4 naval movements
unless it traces to another LOC at sea or a port with a friendly depot, which then extends the supply line another
4 naval movements. The portion of the supply line supplying any ground unit can only be 4 hexes/boxes or less.
Example. The British have infantry in Valencia, Spain. The distance from Valencia to Lisbon (where there is a
British depot) is 4 naval movement. The Lisbon depot is also 4 naval movements away from the British port at
Plymouth, which then traces to Exeter completing the LOC. If Britain's enemies take control of one of the
blockade boxes, the LOC will be cut.

Supply
Supply is required to attack, or to prevent additional defensive losses. Supply also affects movement.
A unit seeking supply may trace up to four hexes from its position to one of its own nation's (or client
nation's/minor ally's) supply unit or depot. A Major Power's supply line must always trace back to its home
nation supply source, even if it traces all or part of the path using its controlled-minor's depots or its client
state's depots.
Attack Supply Sources.
1) Supply and Depot units (each major nation has its own units). A supply unit is expended but it will
usually supply all attacks (or defenses) within its range during the operational turn it is expended. A depot unit
is only expended if it is no longer in a valid line of communications. Poor weather and remote areas adversely
affect attack supply (See "Supply in Remote Areas" below for additional requirements.)
Defensive Supply Sources.
1) Supply and Depot units, which are not expended (exception: sieges and large stacks in remote areas).
Units in their home country may trace defensive supply to a home production city or fort as well. Poor weather
and remote areas adversely affect defensive supply (See "Supply in Remote Areas" below for additional
requirements.)
Movement Supply Sources.
1) Supply and Depot units, which are not expended. (Depots not in an LOC may have to be expended.)
2) Units in their home country may trace movement supply to a home production city or fort.
3) Supply by sea (along an LOC that traces back to a port and then a fort or production city in the home
nation).
4) Foraging. Units or stacks may forage only in clear terrain. The presence of a city neither helps nor
hinders foraging. At least one friendly infantry, cavalry, or artillery unit must be present in the foraged hex. The
act of foraging requires two movement factors from any unit tracing supply to a foraged hex or the clear terrain
hexes adjacent to the targeted hex. Place a "Active Forage" marker in the targeted hex where foraging occurred.
Foraging may only be conducted during a unit's movement phase, but supply may be traced to the forage area
until the beginning of the same player's next turn. At that point, flip the "Active Foraged" counter over to the
"Depleted " side. Note that Foraging can only be used for movement supply (not attack or defense supply).
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Once the Depleted Forage marker appears, this hex and any clear terrain hexes that are adjacent (two
away in Remote Areas) may not be foraged again this year. Remove all Depleted markers at the beginning of a
new year.
(Note that an army willing to retreat at a slower pace may forage to deny additional supply access to a
pursuing enemy.)
When tracing supply to a supply source, the unit tracing supply must be no further than 4 hexes of the
supply source. (Note the requirement is 4 hexes, not 4 movement).
Supply by Sea. See "Supply by Naval LOC" in previous rule.
Movement. Supply is determined when movement occurs. If unsupplied, a unit may forage if it can. See
"Foraging," under Movement Supply Sources, above.
Defending. If using a supply unit as the source, the unit is not normally expended (but see "Weather and
Remote Areas"). Units that are not in supply when defending suffer a penalty on losses. See "Consequences of
Lack of Supply" below. When defending without supply, the defender's counterattack during combat is halved.
Attacking. To attack, a land unit (or stack of units) must be in supply. Supply is determined by tracing from the
attacker's hex to the supply source. Naval units are always in supply and do not have to trace to supply units or
depots to conduct naval combat.
Consequences of Lack of Supply
1. Units out of supply move at half their supplied rate.
2. Units that do not have attack supply may not attack.
3. +50% additional losses if defending.
4. a defender's counterattack during combat is halved.
5. Attrition can occur (see "Attrition" and "Poor Weather in Remote Areas").
Separate Events Require Supply. Each event requiring supply is calculated separately. To move fully, a unit
must have supply. Such units must again be checked for supply if attacking later the same turn at the time of the
attack. In some cases when a supply unit is expended, it will cover several events. See the
Supply Unit Movement. Supply Units have a 2 movement factor. Leaders (or anything else) cannot make them
move faster. Moving a Supply Unit by itself at the basic movement rate (2) never requires a Command Point.
However, newly built supply units can be placed at any friendly depot in a valid LOC, which gives a one-time
significant movement boost.
Example. French units in Prussia trace to a friendly depot in Dresden, which traces along a valid LOC back to
the fort in Mainz, France. At the beginning of a Strategic Turn the French player builds 3 new 0-2 supply units.
During the first operational turn, he places all three at the depot in Dresden, from which they may now move.
Supply Units at Sea. Supply Units cost nothing to send by sea lift, and they move like any other unit using Sea
Lift. Once a supply unit lands, it may not move further until the next operational turn, but it may be converted
into a depot upon landing.
Supply in Remote Areas. Some parts of Europe are less developed than others reducing the effect of foraging
(local supply). In these areas, supply requirements are stricter. The areas are:
Any area on or north of the light blue Weather Zone 2 (see Prussia and Russia).
Any area in Sweden, Norway, or Finland, all of which are north of the Weather Zone 2.
Any area in the 1805 borders of the Ottoman Empire.
Spain or Portugal are also remote areas but are treated slightly differently as noted below.
In all these areas, a single depot or supply unit may only supply up to 5 combat factors per stack. To attack, or
to join in an attack with other stacks or to defend at full strength, additional supply units are required as follows.
1. To provide basic supply to simply maintain an army and allow full movement (stacks in their home
nation are exempt from the following):
(6+ factors in a stack)……Expend (burn) 1 supply each turn (this would count toward any supply
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required in 2 or 3 below)
2. To attack in any remote area:
1-5 factors/stack
no additional effect
6-10 factors +1 supply unit (not a depot) which is expended ("burned")
11-15 factors +1 more supply unit (not a depot) which requires another 0-2 to be burned
16+ factors +1 more supply unit (not a depot) which requires another 0-2 to be burned
3. To defend (in all remote areas except Spain and Portugal):
6-10 factors +1 supply unit (not a depot) which is expended ("burned")
11-15 factors +1 more supply unit (not a depot) which does not require another 0-2 to be burned
16+ factors +1 more supply unit (not a depot) which does not require another 0-2 to be burned
A stack of 16 or more factors would require a base (supply or depot) and then burn three supply units to attack.
When defending, a base (supply or depot) is required, but only one supply unit is burned for any stacks of 6 or
larger.
Additional Penalty for Insufficient Supply in Remote Areas. If insufficient supply is present, excess units are
leaderless and may not attack or counterattack, but may be affected by combat results.
Example. In northeastern Prussia (a remote area), the Russians are attacking a French stack consisting of
Davout, Ney and 12 infantry during Clear Weather. The French can trace supply to a depot, but do not have
any additional supply units within 4 hexes. The French defensive counterattack is reduced from 12 to 5 combat
factors, plus Davout, for a counterattack total of 10. The Russians do 8 damage, which is increased by 50% due
to the French being not fully supplied, so the 8 becomes 12. The Russians apply the damage first against the 7
unsupplied infantry. Note that Ney is ignored for this. The remaining 5 hits are applied to Davout's supplied
units in the normal fashion.

Weather and Remote Areas
(See "Stacking, Command, Movement and Supply -- Summary of Effects" Charts on Page 16)
Weather affects movement and combat at times during the year. Weather effects vary from one part of
the map to another as well. Parts of Europe where campaigns were conducted were less developed and inhabited
causing adverse impacts on military actions.
Remote Areas. Remote areas include: any area north or east of the light blue Weather Zone 2 and the Iberian
peninsula (basically: parts of Poland, East Prussia, Russia, Norway, Sweden and Finland, but also Portugal and
Spain).
Weather in Remote Areas. Rain/snow occurs in amounts sufficient to disrupt normal movement and combat
from October through May in the following areas: any hex in Remote Areas (as defined above) and any
mountain hexside (only) north of the Weather Zone 1 in Italy and north of the French-Spanish border.
In Spain and in the mountain hexsides south of the Italian Weather Zone the poor weather is only November
through April.
Outside the Remote Areas, hexes or hexsides without mountain hexsides are unaffected by poor weather.
Poor Weather Effects in Remote Areas. Supply is increased for larger stacks; supply requirements for
movement and combat are increased; movement is reduced; +50% combat damage; all "casualties" are removed
from the map when lost in an enemy nation (not placed in the Casualty Box).
Movement factor of each unit is -1 (stacks can always move one hex regardless) during these turns in the
area affected.
Combat damage for both sides are +50% as well.
Example. A stack of 5 factors of French Infantry with a "2" Leader attacks a Russian stack of 4 Infantry factors
in the woods near Smolensk during December. The French cause 3 damage, reduced to 2 due to woods, but
increased by 50% to 3 due to poor weather. The Russians cause 2 damage, increased by 50% to 3 damage. The
French have one disrupted unit and 1 casualty (the leader avoids the 3rd). The casualty is not placed in the
Casualty Box but is instead placed with unbuilt units off the map. The Russians have 2 units disrupted and 1
placed in the Casualty Box, eligible for replacement.
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Movement Attrition in Poor Weather in Northern Remote Areas. Each moving stack loses 1 combat factor per 5
factors or parts thereof per operational turn when moving in areas north and east of Weather Zone 2 Remote
Areas during Poor Weather unless fully supplied (each 5 combat factors must trace to a separate supply unit,
depot or forage hex). This penalty does not apply to units in their home nation. (Note this does not apply to
remote areas in Spain or Portugal.)
Mountain hexsides all over the map cost +2 movement during poor weather, instead of the normal +1.
Rivers and lake hexsides north or east of Weather Zone 2 freeze solid during Feb and Mar. Rivers or
lake hexsides do not cost +1 movement to cross while frozen, and their combat effects are ignored.
Sea zones north or east of Weather Zone 3 freeze solid during Feb and Mar. Land units may move over
them like clear terrain. Ships may not move through them and if caught in port, they must remain there until
April. Any ships in sea boxes when the weather changes are placed in their nearest port.
Supply Effects in Remote Areas. Supply effects are described in the supply rule above, and in the Weather
Summary Chart below.
Permanent Losses. All losses (not disruptions) in Remote Areas north and east of Weather Zone 2 during Poor
Weather while in an enemy nation are placed with off-map units. These may only be rebuilt from scratch, not
replaced.
Note: This affects the French and its allies while in Russia, and in parts of Prussia until Prussia is a French ally. Russian
units are exempt as long as the loss occurs in Russia. Russia and France would also be exempt if either took losses in the
Remote parts of Prussia while Prussia was neutral.

Attrition
Units that cannot trace supply to any source during an operational turn suffer a penalty. Indicate units
that are out of supply by reversing their orientation or some other method that the players agree on.
During the first operational turn there is no effect.
During the second and subsequent operational turn, half the stack is eliminated, rounding down. When
there is only one factor left, it is eliminated.
This continues until the unit is supplied or eliminated. Attrition losses are placed in the casualty pile (or
off-map elimination pile if in poor weather in a remote area that is not the unit's home or allied nation), never in
the disrupted pile.
Units may use the forage ability to prevent attrition indefinitely, providing there is a place to forage.
Foraging effects last until the beginning of the next friendly movement phase. At that time the unit must be in
supply, forage again, or begin its first turn of lack of supply.
Attrition losses count the same as combat losses for effects on National Morale. The factors lost by
attrition within a single turn are combined, even if from different stacks, to determine if 5 or more were lost.

Leaders
There are two types of leaders: land leaders and naval leaders.
Land Leaders. Their rank, from the highest to the lowest is:
Coalition Military Leader
National Military Leader
Army Commander
Marshal (French) or Corps Commander (all others, plus a few French)
Naval Leaders. All are Admirals with the same rank with respect to game effects.
National Military Leaders. National Military Leaders (NML) activate 'x' subordinates that are within 'x' hexes
where 'x' is equal to the leader's initiative rating. Note that this important ability reduces the need to purchase
extra command points. Subordinate leaders may not trace to a NML through hexes controlled by an enemy unit
or through its zone of control unless a friendly unit is present. National Military Leaders also function as Army
Commanders (see below).
Not every nation has a National Military Leader:
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France Napoleon is the National Military Leader of France through the end of the game.
Russia Starting in January 1805, Kutuzov is the National Military Leader of Russia until 1812. Once he
replaces DeTolly later in 1812 he is again the National Military Leader until his death in 1813. DeTolly
is the NML effective Jan/Feb 1814 Strategic Turn. (Scenario rules may change this).
Britain Starting in 1812, Wellesley is the National Military Leader of Britain.
Austria Starting at the completion of Army Reform, Charles is the National Military Leader of Austria
until and unless Austria sues for peace. (Scenario rules may change this).
Starting in January 1813, Schwarzenberg is the National Military Leader of Austria unless
Charles is still in play. (Scenario rules may change this).
Prussia Starting at the completion of Army Reform, Blucher is the National Military Leader of Prussia.
(Scenario rules may change this).
Coalition National Military Leader. The National Military Leader is designated in each scenario. There may be
one per map for the Coalition forces (for example, Wellesley/Wellington in Spain but Charles in Austria), but
Napoleon is the only one that France has. This leader type is the only leader that may command infantry of
other major nations and their leaders. His ability to automatically activate leaders within his initiative range also
applies to coalition leaders from other nations.
Army Commanders. Army Commanders are French Marshals or other nation's corps commanders that have
been promoted to head a field army (some nations will have leaders that start at the Army Commander rank).
They are designated by the lack of marshal's batons or two stars at the top center of the counter. In some cases
this unit can be found on the flip side of the corps commander side.
This promotion allows them to command any number of infantry factors during their time as an Army
Commander. They cannot command subordinates as effectively as a National Military Leader, but any other
leader that is stacked with an Army Commander can move with him and participate in his attacks. These
subordinates are not otherwise active and cannot move separately or initiate combat independently but can
otherwise participate in attacks while stacked with the Army Commander, and will count towards 'combat
value' (see Combat Results rule for details). Army Commander promotions are usually scenario dependent, but
the non-French leaders without the two stars are Army Commanders.
Example. Charles, an Austrian army commander in 1805, is activated. He is stacked in Vienna with five other
inactivated corps commanders and 10 infantry factors. He may bring in one disrupted unit because he is active.
His subordinates may not, as they are not active. He moves his entire stack of infantry and subordinates two
hexes west of Vienna to attack Napoleon. His subordinates cannot start the attack, because they were not
activated. However, Charles can start the attack and they can join in, adding their combat values to the infantry
up to their limit.
French Marshals. Each French Marshal or corps commander may command up to six (6) infantry factors. Any
French leader commanding French-controlled land combat units (infantry, cavalry or artillery) gets +1
movement to his printed movement factor. Movement may be reduced if stacked with other leaders and their
forces. All French leaders except Napoleon are considered to be a Marshal/corps commander unless a scenario
has specifically promoted one or more of them to Army Commander. Infantry in excess of the 6 limit cannot be
moved or commanded in battle by a single Marshal/corps commander. Note: In the scenarios, a few French
leaders function as Marshals either without having ever been promoted, or before the date they were promoted.

Other Nations' Corps Commanders. All other nations' leaders are called 'corps commanders'. Those leaders that
cannot be promoted to Army Commander will have two small gold stars with a black center above their name.
All others may be promoted to Army Commander from one scenario to the next. Some leaders have substitute
counters that appear as noted in the scenario reinforcements lists (usually on the flip side).
Non-French corps commanders may command up to five (5) infantry factors until their nation has
completed Army Reform (see that rule) at which time they can also command six (6) infantry factors. Infantry
in excess of the 5 or 6 limit cannot be moved or commanded in battle by a single corps commander.
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Any leader in a nation that completed Army Reform who is commanding his nation's or client state land
combat units (infantry, cavalry or artillery) gets +1 movement -- there are also some restrictions based on stack
size.
Cavalry Commanders. Leaders with the letters "CAV" on the counter have special movement abilities. These
leaders are always either marshals or corps commanders (never higher ranks). They may move 6 instead of the
number printed on the counter if they are commanding:
no more than three factors of combat units
no more than two of which may be Infantry
none of which may be Artillery
CAV leaders may be eligible for "retreat before combat" (see that rule).
CAV leaders that are commanding four (4) or more combat factors, or any Artillery units, lose all the above
abilities and are treated as any other corps commander.
Note that some leaders lose their CAV ability when flipped to their Army Commander side.
Capturing and Exchanging Leaders. Leaders are captured if they are forced to retreat when surrounded by
enemy units or their ZOC with no adjacent friendly unit present, or if they are with besieged units that
surrender. The counter is placed with the player who captured the leader until an exchange is made. When a
leader is captured, maintenance is not required. Any leader may retreat by sea if in a port hex. This applies only
to leaders, not combat factors.
Leaders that have no combat factors remaining with them after combat are not captured, unless the
above conditions are met. See “Retreat after Combat” rule for their placement.
An exchange is made anytime a leader of equal rank is captured by another player. Marshals are
exchanged for corps commanders or army commanders. All leaders are returned to their respective nations
anytime an exchange is possible or anytime peace occurs between two players. The latter case applies even if
only one player has captured units. Nations not involved in the peace do not return leaders. National Military
Leaders are only exchanged when peace is made.
Generic leaders (those without a person's name) cannot be captured. Instead, their return is delayed until
the next Strategic Turn. Generic leaders include: all four Spanish army leaders, “Squadron” admirals, “Channel
Fleet” admiral and any similar units.
If Napoleon is captured, the French suffer a Forced Negotiation (see Diplomacy). Be careful!
Also see Optional Rules.
Spanish Leaders. Spanish leaders (land or naval) may only command Spanish combat units - never any other
nationality.
Designer's Note: In play-testing every French player started with the 1805 scenario. All of them, eager to capitalize on
Napoleon's powers, pushed him forward and got him surrounded and captured at least once. Napoleon himself said
"never interrupt your enemy while he is making a mistake." Good advice.

Combat Limits for Non-French Leaders. Non-French leaders' combat values are limited to a maximum of 2
until that leader's nation completes Army Reform. See Combat Results for details.
Leaders' Effects on Replacements and Movement
Leaders affect replacements, movement and combat of infantry, cavalry, and artillery units. Leaders
have a "combat modifier" and a "movement" rating printed on each counter. The combat is listed on the bottom
left with attack first, then a hyphen, then defense. The movement modifier is on the bottom right.
Replacements. An activated leader (only) may receive one disrupted unit per turn from the Disrupted Units pile
provided the combat that led to its disruption was no more than 5 hexes away. If there are no leaders available
within 5 hexes, or if the player simply does not want to activate them or use them, the disrupted unit(s) may be
pushed to the Disrupted-Previous Turn box. The next turn they returned to play by any activated leader
anywhere on the same map. Leaders that are in a sea box may accept disrupted units if otherwise eligible,
counting a sea box as equal to 2 hexes for determining the distance. Sea lift must be available for any unit
returned in this way. (Admirals never receive disrupted units-only land leaders at sea.)
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Activation. Activated leaders can move five (5) or more combat factors all at once (for France, Britain, and any
nation that has completed Army Reform it's six (6), not 5).
Movement. The movement rating on the leader's counter indicates the number of movement factors the leader
can move. See "Corps Commander Limitations" below.
Movement Bonus. Leaders in armies that have completed "Army Reform" receive a +1 movement bonus each
turn. France and Britain have completed army reform before the game starts.
Cavalry Commanders. Leaders with "CAV" printed near the top of the unit are cavalry commanders. Cavalry
commanders act in "Cavalry Mode" when they have three (3) or fewer factors (no more than two of which are
Infantry, and never any Artillery) under his control. Otherwise they act as any other corps commander.
Cavalry Retreat Before Combat. A Cavalry leader ("CAV") in Cavalry Mode may always move his stack one
hex (retreat before combat) in response to an announced enemy attack against him, unless the enemy stack has a
Cavalry leader with a higher Initiative rating, or his stack is pinned in place by enemy zones of control.
Commander Limitations. Leaders of higher rank can control more units:
1. National Military Leaders. There is no limit to the size of a force this type of leader can command,
although there may be other penalties for excessively large stacks.
2. Army Commanders. These commanders can control up to 15 factors of infantry/cavalry/artillery. For
the coalition nations, army commanders are designated by the lack of the "double-star" symbol at the top middle
of the unit. In some scenarios, certain French Marshals serve as independent army commanders. Some of these
counters have a flip side showing the army commander stats. Use these when called for. Factors in the same
stack greater than these limitations cannot be moved or commanded in combat by that leader or his inactivated
subordinates.
Coalition Army commanders may exert limited control over other lower ranked leaders stacked with
them that are not currently activated. Up to four (4) of these leaders may move with the Army commander (five
leaders total) when he moves, and may conduct combat when he does and lead units in combat, but otherwise
may not move or fight independently or received disrupted unit replacements unless separately activated.
French Army Commanders have no limit of marshals under them. Coalition Army commanders are the same as
the French after they have completed Army Reform.
Example. Massena is leading France's Army of Italy as an Army Commander. Stacked with him is Marshal St.
Cyr. Massena is activated, and he moves himself and 6 infantry factors, along with St. Cyr and 6 more infantry.
St. Cyr may not move separately to a different destination because he was not activated. Massena could "drop
him off" in a hex he passes through, or "pick up" another inactive French leader he passes through along his
movement path. Any leaders with Massena at the time of battle may fully function. St. Cyr could not bring in a
disrupted unit earlier in the turn, because he wasn't activated. He would be able to attack along with Massena,
but not separately.
3. Marshals and Double-Star Corps Leaders. All French Marshals/corps commanders and British corps
commanders, and all Leaders with the "double-star" symbol at the top of their counter are limited in the number
of infantry factors they can command as follows:
French Marshals, British Corps =
6 Infantry Factors
All other Double-Star Leaders =
5 Infantry Factors (increases to 6 after Army Reform is
completed.)
Factors in the same stack greater than these limitations cannot be moved or commanded in combat by that
leader. Note that in some scenarios some nations have leaders that do not have the double-star symbol. They
function as Army Commanders.
Leaders May Drop Off and Add Units. A stack with a Leader may drop off units as it moves or pick up
new units that have not moved yet (up to its leadership limit) at no additional Command Point penalty. A unit
that was activated without a Leader may drop off units, but may not pick up new units unless a Command Point
is spent for each unit added.
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Minimum Movement. If activated, a unit or stack can always move to an adjacent hex not containing
enemy forces even if terrain, supply, zone of control and other factors cost more movement than the unit(s) have
to spend. Such a unit cannot cross prohibited hex sides (like a white-bordered sea hexside).
Solo Leader Movement. (called "strategic movement" sometimes) If a leader is moving alone, a
command point does not have to be used and the leader may move up to 10 adjacent hexes (not movement
factors), ignoring terrain effects. Leaders that move this way may not participate in combat or march to the
sound of the guns during that player-turn.
He may move through any friendly or neutral land hex unless there is an enemy zone of control (but
even that is permitted if he moves through friendly units). Movement at sea in naval boxes costs 2 movement
per box, and a leader may move through a sea box that is controlled by an enemy nation. Leaders may combine
land and naval movement as follows: each naval box moved into counts as 2 of the 10 hexes allowed. Note:
Leaders moved on small and fast frigates, often at night. No leader in this game was ever captured doing this.
Enemy Zone of Control Stops Movement. Units cannot move into a hex in which there is any enemy
unit, but may move adjacent to enemy units. As soon as a unit or stack moves adjacent to a hex with enemy
units which have a zone of control (ZOC), the moving units must stop movement, but may conduct combat. See
Zone of Control. Units may move directly from an enemy ZOC to another enemy ZOC, but must stop
movement upon doing so. A player may always ask if an enemy stack has a ZOC, but this may occur only if the
enemy stack is no more than 2 hexes away from the unit/stack that is currently moving. Reminder: a stack has a
ZOC if it contains a Cavalry commander with at least one non-artillery combat factor, or if the stack contains a
leader of any level with at least 4 combat factors of any type.
Recommended Optional Rule: A moving unit/stack cannot ask about the ZOC unless it is adjacent to the
enemy stack and has declared a movement that would be prohibited if the enemy stack had a ZOC. If that stack
has a ZOC, the moving unit/stack is through moving. If not, the moving unit/stack must take the move it
declared.
Leader Movement When Using Sea Lift. When moving via sea lift with combat units a land leader's
movement is the same as the sea lift movement (5). A leader that has used sea lift may continuing moving if he
has any of his land movement left after entering the port.
Leaders' Effects on Combat
In the following rules, the abilities of leaders to affect combat are detailed.
Combat. Units may not attack without a leader. Leaders increase the combat value of a stack and reduce losses.
See Combat Results rule for details.
Combat is Immediate. When a player moves a unit or stack adjacent to an enemy unit or stack he must
immediately declare whether the unit will be attacking.
The phasing player may then state, "the attack is delayed while other units arrive" and then he may bring
other units adjacent to the target hex before combat begins, up to the limits of his command points. Combat then
occurs before units are moved elsewhere. (See "How to Conduct Combat" for details about how to resolve
battles.) If a player forgets to initiate combat and moves another unit/stack that is not participating in this
combat, then his chance to initiate combat with that first moving stack is lost. Another unit, however, can be
moved into the original hex and then combat could be conducted with the new unit, but not the first one unless
it could March to the Sound of the Guns (which see). Note: Players should decide how strictly they want to
implement this rule.

Stack Limitations. However, the following limits apply for each battle:
French, British:
There no limit to the number of leaders per stack.
Russia, Austria, Prussia: Before Army Reform there is a limit of 5 leaders per stack, except when there
are two nations in a stack the limit is 6 leaders, at least one of which must be from the second nation. (Note that
the attacker could have multiple stacks in adjacent hexes which would allow more leaders to participate in a
larger attack.) After Army Reform is completed, each other nation has no limit to the number of leaders per
stack.
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Combat Effects. Infantry, cavalry or artillery units without a leader may not attack. The leaders' combat
modifier (the number on the lower left) increases the combat value of the units stacked with the leader(s) by the
combat modifier shown, except that if the leaders' combat value is higher than the value of the units, he only
increases the units' value up to the value of the units. (See "How to Conduct Combat" for details).
Example. Lannes, with a combat value of "5" and with five (5) infantry is attacking a stack of five (5) Austrian
infantry in clear terrain with a Austrian leader who has a combat value of "1." Lannes adds his 5 combat value
to his 5 infantry for a combat value of 10. The Austrian leader adds his "1" to the 5 infantry for a combat value
of 6. The French player then consults the Combat Results Table at the "10" level, while the Austrian must use
the "6" level.
Coalition Nation Combat Value Limits. One reason the French leaders are rated so highly is that the 1805
Grande Armee was so well trained. Except for the small British army, this was not true for the nations France
fought early in the wars. Therefore, the combat value of any non-British coalition leader before his nation has
completed Army Reform is a maximum of 2 per leader even if the printed value is higher.
Example. Bagration, a very good Russian leader with a 5 combat value, is attacking a stack of French Infantry
with 5 Russian infantry. Because of the above limitation his combat value only counts for 2 (not 5), making his
total 7 (5 infantry +2 leadership). Later, after Russia reforms the army, he would be a 10 (5 Infantry + 5
leadership)!
Small Stacks Do Not Receive Full Leader Benefits. Stacks with small number of combat factors may not
receive full benefit of the leaders. A leader's combat value is reduced to match the number of combat factors
when the number of units present is less than the leader's value.
Example. Davout (a leader with a combat value of 5) is stacked with 3 infantry. He adds only 3 to the combat
value, not 5. The total combat value of the stack is 6: 3 infantry plus 3 combat value.
More Than One Leader. Multiple leaders may be used in an attack if activated or commanded by an Army
Commander, however there are different limits for France and all other nations. France can have any number of
leaders. All other nations can have a maximum of five leaders per stack (6 if mixed nationalities) until Army
Reform is completed (at which time they are the same as France). Activation is not required for defense, only
offense.
Other Leader Abilities
Special Abilities. Some leaders have other abilities:
1. Napoleon.
a. Split Enemies. Until 1813, Napoleon may "split" coalition armies during battles. When fighting multiple
nations in the same battle, he may assign a subordinate leader (or himself) with at least 4 combat factors to face
one coalition nation, while the rest of his forces attack the other coalition nation. Note that when there are three
coalition nations facing him, he can only "split" one of them. Each of the "splits" combats is calculated
separately, as are the National Morale effects. The combat effectively becomes two separate battles.
Napoleon loses this ability starting in 1813.
Example. Napoleon and 4 marshals and their combat units face the Russians and the Austrians. Napoleon
assigns Oudinot and 4 Infantry to hold off the Russians while he and the rest attempt to obliterate the Austrians.
The Russians are big enough to crush Oudinot's corps, but Napoleon succeeds in routing the Austrians and
breaking their National Morale to 1, so that he can dictate terms and now face the Russians by themselves.
b. Fights On. On or after 1813, Napoleon himself (only) may always attack when in French-controlled territory,
even when National Morale is 1 or 2. Up to two other French marshals can participate if stacked with him at the
time the combat is declared (that is, they may not March to the Sound of the Guns). If he wins a combat against
an enemy leader – even a combat with less than 5 enemy losses – France gains 1 National Morale (the defeated
forces do not lose a NM except under the conditions listed in the normal rule).
2. Wellesley/Wellington (British). He automatically generates his own command point each turn. When
he becomes a National Military Leader later in the game (see scenario rules), he can then activate other
subordinates as well.
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3. Wellington (not Wellesley). Any British (only) combat unit under his direct command that is
"Disrupted" during combat returns to his stack at the end of each combat he participates in (after all losses,
results, National Morale changes, and retreats have been applied) instead of being left in the Disrupted Box.
Wellington becomes a Coalition Military Leader in 1812 the instant he captures any production city. At
that point, he can undisrupt allied units (not just British or British-controlled client state units) that have been
disrupted in the normal fashion.
Example. The French attack Wellington and disrupt 3 British factors and kill 2 Spanish factors. Wellington is
forced to retreat one hex. National Morale is not affected because of the British Exception rule. Now that the
battle is complete, Wellington immediately recovers his 3 disrupted British factors and is ready for whatever
else the French have for him this turn.
4. Berthier (French). Automatically generates two command points per turn at no cost if in Paris.
Alternatively, Berthier increases French Line of Communications distances from 4 to 5 if stacked with
Napoleon.
5. Beresford (British). Beresford may train any client state "militia" (guerilla units) as described in the
Portugal rules under Diplomacy and convert them into regular infantry factors. He may lead these converted
units in combat anywhere they can go. Scenario rules may also affect him.
Multiple Counters. Some leaders have multiple counters. For example, Napoleon has an "early empire" and a
"late empire" counter. Other leaders may have a "corps" and an "Army" version. In all cases, only one version
of a leader may be in play in any turn. See scenarios for which one is in play. Make sure the correct facing is
showing.

Leader's Combat Value
Multiple Leaders per stack
Army Commanders
Marshals/Corps Commanders
Ditto

Summary of Combat Differences
French, Britain (or others after
Prussia, Russia, Austria (Pre-Army
Army Reform completed)
Reform)
Full strength (up to value of
Maximum 2 (until Army Reform,
combat units present)
then the same as the French)
Any number
Maximum 5 (6, if 2 or more
nations present)
15 factors of combat units per
Same
army commander
6 factors of combat units per
Maximum 5 per leader until Army
leader may be controlled
Reform is completed, then 6
+1 leader bonus movement (with No bonus until Army Reform is
exceptions for stacking and other) completed, then same

March to the Sound of the Guns
Leaders could sometimes hear gunfire from nearby (an adjacent hex) battles or received timely courier
orders. If he was organized enough and not under attack himself, he could march towards that sound and join
the battle.
Nations with a National Morale of 1 or 2 may not use this ability to attack (because they may not attack
at all at those levels) but may when defending.
Leaders with initiative ratings of 3 or greater may move to join a battle if they start adjacent to the
attacker (when attacking) or the defender (when defending). A leader in attack supply inside a fort may also
move to join the attack, however such units may only do so if the enemy units in the fort’s hex are under attack.
If there are no enemy units in the fort’s hex, they may join the attack like any other stack. A leader does not
require activation to March to the Sound of the Guns (MTSG). When attacking, a leader's stack may move one
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hex9 if he would then be (1) adjacent to the battle or (2) in the same hex as other friendly units. If the stack that
is using MTSG starts already adjacent it may not move. When defending, the leader's stack may move if it
moves into the defending hex. Both the attacker and defender may do this, and the leader does not have to be
"active" to complete this action. Note that this allows the defender to move (1 hex) during the other player's
turn, and it allows some attacking stacks to move one additional hex during their turn. Not all units in a stack
must be moved, but the leader must accompany those that do. The number of units that the leader moves may
not be more than his command limit (see Corps Commanders rule). The leader can also move without bringing
any combat units.
The attacker must decide to march any eligible stacks first, and the defender may then decide. The
defender does not get to inspect any attacking units until everyone is through marching. All eligible units must
be moved during this one opportunity. If not, they may not join that battle. Defender supply is determined from
the final location of the unit. Attacking units that MTSG must be within attack supply range before MTSG to
join the battle, and must be able to show a supply source after the march is complete.
Because units may move and conduct combat within the same phase, it is possible that a stack might
initiate a battle and then March to the Sound of the Guns more than once during a turn. This is permitted up to a
limit of participation in two battles per operational turn, one of which would have to be MTSG (both could be
MTSG). After that, the units' turn is done. It is also possible that a unit that has not yet moved could MTSG,
participate in combat, and then conduct its own turn and combat. This is also permitted, but only for a total of
two battles. It is not possible for a leader to MTSG twice and then move. By definition, once a leader has
MTSG twice his turn is done.
Note that leaders with an initiative rating of 1 or 2 are not eligible to use this rule.
Designer's Note. This is a key concept in the game. By combining the movement/combat part of the game with the march
to the sound of the guns part, a player can take several corps and rapidly punch through and surround enemy stacks,
eliminating entire armies quickly. As a defender, always make sure you have a retreat path, even after several combats.
Surrounded units suffer much greater combat penalties, not to mention the leaders are captured!
Example. Prussia is defending Berlin. Napoleon and Ney are active, but Davout is not. All have attack supply. Napoleon's
stack is two hexes away and so is Davout's stack. Ney moves adjacent to Berlin and declares an attack. Davout declares
he will MTSG (even though he isn't active, he can still MTSG). The French win the battle, but King Frederick and five
Prussian infantry survive and retreat. Ney does not advance, but Davout moves into Berlin. Napoleon now also around to
the rear of the Prussians surrounding them. He is still in attack supply range. He declares the attack, and Davout MTSG
for the second (and last) time this turn. The French win, and all Prussians are placed in the casualty box because they
were surrounded. No French are left to move.

Zone of Control (ZOC)
Some combat units exert influence (zone of control or ZOC) on adjacent land hexes, but not across
whole lake or sea hex sides, or borders with nations not at war. To have a ZOC, a non-cavalry leader and at
least 4 infantry, cavalry or artillery factors must be present in the stack.
A Cavalry Leader ('CAV' on the unit) will have a ZOC if he has the following with him: 1, 2, or 3
cavalry factors, 1 or 2 (but no more) infantry factors, or any combination of infantry and cavalry factors up to a
maximum of 3 factors. Alternatively, a “CAV” leader can function like any other corps commander.
Units inside a fort do not have a ZOC.
A player must declare whether his stack has a ZOC to another player, but only if the other player "tests"
the stack. See "Limited Intelligence" for details. When revealing, a player may only say "it has a ZOC" or "it
doesn't have a ZOC." He does not have to reveal more. A moving player should not expect an answer to "does
that stack have a ZOC?" unless he "tests" the stack.
A combat unit must stop movement when it enters an enemy ZOC. Combat may ensue immediately at
the option of the phasing player, who may instead wait until other units are brought up to attack.
9

' One hex' means that terrain and weather movement costs are not applicable, but the hex being entered must be normally accessible.
For example, a stack could not move one hex if it had to cross an all-sea hexside to do so.
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Retreating units may not move into a hex with an enemy ZOC unless friendly units are present there.
An enemy ZOC blocks a supply line unless a friendly unit is present.
Units entering a hex where an enemy unit has a ZOC must pay +1 movement to enter the hex. This
occurs even if there is a friendly unit in the target hex.
When moving adjacent to an enemy stack, the enemy player must state whether his stack has a ZOC, but
is not required to reveal any more.
Stacks can move directly from one enemy ZOC to another, but doing so ends their movement for that
turn.

Forts and Combat
Forts are printed on the maps. Forts with a black center are "+2 forts" or "Level 2 forts;" all the rest are "+1
forts" or "Level 1 forts." Forts cannot be destroyed or built except for Torres Vadres (see below).
Forts cause the attacker's damage to the defender to be reduced. When present in a hex with a defender,
a Level 1 fort reduces the defender's losses by 1, while a level 2 fort reduces losses by 2. This reduction is
applied for the damage done by 20 combat value, or portion thereof.
Example. The French attack with 42 combat value. The defender is in a hex with a level 2 fort. This value is
equal to 20 (8 damage) + 20 (8 damage) + 2 (1 damage). The damage done is therefore reduced three times:
the first 8 damage is reduced by 2, to 6. The second 8 damage is reduced by 2 to 6. The final 1 damage is
reduced to zero. So, the final damage is 12, instead of the original 17.
Note that units in a hex with a fort that are attacking an adjacent hex do not get any benefit from the fort
during the combat phase counterattack. Benefits occur only when defending a hex with a fort in it. Units do not
have to be in the fort to get the defensive benefit. Units can enter the fort by placing a fortification marker on
them. Up to 4 combat factors (no cavalry) can be inside a Level 1 fort, or up to 6 inside a Level 2 fort.
Additional forces can be in the hex, but outside the fort. Naval units can also be present if the fort is also a port
hex.
See "Sieges" rule, below.
Ship Bombardments. Ships participating in the defense of a fort that is also a port may exceed the stacking
limit. Example. Hamburg has 6 Prussian infantry (the maximum) inside the fort, being besieged by 9 factors of
French. An allied British ship factor is in the adjacent sea box, and may participate in the defense of the fort if
the French attack.
Torres Vedras. Wellesley/Wellington spent a fortune and a year building an interlocking defense in depth series
of redoubts and entrenchments near Lisbon, Portugal. While he is in play, the British player may begin the
construction of the fort during any strategic turn. The fort costs 1 production point per strategic turn and is
completed after six strategic turns have elapsed and 6 points have been expended. These do not necessarily have
to be consecutive, but if the French control the hex at any time during the construction, the British player must
start over. Note that the fort and its hexsides has no effect on combat until it is completed, at which time it
becomes a Level 2 fort. Upon completion, Torres Vedras and Lisbon also have hexsides (3 small triangles on
each) that indicate extensive entrenchments. These function like a mountain hexside for combat purposes, but
not movement. Note that during poor weather combat across these hexsides causes increased damage in the
same way combat across mountain hexsides do.
Due to the intricate double line of defense, Coalition units defending in this hex may be outside the fort
and are not required to retreat after combat. This benefit does not apply to the French.
The British player must announce when the fort construction is completed.
Cadiz and Gibraltar. These two forts were particularly difficult to besiege, being on narrow peninsulas and with
access to naval supply. Defending units that are outside these two forts are not required to retreat after combat.
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Sieges
Leaders, supply units/depots, artillery and infantry units (only) may choose to stay in forts, rather than
outside them. In such cases, they may be besieged. Cavalry units (including Cossacks) may not be "in" forts, but
can of course be in a fort hex outside the fort.
Level 1 Forts (no black star in center) may have up to 4 factors in the fort. Place a fortified marker on
those units in the fort. Any other units are placed on top of that marker.
Level 2 Forts (with black star in center) - up to 6 factors may stay in the fort.
Place a fort marker (supply-side up if units are in supply) on top of the units in the fort. If there is no
marker, it is presumed that no units are inside the fort. The decision to be in or out of the fort must be made
during the turn of the player who controls the fort, not at the instant of combat.
Units in forts no longer have a zone of control. Enemy units may enter the hex and stay there or move
out. They may assault the hex (if a friendly Artillery unit or ship is present), and they may be assaulted by units
inside the fort. See "Assault" rule below.
Units in a fort can either be besieged or assaulted (see below). Of course, they can be ignored as well.
How to Besiege. Units in a fort become besieged the turn after an enemy leaves at least 150% more combat unit
factors in the hex with them (Leaders combat factors do not count toward the 150%). If the besieger has an
Artillery unit, the siege begins immediately. Besieged units may not leave the fort or the hex if enemy units are
present in sufficient quantities to maintain the siege. Once the besieger no longer has sufficient units to maintain
the siege units inside the fort are not besieged, it is instead "occupied." In this case, the units in the fort are free
to leave the fort to an adjacent hex, or trace supply into it from an adjacent eligible hex. Forces friendly to them,
however, may not enter while enemy troops remain outside the fort.
Use this process to begin and maintain a siege:
1. Forces inside a fort must place a fort marker on it. Place the side with the small supply unit symbol face up to
indicate the fort's in-supply status, or flip the marker if out of supply.
2. Enemy forces now move into the hex. The enemy player says, "I have 3 factors. Are you besieged?" If the
units in the fort have 2 or less, that player confirms the siege. Otherwise he says no. The enemy player may then
move in more until a siege is obtained, he may continue moving, or may simply stop here.
3. Once sufficient troops are in place, the siege begins immediately if an Artillery unit is part of the besieging
force. If so, place a "Besieged" marker on the hex. If not, the fort is "threatened" and a siege begins the next
besieging-player turn. When "threatened" place a "Besieged" marker on the hex but turn it at an angle to
indicate it is not yet in effect.
4. As soon as the besieging player's turn is done, the besieged player notes the status of the Besieged marker
during his Replacement/Reinforcement phase. If his forces are besieged, he does the following:
a. If a supply unit or depot is present inside the fort, he flips the fort marker over to the "unsupplied"
side. (See "Losses" below for more details.) The supply unit or depot is not expended, or.
b. If there is no supply source, he flips the fort marker over to the "unsupplied" side and takes 1 factor of
casualties.
5. At this point, the besieged player may take normal movement and combat actions. For example, he may send
a relief force to attack the besieging units. He may expend supply or a depot inside the fort to attack out of the
fort (if a leader is in the fort), by themselves or in cooperation with the relief force. Lastly, he could just do
nothing.
Example 1. Two factors of French units are in a fort in Spain, with a fortified marker on top. The British move
into to the hex and leave 2 Portuguese and 1 British infantry factors, for 150% advantage. The fort is not yet
besieged, but is threatened. The Coalition is unable to relieve the besieged force. It is now the British turn,
therefore the fort is now besieged. The following French turn, losses may begin.
Example 2. An unknown number of Spanish factors are in Barcelona with a fortified marker on top. The French
player moves a stack with 5 combat factors into the hex. The Coalition player reveals there are 4 Spanish
factors in the fort. The French player may continue moving or stay in the hex, but the units in the fort are
threatened, but not yet besieged because the French force is too small. The French player brings in 1 more
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combat factor, an Artillery unit. The Spanish units are now besieged because an Artillery unit is involved, the
effects of the siege are not delayed one turn, but begin during the very next Coalition turn.
If an enemy ignores units in a fort, those units may exit the fort and conduct actions as are allowable to
combat units. If besieged, units in the fort may not exit the fort except to attack. (However, see "Ports" below.)
Losses. Besieged stacks without a supply unit or depot lose one factor per turn during their replacement phase,
but besieged stacks with a supply unit or depot lose one factor every other turn during their replacement phase.
Losses are taken at the beginning of the besieged player's replacement phase after the siege requirements are
met, except if a supply unit or depot is in the fort the first turn a loss is due, there is no effect. Flip the "in fort”
marker over to the side with no supply unit. The next turn a loss occurs assuming the supply unit is still there.
Then flip the "in fort" marker back over to the supply side. Continue until the factors in the fort are eliminated
or the siege is lifted.
When besieged units with a supply unit or depot are required to take a loss, they may eliminate a supply unit or
depot instead of an infantry/artillery factor.
Should the siege requirements not be maintained, the siege is over and automatic losses do not occur.
Supply During a Siege. Besieged units may not trace a supply line outside the hex unless in a port. (See "Ports"
below.) If there is a depot or supply unit present, it may be expended to provide attack supply. If not expended,
it reduces the losses as follows: every other Operational Turn a factor is lost and placed in the casualty box
instead of every turn. Use the fort marker to indicate the status. Note that units in a fort are otherwise unaffected
by other supply rules unless they attack, in which case supply is required.
Replacements. Units within a besieged, land-locked fort may not receive replacements or reinforcements.
Ports. If the fort is also a port, the fort is supplied every turn if: (a) the adjacent Blockade Box is controlled and
(b) a path can be traced through blockade boxes to a friendly supply source ("Supply by Naval LOC" rule).
Also, units and leaders may arrive or be taken out via sea lift. Even if the port is supplied this way, every other
turn one factor is lost. Supply by sea is the same as a depot or supply unit being present, meaning that a factor is
only lost every other turn if the fort is supplied by sea, without a depot or supply unit having to be present.
End of Siege. The siege ends when all units have been eliminated by attrition, or the fort is successfully
assaulted, or the besieging army is gone or reduced below the minimum required to besiege the fort.
Units Inside and Outside the Fort. A hex may have a player's units both inside the fort and outside the fort. An
enemy in an adjacent hex may attack the units outside the fort. The units inside the fort are not affected by the
combat results and are not counted in the calculations for combat. They may March to the Sound of the Guns if
a leader of sufficient initiative is with them (under the siege marker). If they do so, indicate they are no longer
in the fort by removing the marker. If the attacker advances into the hex after combat, any units that remain in
the fort are now besieged if the attacker has 150% factors as previously described.
Besieging Units Do Not Benefit from Fort. The units conducting the siege do not receive combat benefits from
the presence of the fort if they are attacked from inside the fort (see below) or from another force which is
attacking them from an adjacent hex. The besieging units do receive any terrain benefits.
Units Inside the Fort May Attack. Units in a fort may attack enemy units in the hex with them. Units inside a
fort that are in an LOC via sea may attack without expending supply (stacking and weather limits still apply).
Otherwise, units in a fort will have to expend a supply unit or depot to attack. If they lose the combat and are
required to retreat, they may retreat into the fort.
Assault and Combat on a Level 1 Fort. A fort may be assaulted only once per operational turn.
A besieged fort may only be attacked if the attacker has an artillery unit that started the turn in the hex
with the besieged fort, or the attacker has a ship in the adjacent sea box. Note that the Artillery unit may not
attack the turn it moves into the hex. During an assault, all damage done to the units in the fort is a casualty there are no disrupted units for the units in the fort. Defender retreats are ignored for the units in the fort. Any
surviving units in the fort do not retreat and therefore do not suffer the additional post-combat retreat losses due
to enemy Cavalry units.
Assault and Combat on a Level 2 Fort. A fort may be assaulted only once per operational turn.
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Level 2 forts are more difficult to attack. Sieges at heavy forts (+2 forts with black centers) operate
differently that sieges at any other fort.
When applying damage to defenders at these forts the process is different than for other battles:
a. The first "hit" (damage point that is applied) to the defender is absorbed by the fort.
b. The second "hit" is absorbed by the defender's leader, if one is present.
c. The third "hit" is applied to one factor of a defending unit.
d. Repeat a. if there is more damage to apply.
e. Repeat b. if the leader has a remaining combat value that hasn't been used yet.
f. Repeat c.
Continue this process until all damage has been applied. Note that an attacker that does only two damage per
turn will have no effect unless the defender does not have a leader present. Defenders apply damage to attackers
in the regular way.
Example. Portugal has 4 infantry factors in a landlocked fort with a fortification marker signifying they are
inside the fort. He has no supply unit or depot inside the fort. The French moves a attack-supplied stack into the
hex with 5 infantry factors and 1 Artillery factor and a leader worth 3 combat, and declares the fort besieged.
During Portugal's next turn, Portugal loses 1 factor during the replacement phase, which is placed in the
casualty box. During the next French turn, the French player decides not to wait any longer and therefore
assaults the fort, which he can do because of the Artillery unit. The French player does 2 damage, less one for
the fort so the Portuguese lose 1 to the casualty (not disrupted) box. The Portuguese also do 1 damage to the
French, which disrupts one factor. During the next Portuguese turn, we find 5 French factors (4 infantry and 1
Artillery) facing 2 Portuguese factors. However, Wellesley now appears in an adjacent hex with 5 British
factors and chases the French off, advancing into the fort hex after combat. The siege is over, and the
remaining Portuguese units may conduct other operations.
Siege Table Summary
DETERMINE WHEN BESIEGEMENT STARTS
Immediately when
...next attacker turn if If besieged requirements are not met, then
attacker force x 1.5
1.5 x larger, but no
the attacker instead "occupies" or
appears with an
artillery
"threatens" the hex .
artillery, otherwise...
BESIEGED UNITS IN A FORT
OCCUPIED/THREATENED UNITS IN A FORT
Have no ZOC
Have no ZOC
May only leave fort to attack the besieger (a
May leave fort to attack (leader required) or
leader is required to attack). Supply inside the
to move to adjacent hex
fort is expended.
May not trace supply from adjacent hex
May trace supply from adjacent hex
May not receive replacements or
May receive replacements or reinforcements
reinforcements unless a port with a controlled
sea-box adjacent
Ignore retreat requirements
Ignore retreat requirements
FORT CAPACITY AND
Maximum Capacity
With Supply Unit,
No Supply
SIEGE LOSSES
Depot or Supply by Sea
Level 2 Fort
6 factors (no cavalry), -1 factor every other
-1 factor every
leader(s),
owner's turn (use fort
owner's turn
depot/supply unit(s)
marker to indicate)*
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Level 1 Fort

Forts in a Port

4 factors (no cavalry),
leader(s),
depot/supply unit(s)
Ditto

Ditto*

Ditto

-1 factor every other
turn. Remain in supply
if part of a sea-based
LOC*

Ditto, if not in a
sea-based LOC

LOC=Line of Communications; ZOC=Zone of Control
*Besieged units may destroy a supply unit or depot instead of an infantry/artillery factor.

How to Conduct Combat
Definitions.
Combat is resolved by calculating the value of the attacking units and implementing losses as explained
in this rule. There can be multiple combats in the same hex in the same turn, although usually a defender that
loses will retreat, thus ending that possibility.
First, some definitions:
"Combat Value" is the total combat effectiveness of a stack and is equal to the infantry, cavalry, artillery, plus
leaders' combat values10 (up to the value of the combat factors), plus sometimes a naval unit (limit 1 factor).
"Leaderless units" are the combat factors in a hex that are entitled to attack but exceed the value of the leader
that is commanding them.
"Protected" combat factors are those equal to the leader's combat value.
"Damage" is the result obtained off the Combat Results Table. It is a number which indicates the number of
combat factors that may be lost to the “disrupted” or “casualties” box elsewhere on the map.
“Disrupted Units” are those that are unable to function for a time, but that have not taken large losses of men.
“Casualties” are units that have lost too many men to continue functioning as a combat unit.
Combat is Immediate. Combat occurs in a hex when the phasing player is through moving units adjacent to it.
The player should announce "(Leader name) is attacking." Combat in that hex should be completed before
moving other units elsewhere, however the phasing player may continue moving units adjacent to the battle hex
by stating "more forces are moving to the battle" and after that both sides may be able to add units to the battle
using the March to the Sound of the Guns rule.
(Designer's Note. In mobile situations, Napoleon liked to send a corps ahead to punch the enemy, and then he would
follow with the killing attack. In the game, the order in which you move stacks is very important. If you move your best
stack first, you might not be able to take advantage of March to the Sound of the Guns. If you move a stack up to attack,
you must announce it will attack before you can move other stacks up. Also, a good leader can attack a stack, weaken or
eliminate it, and then MTSG when his fellow corps then attack another adjacent enemy stack. It may be possible to punch
a hole in the enemy's defenses and send another corps through it. Deciding which leaders to activate and the order of the
attacks is key to a successful turn.)

Combat can be Limited. Not all units in a stack must attack, but all defenders must defend. The attacker must
announce which units are not attacking in advance. These non-attacking units cannot advance after combat.
They do not count for determining the combat value during post-combat calculations to determine if the
defender retreats. Units not attacking are nevertheless subject to losses if they are in the same hex as other units
that are attacking.
1. Retreat Before Combat Option.
Any Cavalry leader with 1, 2, or 3 cavalry factors, 1 or 2 (but no more) infantry factors, or any
combination of infantry and cavalry factors up to a maximum of 3 factors may retreat before combat, unless he
10

Coalition nations' leaders have a maximum of 2 combat value until Army Reform is completed.
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is facing a cavalry leader with a higher initiative rating (number on upper right side), or is pinned by enemy
ZOCs.
Naval Units in a port or coastal hex with friendly infantry and with a movement factor greater than zero
may always retreat before combat if the opposing player's stack has no naval units. Retreating Naval Units may
not take land units with them.
2. Determining Attacker and Defender Combat Values
The attacker lays out his units, arranging them to show a leader and his infantry (repeated as needed),
leaderless infantry or extra leaders, and supply units.
The defender does the same.

Figure 1. Example of Combat
In the above picture, we see a French force led by Napoleon, Ney and Davout about to battle an
Austrian force with Grand Duke Charles and his subordinates in 1805 (before Austrian Army Reform).
Napoleon is protecting 4 Infantry and 1 Artillery, using his combat value of 5 (lower left #). The Artillery is the
closest to him, and is the most protected which means it cannot be eliminated until the 4 Infantry are. Ney, a 2
combat value, protects 2 Infantry, while Davout protects 4 Infantry and the Cavalry unit. The remainder of the
French infantry present in the stack is unprotected, or "leaderless," 3 Infantry.
The French are worth Napoleon's 5 combat value, plus the 4 infantry and 1 artillery, for a 10 combat
value. Ney is 2 +2 = 4, and Davout is 5 + 4 +1=10. There is also the leaderless 3 infantry = 3. Therefore the
total combat value is 10+4+10+3 = 27.
The Austrians have a larger number of combat factors, but they are less effective due to the poor
leadership and tactics used in 1805. Charles is a good leader, but he is penalized by antiquated Austrian
tactics, so his "3" combat value is reduced to "2," meaning he can only protect 2 factors. The same is true with
John, while the rest are worth 2 each without further penalty. The total is 4+4+4+4 + 10 "leaderless" for a
total of 26 combat value.
So, even though the French have 15 combat factors and the Austrians have 20, the combat value for the
French is 27, while that for the Austrians is 26.
Calculating Combat Value:
Attacker Value
The attacker combat value is calculated as follows:
If unsupplied, they may not attack;
A stack without a leader may not attack;
The total of infantry, cavalry and/or artillery in any adjacent hex that is attacking as declared by
the attacker (not all units are required to attack);
The value of one or more corps leader(s), and/or army commander and/or National Military
Leader unit in the attack, provided their total value does not exceed the above value and other restrictions on
Coalition nations are observed, plus
The total of naval units in any adjacent hex that is attacking, equals:
The final total is the combat value of the attacker for this combat.
Defender Value
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The defender calculates his total in a similar way, except:
• If unsupplied damage to his forces will be +50% and his counterattack damage is 50% normal value,
• Attacks against a defender in a wooded hex will use a separate loss column,
• Attacks against a defender across a mountain or river hexside will further reduce the losses,
• If the defender is in a hex with a fort, losses will be further reduced,
• Losses in severe weather in designated areas will increase damage by 50% for both sides.
Note: Ships may participate in some combat. See "Shore Bombardment" rule in the Naval Rules.
3. Determining Attacker Damage to the Defender (Note: See Combat Results Chart)
The attacker, having already calculated his combat value, consults the Combat Results Chart (CRT) to
show how much damage he has done. Read the total combat value in the leftmost column, and the damage
results in the next column, just to the right. Adjust these results for terrain as noted in other columns. The
resulting number is the damage done, sometimes called "hits" or "hit points."
Damage is done in groups of 20 or less. That is, if the attacker has greater than 20 combat value, the
attack is broken up into several attacks of 20 or less, the total of which is equal to the attacker's overall value.
Furthermore, attacking stacks that are in different hexes are each conducted separately if the terrain or
other combat modifiers are different. That is, if the attacker has a stack of 20 or less attacking from clear terrain,
and another stack attacking across a river, and yet a third attacking across a mountain hexside, then each is
calculated separately, but before results are applied, the resulting damage is all added together.
Combat Results are cumulative for each group of 20 combat value of attackers.
Example. A defender is in a hex with woods and a level 2 fort. The attacker is in two stacks: one of 20 combat
value, with no other terrain effects and one of 20 combat value which crossed a river. The attacker damage is
=8 -2 (woods) -2 (fort)=4, plus another =8 -2 (river) -2 (woods)-2 (Lvl 2 fort) = 2, for a total damage of 4 +2 =
6.
Further adjust the damage for severe weather, remote areas, and lack of defender's supply when applicable.
Applying Damage Losses to "Protected" Units. A leader may "protect" combat factors equal to his combat
value. When applying damage to protected units the first point of damage is applied to a combat factor, the next
hit goes to the leader (whose skills prevent the damage), the next to another combat unit and so on. Before
moving to another stack of units (under another leader or leaderless units), the last damage must be applied to
the protecting leader. For example, damage would be applied to a leader with a "1" combat value and 1 infantry
factor as follows: 1 damage to the infantry, and then 1 damage to the leader. At that point damage could then be
applied to other units. The leader always gets that last hit before moving on.

Figure 2. Example of Combat (continued). X = a damage point was applied
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Applying Damage to Defender.
Now the attacker applies the losses to the defender. He may eliminate any excess "leaderless" infantry
11
first. If more losses are needed, or if he prefers, he selects a leader with combat units and then a) applies one
of his damage points (a 'hit" point) to the infantry and b) the next hit is applied to the enemy leader12. If losses
are still required, he repeats this process, moving to another leader if necessary.
Half the damage is applied to factors of the owning player’s choice and these are placed in the
“Disrupted Units Box, Current Turn.” The other half is placed in the “Casualty Box, Current Turn.” If there is
one factor left over, it goes into the Disrupted box with the others.
Example. (continued) The French had 27 combat value (cv), which breaks down into 8 damage from 20 cv, and
3 damage from 7 cv (see Combat Results Table). The French want to get rid of the Austrian artillery, so they
apply 4 damage to Charles as follows: 1st=hits infantry, 2nd absorbed by Charles, 3rd hits artillery and the 4th
is required to hit the leader again where it is absorbed. The French would like to go after the cavalry unit as
well, but must instead focus on winning the battle, so their remaining 7 damage all go to the unprotected
infantry. This leaves the Austrians with a 2-4, 2-4, 1-4, 1-5 and 3-4, plus the leaders, worth 8. The units can
now be rearranged to take advantage of the leaders, so the final Austrian total after the battle is 9 cv in units
plus 8 leader cv, for a post-combat total of 17.
If the either side has at least one Artillery unit (or ship factor-see “Shore Bombardment” at the end of
the Naval Combat rules), it inflicts one additional damage to the other player's units. Artillery units may target
specific enemy combat factors, like an artillery, cavalry etc. - any unit with a combat factor (not a leader). This
loss cannot be prevented by a leader -- it must be taken. The side losing a factor to enemy artillery never loses
more than one factor per battle, even if the enemy has multiple artillery units. The loss automatically goes to the
Casualty Box.
Example. Continuing the previous example, we note that the French have 1 more artillery than the Austrians,
which lost theirs in melee. Therefore, the French cause 1 more damage to the Austrians, applied to their
Cavalry. A leader cannot prevent this. The Austrians are now 8 factors of leaders and 8 factors of combat units
for a CV=16.
4. Determining Defender Damage to the Attacker
Now the roles are reversed and the defender applies losses. The defender, having calculated his Combat
Value before losses, notes that his value was 8.
Now the defender applies the losses to the attacker. He eliminates any leaderless infantry first. If more
losses are needed, he selects a leader with combat units and then a) kills one combat factor and b) subtracts one
from the value of the leader. If losses are still required, he repeats this, moving to another leader if necessary.
Leaders are preventing additional losses -- they are never harmed in this process.
The Austrians get to apply their results, based on the previous calculation which resulted in a 26 cv. That
breaks down into a 20 cv (8 damaged) and a 6 cv (2 damage), for 10 damage total. The Austrians know they
need to reduce the French as much as possible in order to win the battle. They could use their 10 damage on
Napoleon where it would kill 4 Infantry and the artillery, leaving the French with 17 cv, which would win
Austria the battle, but the Austrians are looking to soften the French as much as possible so that the Russians,
who are approaching, can finish them off. So, the Austrians use 3 damage on the leaderless infantry, then 4
damage on Ney, which kills both of his infantry while he absorbs the other two. Finally, the last 3 damage are
on Davout's corps as follows: infantry, Davout, infantry.
If the defender has an artillery factor that survived melee, he then eliminates one more combat factor
from the attacker. This loss cannot be prevented by a leader -- it must be taken, and it goes directly to the
casualty box.
11

For a nation with a National Morale of 2 or less leaders are no longer able to prevent combat losses (i.e., all combat units become
"leaderless").
12
Subtractions from the leader can continue until his current leader value is reached. Then another leader is selected and the process is
repeated. There is no damage, either temporary or permanent, to the leader. The "hits" he takes reflects his ability to prevent losses to
his troops.
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Overwhelming Offensive. If the attacker inflicts more damage on the defender than it could implement,
then the attacker's losses are lessened by that amount. This concept does not apply to the "artillery bonus" and
the "cavalry bonus."
Example. The attacker has an artillery unit among his forces. He does 5 damage, but the defender only has a 2
leader and 2 Inf and so only takes 4 damage. The damage done by the defender to the attacker is therefore
reduced by one (5-4=1). The attacker's artillery unit does one additional damage, but since there are no
remaining enemy units, this reduction is ignored. The defender's damage to the attacker remains at one (1).
Poor Morale Combat Penalties. When a nation is at National Morale of 2 or less it may not attack, nor
may its leaders "absorb" damage. All damage is applied directly to combat units, reflecting increased desertion.
5. Determining the Victor
Now each side calculates the combat value of their remaining forces after combat and artillery losses
have been applied. This is done in the same manner as if another battle was about to occur, but without terrain,
fort, weather or supply effects.
Attacker Value = Combat Unit Factors + Leaders (up to the value of the combat units present) + Ships. Note
that Supply or other modifiers are not considered for this calculation.
Defender Value = Combat Unit Factors + Leaders (up to the value of the combat units present) + Ships. Note
that Supply or other modifiers are not considered for this calculation.
The larger total wins. If it's a tie, the defender wins. The victor holds the hex. If the victor is the attacker, the
defender retreats.
Example. From the previous example, the final French total is Napoleon (5) plus 4 inf and 1 artillery (5), plus
Davout (only 3 in this case) and 1 cavalry and 2 inf. Ney has no troops, so he doesn't count. That's
5+5+3+3=16 total CV for the French. The Austrians are left with 4 leaders (2 each, as this is before Army
Reform), each of which commands 2 combat factors, for a total of 8+8=16 CV. The Austrians win because the
defender always wins a tie.
6. Retreat After Combat
The attacker may lose, but he never retreats. If he loses, he stays where he is. If the defender loses, he must
retreat. To determine whether the defender retreats:
1. A defending force without a leader retreats one hex, even if it is bigger than a force with a leader.
2. If the defender is smaller, based on the post-combat calculation as described in 5. above, it retreats
one hex (see Retreat Priorities, below).
3. If a leader is left alone in a hex, he is retreated to adjacent hex if friendly units are present, or the
nearest National Military Leader, or production or mobilization city of the owner's choice, or friendly stack.
"Nearest" is determined by counting the hexes to the city, not by movement factors.
4. If a supply unit (0-2) is left without another friendly combat factor in a hex it does not retreat. It is
captured if the attacker advances at least one factor into its hex.
5. Retreating units may split and go different directions if able.
6. Defenders which must retreat but which are surrounded by enemy units or their ZOCs are instead
eliminated and entirely placed in the casualty box. Any leaders are captured if at least one factor advances into
his hex.
7. Some or all victorious attacking units/leaders may advance after combat into the target hex up to the
stacking limits. Advance is voluntary.
7. Pursuit after Combat
When a defending force retreats, it loses another combat factor if the enemy has a Cavalry unit. This loss
cannot be prevented by a leader -- it must be taken. Only one factor is lost, even if there are multiple Cavalry
units. This does not apply to attackers when they lose because they do not actually retreat.
Example (continued). It's a tie, but the Austrians win a bloody victory.
The French losses are: 7 inf, 4 disrupted and 3 in the casualty box.
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The Austrian losses are: 8 inf, 1 artillery and 1 cav. The cav goes straight to the casualty box by rule
(lost to artillery), while the 9 other units are: 5 disrupted and 4 casualty. The Austrian player puts the artillery
as a disrupted unit, and splits the rest of the infantry 4 into each box.
Both sides lost 5 or more factors, but the Austrians held the hex because the French did not end up with
more combat value at the end of the fight. So, the Austrians gain one (1) National Morale, and the French lose
1!
If the French had full coverage of their infantry (i.e., another 3 cv leader), they would have easily won
the battle. Also, if the French had been content to take out the unprotected Austrian Infantry instead of the
artillery, they would have killed 11 Austrian infantry and the Austrian artillery (during post melee artillery fire)
which would have also killed the French artillery, leaving a French CV=14 and an Austrian CV = 12 for a
French victory! A careful French commander would have noticed this and made sure he had one more leader
available, or simply done what was needed to get the victory, losing his artillery in the process.
Retreat Priorities
When retreating, use the following steps, in the order listed, to determine where to retreat:
1. Go to any adjacent hex containing the retreating player's combat units which are not adjacent to an
enemy unit OR an empty hex;
2. Go to any adjacent hex containing the retreating player's combat units which are adjacent to an enemy
unit
3. If none of these options are available all units are placed in the casualties box and any leader is
captured and held for exchange.
8. Applying All the Losses. Finally, all the information needed to determine what to do with the losses is
available: the combat results, the artillery bonus, and the cavalry bonus. These latter two losses go directly to
the casualty box. The attacker and defender both put half the rest of the eliminated units in the Disrupted Box,
Current Turn and half in the Casualty Box, Current Turn. In the event of an odd number of losses, the odd unit
goes into the Disrupted Box. Another way to look at it is: place the first lost in the Disrupted Box, the next loss
in the Replacements box, and continue until all lost units have been placed.
The owning player always decides which box the damaged units go in. Remember, the Disrupted Units
are returned to play by an activated leader who was near the battle. Casualties can only be returned via
replacements that were built during the previous Strategic Turn.
Example. Continuing the previous example, the final tally of losses is: AU lost 8 infantry and 1 artillery in
melee. That's 5 in the disrupted box, 4 in the casualty box. The Austrian player makes sure to put his artillery
unit on the disrupted side so that it can return more quickly. Also 1 cavalry is removed from the map to the
unbuilt units pile due to the fact it was killed by artillery bombardment. FR lost 7 infantry: 4 in the disrupted
box, 3 in the casualty box.
9. Gain/Loss of National Morale
Determine if national morale has been affected. See "National Morale" rule, below.
Example. The Austrians lost over 5 factors (placed in either the Casualty Box, the Disrupted Box or in the
unbuilt units pile), but so did the French. However, the Austrians did not retreat, which means the French lost
the battle. The French thus lose a National Morale, and the Austrians gain one!

Army Reform
Having been beaten by France, the nations of Europe examined their armies and made changes as
described in this rule.
Eligibility Timing. No sooner than one year after it sues for peace, any major nation but France and Britain may
purchase and conduct the "Army Reform" option listed on the Production Chart. (France and Britain have
already undergone Army Reform.) A nation that has not yet been defeated by France may begin the army
reform option in 1809 or later anyway.
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Production Cost and Time. Reform costs the total production for one turn to purchase plus half the current
balance or 50 production, whichever is greater. It takes one full year to complete.
Therefore the entire process takes a minimum of two years (unless the 1809 option is used).
Benefits. There are four main benefits:
1) Once completed, the nation's leaders are no longer limited to a "2" combat value, but instead get the
full amount printed on the counter.
2) Each national leader gets the same +1 movement bonus that France starts the game with.
3) Each corps commander may now command up to 6 infantry.
4) Each nation may add up to 15 infantry into the Ready for Mobilization pool without cost, if such units
are available in the counter mix.
Designer's Comment on Army Reform: The other nations learned the conduct of war not only from
France but from Prussia's landwehr mobilization as well. However, the resistance to change was broken only
by defeat for Austria and Prussia at least. Russia managed some changes but it is included anyway for game
interest purposes and to reflect the field experience they had.

Naval Movement and Combat
Ship Movement
This section addresses the movement of ships only. For movement of land units are sea, see "Sea Lift"
below.
Fleet. A "fleet" is any number of ships at sea or in port with or without an Admiral. All ships' movement is 5. It
does not cost a command point to move a fleet or admiral. Fleets move along from sea box to sea box (aka
Blockade Box), and into/out of ports along the dark blue lines on the map. Ships cannot move anywhere else.
Markers. Special game counters are used to indicate whether a fleet is moving or not. Eight of these have
"Move" on them. As 16 counters will be needed, players should use other game counters that are blank on at
least one side as "dummies." At the beginning of each operational turn, any player with a navy that plans on
moving one or more of his fleets places a marker face down on up to eight of his fleets. The marker will say
"Move" or will be blank. The opposite side of each of these should be blank. When it is his turn, he flips the
counters in the order he chooses and executes the order (move or not). After each move, place a number marker
on the moving fleet to indicate the number of moves so far during the Strategic Turn (the "moves number").
Two fleets that combine automatically take the higher "moves number." Fleets can always return to port,
however, even if all moves have been used.
Movement. The Movement rating on an Admiral counter shows the number of Operational Turns that an
Admiral can move his fleet, other than to return to port (which he can always do). Fleets without admirals can
only move one Operational Turn per Strategic Turn (but they can always move back to port).
Fleets with Admirals can "drop off" ships as they move (their movement is then done), or "pick them
up" (if they haven't already moved). Fleets without admirals cannot do this.
Movement Penalties. Unlike land units, ships may move through areas containing enemy ships. It costs one (1)
movement to move through an enemy fleet, unless the moving fleet is five (5) ships larger than his opponent's
fleet.
Naval Movement Cost
Movement Cost
Summary:
Enter a port
Enter an empty sea box
Enter a sea box having a small
enemy force (see Pinning
rule)
Enter a sea box having a large
enemy force

1
1
Same as Empty Sea Box - use
if the moving fleet is 5 ships
larger
2 movement (1 for box, 1 for
the enemy force)
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Initiate combat
1 in addition to any of above
Example. Nelson and a British fleet of 10 ships is in Finisterre. Three (3) British ships are in the Gulf of Cadiz.
Villeneuve with 8 French ships and the Armada leader with 5 Spanish ships are in Cadiz. It is the French turn.
The French/Spanish fleet enters the Gulf of Cadiz. Because the French fleet is 5 ships bigger, it pays 1
movement only to enter. It decides not to fight the British, and so moves to the Atlantic box for 1 more
movement (2 so far). The fleet now enters Finisterre: 1 for the sea zone, 1 for a large British fleet, and 1 to
initiate combat. (Continued below)
Pinning. When entering a sea box with enemy ships, players must determine if the force is big enough to be
reckoned with or too small to matter. If the moving fleet is 5 factors (do not add Admirals' values), then the
smaller force in the box yields unless it can Intercept (see below).
Players must reveal sufficient factors to prove that they have the requisite +5. They are not obligated to
reveal more. The player in the box must reveal his entire force. The moving player must still reveal his units,
even if he knows he does not have enough to meet the +5 standard.
If the moving fleet is five (5) bigger, it may continue moving. If the moving fleet is not that much bigger
it must pay +1 movement but may continue moving if the enemy player does not Intercept.
Pinning cannot occur if the ships start the moving player's turn in the same box. Pinning only occurs
when a fleet moves into a sea box.
Intercept. A fleet with an Admiral that has not yet moved, but has an as yet unrevealed "move" counter on it
may intercept an enemy fleet that moves into its sea box. All combat requirements must be met, including the
one that requires the Admiral(s) to have a total Initiative rating that is at least as great as the enemy fleets
Admirals. If he qualifies and chooses to do so, a naval battle is fought immediately, even if the "+5 Pinning"
rule is in effect.
Control of Straits. There are two places on the maps where control of sea boxes prevents land movement across
narrow straits that would otherwise be possible:
1) The strait between Kattegat and Baltic Sea-The Sound (essentially, Copenhagen). Enemy land units
of any kind may not cross the hexes between those boxes where sea crossing would otherwise be possible if a
player has uncontested control of both sea boxes.
2) The Straits of Messina in Sicily between the Tyrrhenian Sea and the Ionian Sea. Same restriction as
above.
Time at Sea in a Contested Area. If an enemy fleet is in an adjacent port or sea box, a friendly fleet more than 2
blockade boxes from a friendly port must return to port before the end of a season unless a sea-lifted supply unit
accompanies it or it is within 2 boxes of a depot at sea. Once this has been done sometime during the turn, it
may go to sea again if it has the movement capability. Failure to return results in the loss of one (1) ship factor
sunk. Ships not adjacent to enemy fleets can ignore this rule.
Scuttling Ships in Port. See "Disbanding and Scuttling Units" under "Reinforcements."
Capturing Ships in Port. If friendly forces move ground or naval forces into a port (or have them there already)
containing enemy ships, they are captured as follows: At the instant conditions are met, for each friendly factor
of land or naval combat units, one enemy ship factor is captured. The player losing the captured ships has them
count towards ship losses just like scuttled ships do. Nations may use client state naval counters if they capture
them. However, captured major or minor nation ships can only be used if the capturing nation has extra ship
factors. If the capturing nation has no navy counters the captured ships must be removed from the map.
When capturing ships in port there may be some that are not captured due to a lack of forces. If so, onehalf of these are scuttled (counting as losses against the major power that owns them unless they are minor
power ships or client state ships), and half escape to an adjacent sea zone (place them there - no move counter is
needed). For every 5 ships captured, destroyed or scuttled, the victor gains 1 NM.
Example 1: The French are allied with the Spanish. The French have 2 ship factors in Cadiz port. The Spanish
have 1 ship factor and 1 infantry factor. The Spanish revolt during the French turn, leaving the French ships
now in an enemy port. The French ships, which might have been able to move prior to the revolt, cannot move
now until Capturing is resolved. The Spanish have 2 factors, so they capture 2 factors of French ships.
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Example 2: 4 French infantry and a leader march into Stralsund in northern Germany where there are only 2
factors of enemy Russian ships in port. The ships are captured; however the French have no spare ship units.
They scuttled two French ships in Cadiz, and use those counters to place in Stralsund. Note that if there had
been even 1 Russian infantry factor, the Russian ships could have withdrawn before combat and not been
captured.
Sea Lift Movement
Major Power Limitations. Britain, Russia and France may use sea lift anywhere. Austria and Prussia may only
use sea lift in the sea boxes adjacent to ports they control. The nation controlling minor power Spain may use
Spanish production to buy sea lift for Spanish units.
Restrictions. Units using sea lift cannot enter sea boxes that are enemy controlled. To be controlled, a sea box
must have at least 5 more ships in the box than the combined enemy forces have.
Example. After a naval battle in the English Channel, the British have 12 ship factors, while the French have 8
ship factors. The British do not fully control the area, so the French (or the British) could move sea lift into the
sea zone. If the French had at least 1 ship factor in that sea box the previous turn, they could now move sea lift
into the box and launch a sea invasion.
Land Unit Movement Rate While Using Sea Lift. Land units, with or without leaders, do not move at their land
movement rate. Instead they move at the sea lift rate, which is five (5) sea boxes or four (4) sea boxes and enter
a port.
Sea Lift. Sea Lift occurs on dark blue sea lanes (naval paths), in Blockade Boxes (sea boxes), and in ports
connected to those boxes.
Infantry and other combat units, Leaders, and Supply Units, may move to sea by using "sea lift" (naval
transport). Activation by using Command Points is not required unless conducting a Invasion by Sea (see
below). Sea Lift capacity is purchased at the rates noted in the Production rule. All combat units require 1 sea
lift for each factor per turn at sea.
Supply units may use sea lift but do not require a sea lift point. However, a player may only move as
many 0-2s in a turn by sea as he has sea lift points.
Example. The British player has 3 sea lift points. He may move 3 infantry factors and up to 3 supply units by
sea this turn.
Land Leaders (all leaders except Admirals) may move at sea by themselves without requiring a sea lift
point, either using their movement rating or strategic movement (which is 10 hexes or 5 naval boxes).
Example. Britain move 1 infantry factor, 1 cavalry, and a supply unit and a leader from London to Dutch Coast
to German Coast to Hamburg (a total of 3 movement). No sea lift is required for the leader or the supply unit,
but the other two units require one sea lift each, for a total of 2 sea lift.
Units being moved must start the turn in the port where they are to be loaded. A port is a red dot city,
fort or production city on the coast with a dark blue naval transport line running into it or through it. Units may
be unloaded into a friendly port and then move, subtracting any movement conducted at sea prior to entering the
port.
Invasions by Sea
Sea landings (aka "invasions") may only be conducted from a blockade box that held at least one ship
factor of the invading nation or allied nation at the beginning of the turn. Infantry and other units moving by Sea
Lift require a command point when invading into enemy-controlled hexes. This means the enemy player gets a
one-turn notice of potential invasions. See details in "Sea Lift" rules below. Unlike ships, infantry moving by
sea lift to invade do not have to begin a turn in an adjacent blockade box. They can move to sea and invade the
same turn if they have enough movement, but only from a blockade box that already had a friendly ship there at
the beginning of the turn.
Invasions may occur from a blockade box with enemy ships, if the invading nation has at least one ship
factor present in the box.
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Invasions may occur in a hex that is held by enemy forces. (See Intrinsic Defenses under
Reinforcement.)
When invading an occupied hex, treat combat as a river crossing.
A nation may only make one invasion per operational turn. Only infantry factors, supply units, and
leaders may invade on the initial turn. They must all invade the same hex. After the invasion move (and combat
if needed) is completed, cavalry and artillery may join the invasion force.
A land leader is not required, unless the targeted invasion hex has enemy units. (This requires combat,
and an attack can only occur if a leader is present.)
The number of infantry factors that may invade varies on three factors:
1. the infantry must have enough movement to get to a friendly port of embarkation, move to a sea box,
and then pay a movement factor to land on an enemy beach. Obviously, this is easier if the infantry starts the
turn already in a port or already at sea.
2. the amount of Sea Lift available (it takes 1 Sea Lift to carry 1 Infantry)
3. the distance from the nearest friendly port
a. 2 Infantry may invade if the nearest friendly port is 5 or more movement from the target
b. 2-3 Infantry may invade if the nearest friendly port is 4 movement from the target
c. Up to 4 Infantry may invade if the nearest friendly port is 3 movement from the target
d. There is no limit (other than the cost of sea lift) to the number of infantry may invade if the
nearest friendly port is 2 movement from the target.
e. No more than one supply unit (0-2) may land with the invasion force. Subsequent to the
landing or any combat, additional units may be brought.
4. Shore bombardment (naval gun support) may be used to support the invasion hex. See Shore
Bombardment at end of Naval Combat rules.
Defensive supply can be provided to the landed infantry via a captured port or a supply unit or depot on the
landing hex or a Naval LOC. For attack supply, a depot or supply unit must be within range, and may be on
land or at sea.
No further land movement is permitted for the units that landed during the turn of the landing.
Target Hexes. Any hex may be invaded between the two furthest ports linked to the blockade box, plus one
adjacent coastal hex. If there is only one port connected, then any hex with two hexes either side of that port
may be invaded.
Example. The British have a ship in the English Channel box. British troops may invade any hex from adjacent
to Dunkirk along the coast to the hex adjacent to Cherbourg, the two ports that are furthest apart that are
connected to the English Channel blockade box.
Blockade
Britain sought to reduce or eliminate French (and their allies) trade. This resulted in a naval blockade. Naval
blockades may occur at any port in France (including Holland) and the Kingdom of Italy, and any Frenchoccupied port. Only ports with red star production cities are affected by blockades.
Blockading a Port. A port is blockaded if at least three (3) British ships and/or its allies are in the adjacent
Blockade Box with no enemy units present (at the end of the British player-turn) during all six (6) operational
turns.
Blockaded ports produce less production points as noted in the production rules.
[Optional Rule. France and its allies can blockade British/Coalition ports as well using the same process.]
Admirals
Naval leaders are called admirals. Admirals have names and numbers that seem similar to those of land
units. However, the numbers serve somewhat different purposes.
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<--- Initiative
Combat -->

<--- Movement

Initiative indicates the likelihood of the Admiral(s) to force combat. Initiative, multiplied by 3, also
determines the maximum number of ships a leader(s) can control without penalty. That is, a leader with a 3
Initiative can control 9 ships without penalty. Ships in excess of this number cannot participate in an attack, but
are subject to losses. All leaders in a fleet stack are added together to make this calculation.
Movement indicates the number of Operational Turns the leader can be active during a season.
Combat indicates the number of ships that the Admiral can provide a bonus to during combat.
Admirals may only control ships, not land units. Army leaders may never control ships.
Naval Combat
(1 ship factor = 2 historical ships-of-the-line)
Forcing Combat. Unlike land combat, naval combat does not automatically occur upon demand. An Admiral's
initiative rating shows the likelihood that he can find enemy ships at sea and attack them. Ships moving without
an Admiral cannot initiate combat. If an Admiral moves into a box where there are friendly naval factors that
are unled, those factors may join him in combat that turn unless they have already moved. To force combat, the
Admiral's modified initiative must be the same or greater than his opponent's - but he may still offer combat
anyway. If an Admiral with a higher initiative is defending, he can decline or accept combat if it is offered by
the other player.
Naval combat only occurs when both sides are in a sea zone (blockade box), never in a port. Each naval
combat costs one (1) movement factor. Fleets cannot initiate combat without spending this movement.
Supply. Unlike land combat, units do not have to trace supply to fight.
Combat Value. An Admiral's combat value is added to his ship factors except that his value cannot exceed the
number of ship factors he controls.
Combat is conducted using the same Combat Results Table as land units. A fleet with multiple Admirals
may be able to use the combat value of all its Admirals in the sea box, but only if it controls sufficient ships.
Ships in excess of an Admiral's Initiative multiplied by 3 cannot attack. All Admirals in the sea box may
use their initiative.
Example. The Spanish leader "Armada" has 6 ships with him, but has a "1" Initiative. Therefore, only three
ships can participate in a battle, with the other three vulnerable to losses by enemy targeting, but unable to
attack.
How to Fight a Naval Combat.
1. Command. First determine how many of the ships (factors) in the fleet can be commanded effectively
by its leaders.
Commanded ships = (All the side's Admirals’ Initiatives added together) x 3.
If the result is equal or more than the number of ships in the fleet, they can all be commanded. If not, the excess
is unable to fight (but can still take losses).
2. Combat Value (CV) and Damage Calculation.
Ship factors equal to the combat value of each leader is applied towards the CV total. Ship factors in excess
(i.e., “uncommanded” ships) are ignored for now. Consult the CRT (same as used for land combat). There are,
however, no terrain modifiers. Find the damage total and note it.
3. Apply the Damage.
Damage is now applied. This is different than the method in land combat.
a) Each enemy Admiral absorbs damage equal to his combat value. No ships are harmed.
b) Any remaining damage is applied to ship factors. 1 damage sinks 1 ship factor. The side that dealt the
damage determines the losses. [Optional Rule: Losses across two allied navies taking hits are distributed
proportionally.]
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c) Take half the value of the damage, rounded down. That many ship factors are also captured by the enemy.
d) Compare the losses from each side's fleet. Subtract the captured vessels and apply any total only toward the
side that had the most captured.
e) Now remove the sunk vessels and return them to the unbuilt units pile. Next, the player that lost captured
vessels removes them from his stack. If they are his nationality, they are returned to the unbuilt pile, while the
enemy player pulls an equal number out of his unbuilt pile and places them with his fleet. If they are client state
or minor power vessels, they are turned over to the enemy’s control. The winning player may instead sink all or
some of the captured ships, but this must be done during his current turn to avoid any effect on national morale
for scuttling in a later turn.
4. Effect on National Morale.
Naval battles can affect National Morale (NM). Treat each 5 losses (sunk or net captured) the same as if it were
a land combat factors loss. Minor power (Spanish) ship losses do not affect major power (usually French or
British) NM when allied with either similarly to the way their land units are treated. Other minor nation or client
state ship damage to French or British do count toward the loss of NM for any major power.
Notes: The more admirals in a fleet, the better. However, if the fleet has more ships that its admirals can handle, there will be too
many unprotected targets, which means higher losses. On the other hand, a fleet that is just the right size for its admirals to control
might be too weak compared to the enemy fleet. In the small sample size we have of historical naval battles, it was rare for a ship to
be sunk by gunfire. Instead, they were captured, and then lost during or after battle by fires, crew rebellions, foundering, etc. At
Trafalgar nearly all the sunk ships had been captured first. In this combat system, we assume that happens and just skip to the net
result.

Example. Large Battle
Nelson, Collingwood, 15 factors

vs

Villeneuve13, Armada, 10 Fr, 15 Sp or 25 total

1. Command
Initiative of each Admiral x 3
Brits (4+4)x3=24 factors (all 15)
So, all British ships are controlled.
Fr/Sp (3+1)x3=12 (of 25)
So, only 12 are controlled. The rest cannot fight and are not calculated in Combat Value.
2. Combat Value and Damage Calculation
Brits:
Nelson's combat is 6, so he has 6 factors with him (as shown in picture).
Collingwood's combat is 3, so he has 3 factors with him (as shown in picture).
That leaves 6 unled (unprotected) ships, of the 15 total.
The Combat Value is 6+6(Nelson)+3+3(Collingwood)+6=24.
Consulting the CRT, that's 20 --> 8 damage and 4 --> 2 damage, or 10 damage total.
Fr/Sp:
13

Villeneuve was subsequently replaced in the game’s counter mix with Mediterranean, a generic leader.
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Villeneuve's combat is 2, so he has 2 factors with him (as shown in picture).
Armada's combat is 1, so he has 1 factor with him (as shown in picture).
That leaves 9 unled of the 12 commanded.
There are also the rest (13) that cannot fight, but are subject to the combat results.
The Combat Value is 2 (Villeneuve)+2 (his ships)+1 (Armada) +1 (his ships)+9 (other commanded units)=15.
Consulting the CRT, that's 15 --> 6 damage total.
3. Applying Damage
Brits:
The damage from the Fr/Sp is 6. The leaders' combat
values are 6+3, so they absorb all the damage. No damage is done to the British fleet.
Fr/Sp:
The damage from the Brits is 10. The leaders' combat
values are 2+1, so they absorb the first 3 of these.
The next 7 are all applied to the ships, so that's 7 sunk.
By rule, half of that is added as
captured, so that's another 3 (round down).
3 Fr, 4 Sp are sunk. 2 Fr, 1 Sp are captured, which is a National Morale loss for France (5 ships), and a gain
for Britain.

Here's the same battle WITHOUT NELSON.

1. Command
Brits: 4x3=12 commanded. 3 out of fight.
Fr/Sp: no change
2. CV and Damage Calc
Brits: 3 with C'wood who is a 3 CV, for 6, plus 9 in fight but uncommanded. That's 15 CV for 6 Damage.
Fr/Sp: no change
3. Apply Damage
Brits:
The damage from the FR/Sp is 6. The leader's combat
values is 3, so he absorbs 3 of the damage. 3 other factors are sunk, plus 1 captured.
Fr/Sp:
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The damage from the Brits is 6. The leaders absorb 3 (2+1) of that, leaving 3 factors sunk and 1 captured.

FINAL: The 2 captured ships (1 each side) cancel out so no ships are lost from that. The Brits lose 3 factors
sunk, the Fr/Sp lose 3 factors sunk, for a draw (which is probably a French victory).
Combat Results. Unlike land combat, neither side retreats after a naval battle. Instead, they may move during
their next turn, or stay in the sea zone (blockade box). However, the side with the higher combat value after
combat has won the battle. This affects captured ships, as detailed below.
Captured Ships. Like land combat, half the units affected by naval combat are "casualties" (i.e., sunk) and half
are "disrupted" ("captured" instead). Sunk units are removed from the board but can be rebuilt. Captured units
are captured by the battle victor. The victor can keep them (converting them to his colors) or sink them at any
time during his turn (but not during his opponent's turn). Captured units are damaged and must retreat to the
nearest port for repair (at no cost) during the next Operational Turn. Place some marker on them to remind the
players.
If one side eliminates all opposing vessels any of its Admirals are captured (except generic ones).
Shore Bombardment. Ships in a port or its adjacent sea box may add a maximum of one (1) combat value to
defend friendly units in that port. They may also add one (1) attack value if friendly land units are conducting
an attack on an enemy port (only, not adjacent hex), or at any sea invasion. Ships may not conduct land combat
except when supporting land factors. If opposing navies are present, one factor of each may participate, one as
attacker, one as defender. A friendly land combat leader may count the ship towards his bonus if needed. Each
ship is treated as an "artillery unit." Therefore, the ship may be destroyed by fire from an enemy artillery unit
during that stage of land combat, and the ship (acting as an artillery unit) may also destroy an enemy unit.
Supply is not required for a ship to attack or defend, and it does not count against land unit stacking. Note that if
a ship from each side participates in a land combat, they can target each other as an artillery unit and both be
eliminated.

National Morale
National morale (NM) effects the willingness of the national army and its leadership to begin wars or to
continue fighting. The highest morale is 6, the lowest is 1.
Effects of Low National Morale on Combat.
1. If the national morale drops to 2 or less (but see Napoleon's abilities), then the player may no longer
initiate combat (attack) or March to the Sound of the Guns to attack (may still do so defensively).
2. When a nation is at 2 morale or less, leaders are no longer able to prevent combat losses (i.e., all
losses are directly from combat units as “unprotected” units - leaders cannot protect them, although the leaders’
combat value is still counted as part of the stack’s total value).
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Effects on Diplomacy.
1. Nations with a morale of 3 or more may mobilize14 and/or declare war.
2. Nations with a morale of 1 must immediately sue for peace (Exception: See Exceptions below).
3. Nations with a morale of 2 may sue for peace. See Diplomacy for details.
4. If a nation loses a net 2 morale in one operational turn (from the beginning of the turn to the end),
nations that have treaties with it or are allied to it can void the treaty or the alliance (see Diplomacy Rules), but
must so state to all other players. Once stated, it cannot be reversed.
Napoleon as Head of State. Napoleon not only led the army, he led the Empire. If Napoleon does not spend at
least two full Strategic Turns (including the intervening operational turns) in Paris each year, National Morale
drops one (1) each Strategic Turn until he is in Paris. If he leaves Paris before 2 full turns have passed, NM is
lost until he returns to Paris. This rule does not apply while Napoleon is deposed in Elba.
Combat and Attrition Results Affect National Morale. Major victories or defeats (land or sea) or prolonged
setbacks influence national morale. A nation's current morale will change when the following occurs:

Post-Combat Value
(PCV)
Attacker PCV
Higher

Battle Results Effects on National Morale (NM)
Attacker Loses 5(+) Attacker Loses 5(+) Attacker Loses 4(-)
Defender Loses 5(+) Defender Loses 4(-) Defender Loses 5(+)
Attk +1 NM
Def -1 NM

Attk -1 NM (Pyrrhic
Victory)
Def no change

Attk +1 NM
Def -1 NM

No NM changes

Attk -1 NM
Def +1 NM

Attk -1 NM
Def +1 NM

No NM changes

Attk -1 NM
Def +1 NM

Attk -1 NM
Def +1 NM

Attk no change
Def -1 NM (Pyrrhic
Victory)
Attk no change
Def -1 NM (Pyrrhic
Victory)

(Attk wins, Def retreats)

Attacker PCV Equal
(Def wins, and does not
retreat)

Attacker PCV Lower

Attacker Loses 4(-)
Defender Loses 4(-)

No NM changes

(Def wins, and does not
retreat)
Note: Post-Combat Value includes all surviving land units that participated in the battle, plus their leaders with a combat rating up to
but not exceeding the surviving units combat factors. Stacks may be rearranged after battle to maximize its value.

a. Upper NM limit is 6. Lower NM limit is 1.
b. See British Exception below.
c. If three or more nations are involved in a battle, gain/loss of NM is based on individual nations. Examples:
I. two coalition nations combine to cause 5 French losses in one battle. The French are forced to
retreat, so they lose one (1) NM. Each coalition nation gains 1 (one) NM.
II. same as above, but only one coalition nation does the damage. Only it gains one (1) NM.
III. The French cause one coalition nation to lose 5, while the other loses 3. The coalition nations are
forced to retreat. The French gain one (1) NM. The nation that lost 5 loses one (1) NM, but the other does not.
IV. The French cause each coalition nation to lose 4 (8 combined). France loses 5 total. The coalition
nations retreat. France has a pyrrhic victory, losing one (1) NM, while neither coalition nation loses any NM.
V. There is no special difference if Napoleon "splits" the coalition forces - NM gains/losses are as
above.
British, French and Russian Exceptions. The British National Morale is only affected by the loss or
victory of British units - not client state units or allied minor nation units that may be with the British, or in
separate battles (this rule may be overridden in some scenarios). In some circumstances, British client states or
minor nations may lose or win battles without British troops being present. In such cases, French morale might
decline, but British morale would not increase or decrease.

14

An nation that is at peace but has war declared on it, or is simply moved into, may always mobilize. See Mobilization and
Demobilization rule.
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Britain is never required to sue for peace with France. Britain may agree to a treaty with France that has
a similar effect. See “Diplomacy - Sue for Peace” rules for details on France and Russia’s surrender
requirements.
If a British general (corps commander or army commander) loses a British National Morale point in a
battle, he must return to London, stay there three operational turns, and then he will be released to return to
combat. This requirement ends at the start of 1812 or if Britain is invaded. The British Navy is unaffected by
this rule.
In addition, if Britain's morale is 1 it must withdraw any British land units from the continent to Britain
with the following exceptions: Gibraltar, any island that is 100% controlled by Britain (or its client state) or is in
the territory of an active Major Power ally. Units that have not returned to Britain within 6 completed
Operational Turns are placed in the Disrupted Box. Units may not return to the continent until the British
National Morale is at least 3. The British Navy is unaffected by this rule.
Example. In Spain, 5 British infantry and 5 Spanish infantry in the same battle lose 5 infantry through damage
to France. If the French player takes 5 Spanish infantry then the British will not lose a morale, but the French
will gain one. If the French take 5 British infantry then the British will lose a NM and France will gain one. If
the losses are split, 4 and 1 or 2 and 3 among the British and Spanish, then no NM changes because no one lost
5 infantry.
Excessive Army Losses Within an Operational Turn. At the end of a player's replacement/rally phase there are
more than 10 of his Infantry/Cavalry/Artillery (major nation units only) in a either the Current Turn Casualty
Box or the Disrupted Box, then that player-nation loses a National Morale and each of the nation's opponents
each gain 1 National Morale, provided the opponent had at least 4 units in a battle somewhere on that gamemap during the turn.
Example. Britain, Prussia and Russia are at war with France. Their current NM is 5, 4, 4 and 5 respectively.
France is attacking in Prussia. In the first battle, during the French turn, France loses 3 infantry and Prussia
loses 6: 3 in the Casualty Box and 3 in the Disrupted Box. Prussia lost 6 in one battle, so its NM drops 1 to 3
and the French go up 1 to 6. During the Coalition turn, Prussia removes the 3 disrupted units from the
Disrupted Box and puts them back in play on the map, one with each of three activated leaders. It also uses one
of its previously purchased Replacement Points to put the 3 units that were in the Casualty Box back into play
on the game map (one each in a home nation fort or production city), leaving nothing in the boxes. Prussia and
Russia now counter with 4 smaller attacks across the map, causing France to lose 2, 2, 1, and 2 infantry, while
Prussia itself loses 1, 3 and 3 and Russia loses 2, 3 and 3. France has now lost 10 infantry in one turn and they
are still in the Replacement and Disrupted Boxes, while Prussia and Russia have 7 and 8 respectively. France
must reduce its total losses by at least 1, assuming it loses no more, by the end of its next replacement phase, or
else it will lose 1 NM.
Excessive Strategic Losses. Once per Strategic turn for (a) and (b) each below, the player-nation loses a NM
and the nations at war with it each gain 1 National Morale, even if not active on that map, at the end of a
nation's replacement phase when a player-nation has:
a. 50% of its mobilized Infantry/Cavalry/Artillery on a game map in either the current-turn or previousturn Disrupted or Casualty boxes, and
b. again if it has 60% of its mobilized Infantry/Cavalry/Artillery on a game map in either box.
Disintegration of National Army. When losses in all the Replacement and Disrupted Boxes exceed 65% of the
nation's mobilized Infantry/Cavalry/Artillery at the end of the nation's replacement phase, its morale drops to 1
and the nation must sue for peace (but see French, British and Russian Exemptions in Diplomacy rules).
Example. Russia, Austria and France are fighting in Austria and in the adjacent Kingdom of Italy (the
France/Central Europe game-map). Russia has sent 16 infantry to aid Austria, and these are the only Russian
units on the map. At one point after a battle, the French player states that he believes the Russians have lost
50% (8 or more). Looking in the Casualty Box and the Disrupted Box, there are a total of 10 Russian units 62.5% of the force on the map. The Russian player has his next replacement phase to reduce this below the
threshold. Otherwise, two thresholds are instantaneously met: the 50% loss, and the 60% loss. If he cannot
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remove sufficient units from the disrupted and casualty boxes, the Russians would drop from 4 morale to 3 (for
50%) and then to 2 (for 60%), but the French can only gain 1 morale, from 5 to 6 (the upper limit).
Changes to National Morale During Strategic Turns. At the end of each Strategic Turn, any player with a
national morale of 6, lowers it to 5. Any player with a national morale of 1 or 2 raises it one level, but only if he
has more combat factors in his home nation than his enemies do.
Annual Change to National Morale. A player may raise his nation's National Morale one point (up to 5) once
per year by adding one national morale in any strategic turn, but only if he has more combat factors in his home
nation than his enemies do. (this is usually done in Jan/Feb, but can be done later if conditions are met).

Rebellions, Resistance and Insurrections
Some areas were strongly opposed to French presence immediately. Even nations that initially
welcomed the French eventually tired of their presence. The populace of such areas may rebel, creating
resistance movements (guerillas) and raising the spirit and fighting will of the army which in turn can cause a
national insurrection.
When a nation declares its National Insurrection, it gains 2 National Morale, to a maximum of 6. An
Insurrection may be declared during a player’s operational turn or his strategic turn at any time he is eligible for
it.
This chart shows when national rebellions may begin:
Name
Effective Date
Guerrilla/Army Factors
Modifiers
After first defeat, if units of 2 guerillas (+6 if the
Austrian Resistance,
the nation that defeated
Danube is crossed east of
including former
Austria
are
in
Austria
or
its
Budapest, where guerillas
territories
former territories.

may be placed in any hex
not containing an enemy
unit.)

Austria Insurrection

1. 1813 or later, if French
Alliance units are within
Austria, former Austrian
territories, or within 4
hexes of the current
Austrian border, except 1
combat factor inside a fort
with no leader.
2. No sooner than 1 year
after the second defeat by
the same nation (France in
most scenarios).

Entire army (including factors
controlled by another nation),
or at least 30 factors, mobilizes at no cost, along with 1
leader for every 5 factors.
Ignore Peace Treaty
prohibitions and penalties
against mobilization. National
Morale is raised by 2, up to 6.

If Napoleon has married Marie
Louise, delay eligibility for
Insurrection by 6 months. May
also rebel anytime France's
National Morale falls to 2, or
has fallen twice consecutively
within a season.

Bavaria Resistance
and Rebellion

1814 or later

2 guerillas, plus army
joins Coalition

May rebel as soon as 1809 if
France's National Morale falls
to 2, or has fallen twice
consecutively within a season.

Britain Resistance

Immediately upon
invasion

British Insurrection

No sooner than one year after
France has invaded Britain, or
France's National Morale falls
to 2 or less, or falls twice
consecutively within a season
Britain will have an
insurrection if French factors
in Britain are below 20. If
there are no French units in

4 guerillas
Also see Intrinsic Defense
rule.
Upon Insurrection at least 30
factors of British infantry
mobilizes at no cost, along
with 1 leader for every 5
factors. Ignore any treaty
prohibitions against
mobilization. National Morale
is raised by 2. Mobilization
may occur in any hex in home
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Britain there will be no
insurrection, and France no
longer controls Britain.

nation and may contain any
supply units previously built
but not yet in play.

Denmark Resistance

1814 or later

1 Guerrilla

Finland Resistance

Immediately upon
invasion

2 Guerrillas

German Resistance.
In buff-colored areas
except for parts in
Westphalia or
Württemberg.
Hanover Resistance,
except for parts in
Westphalia

1809 or later

2 Guerrillas

1809 or later*

1 Guerrilla

Kingdom of Italy
Resistance

1814 or later*

1 Guerrilla

Naples Resistance
(area in Italy south of
and including hex
row of Gaeta Benevento)

1805 or later*
Starting in 1814, Naples
will join a coalition
against France, even if
French controlled at the
time.

2 Guerrillas. See Campaign
Scenario rules.

Norway Resistance

1813 or later if not
controlled by Denmark,
Sweden or independent
1805 or later*

1 Guerrilla

Portugal Resistance
Prussian Resistance
Prussian Insurrection

1809 or later if French
units present.
1. 1813 or later if French
Alliance units are within
Prussia or within 4 hexes of
the current Prussian border,
except 1 combat factor
inside a fort with no leader.
2. No sooner than 1 year
after the second defeat by
the same nation (France in
most scenarios).

Will not rebel if
previously attacked or
intimidated by Britain,
Russia or Prussia
Also applies if Russia
invades. Guerrillas are
then anti-Russian.
Will not rebel if
previously attacked or
intimidated by Britain,
Russia or Prussia
May rebel sooner if France's
National Morale falls to 2, or
has fallen twice consecutively
within a season.
May rebel sooner if France's
National Morale falls to 2, or
has fallen twice consecutively
within a season.
Client state controlled by
France while France has at
least 2 more land unit factors
in area of Naples than all other
land factors of Naples and
non-French Alliance forces
that are present there. If
France loses control, Naples
joins Britain for the remainder
of the war if Britain is at war
with France.

See Portugal in
Diplomacy rules.
3 Guerrillas

See Portugal in
Diplomacy rules.

Entire army (including factors
controlled by another nation),
or at least 20 factors, mobilizes at no cost along with 1
leader for every 5 factors.
Ignore Peace Treaty
prohibitions against mobilization. National Morale is
raised by 2. Mobilization may
occur in any hex in home
nation and may contain any
supply units previously built
but not yet in play.

May rebel:
1. anytime France's National
Morale is 2 or NM has fallen
twice consecutively within a
season.
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Russian Resistance

1805 or later if any enemy
nation's units are present

4 Guerrillas begin
appearing 10 Operational
turns after enemy units
enter Russia

Russian Insurrection

1. 1813 or later French if
Alliance units are within
Russia or within 4 hexes of
the Russian border, except
1 combat factor inside a
fort with no leader.
2. No sooner than 1 year
after the second defeat by
the same nation (France in
most scenarios).

Entire army, or at least 30
factors , mobilizes at no cost
along with 1 leader for every 5
factors. Peace Treaty prohibitions against mobilization are
ignored. National Morale is
raised by 2. Mobilization may
occur in any hex in home
nation and may contain any
supply units previously built
but not yet in play.

Saxony Resistance

1813 or later

1 Guerrilla, plus army
joins Coalition

Servia Resistance

As soon as the Ottomans
are at war with either
Russia or Austria
As soon as Spain is allied
with Britain if enemy
units are in Spain, or later
1805 or later unless part
1 Guerrilla, plus army
of Coalition
joins Coalition (or joins
France if Russian units
are in Sweden).
1813 or later
2 Guerrillas, plus army
joins Coalition if Cassel
taken.

Spain Resistance

Sweden Resistance
(also see Finland)

Westphalia
Resistance

Württemberg
Resistance

1813 or later

May rebel anytime France's
National Morale is 2, or has
fallen twice consecutively
within a season.

May rebel against France
sooner if Coalition
factors are Saxony and
no French units are there.
4 Guerrillas. May not
These are pro-Russian, or
leave Servia.
pro-Austrian, units,
controlled by that nation.
8 Guerrillas, plus Spanish See Spain in Diplomacy
Escalation (see rule)
Rule.

1 Guerrilla, plus army
joins Coalition

Guerrilla unit will appear
when enemy units are in
Sweden while Sweden is
at war.
May rebel sooner if
Coalition factors are in
Westphalia and no
French units are there.
May rebel sooner if
Coalition factors are in
Württemberg and no
French units are there.

*Ignore if area is independent or Coalition controlled.
Nations will not rebel against Coalition occupation unless noted in the accompanying table. Nations not
listed in the table (Poland, for example) do not produce guerrillas and do not rebel.
The Coalition player normally decides where and when to place guerrilla units, up to the number
allowed. Unless a scenario or the above rules say differently, guerrillas are placed in unoccupied production
cities, forts, or red-dot cities, with a limit of one per turn. One loss may also be replaced each turn, unless the
Diplomacy or scenario rules instruct differently. Guerrillas are not part of the Coalition army. They are
controlled by side that spawns them and will not impede that side’s supply or LOC lines but will impede enemy
(usually French) supply and LOC lines. Guerrillas may not leave their home areas. See Guerrillas rule for more
details.
Replacements. Unless scenario rules say differently, each area that produces guerrillas can replace 1 factor per
turn in a friendly fort, production city or red dot city. If there are none available, the replacement for that turn is
lost.
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Counter Limits. The counter limit is intentional. Allied players may agree where to place guerillas, but if not,
units already in play do not have to be removed. If a guerilla is eliminated, the player who controlled it gets the
first opportunity to replace it.
Defeat and Subsequent Rebellions. Once all guerrillas in an area are eliminated and their controller is unable to
replace them, they are defeated and may no longer be replaced that year even if replacement again becomes
possible. However, once a new year occurs the guerrillas in that area can again rebel and the processes repeat.
Timing of Army That is Changing Sides. An army changes sides when conditions are met, such as taking its
capital. Only certain armies will switch sides, as listed above. When that occurs, the player that has taken the
capitol either keeps or disbands the army. If keeping, it can immediately move its army, even if it is stacked
with enemy forces. If disbanding, the units are placed in the casualty box where they can be replaced. There is
no National Morale penalty for this.

Diplomacy
Declaration of War. (DOW) A nation may not invade another nation (including minor powers and client
states) without declaring war. Moving into another nation is a tacit DOW, however the offended nation would
have to state that he objects to your presence and that your incursion has created a state of war (see Limitations
to DOW, below). A DOW must be written (usually on a production sheet) and it must be clearly and
unambiguously announced. However, the announcement may be made during any of the player's operational
turns, not just during the Strategic Turn. If the nation he was declaring war on instead declares war on him first,
his DOW is void and does not have to be announced until the end of the turn.
Invalid DOWs. If two nations declare war on each other, the first to announce starts the war. The other nation's
DOW is immediately invalid. Also, a DOW is invalid if the player who wrote it subsequently agrees to an
"Agreement/Truce" (see "Treaties" below) with the target of the DOW.
No DOW is needed to enter areas not listed on the table "List of Major Nations, Minor Nations and
Client States."
Limitations to DOWs. Due to the planning requirements, a major power may only declare war once per year.
This applies in all cases: a DOW on another major power, minor power, or client state means the limit has been
met for that year. This limitation does not apply to intimidations performed on client states. It does prohibit
movement into a foreign territory to create a tacit DOW. Having a DOW declared on a player's nation does not
count as that player's limit (he is the recipient, not the instigator). Also, certain scenarios allow entry into other
nations (such as allied ones) that might develop into a state of war. If a DOW is not explicitly called, this rule
has not been broken.
DOWs on Minor Nations. When a major power declares war on a minor nation, the minor may have another
major nation take control of it (See “Control” rule). When a defending major takes control of a minor following
some other major power’s DOW on the minor, the minor power is awarded 1 Activation Point for the defending
major power’s use in that minor that lasts each operational turn until the next Strategic Turn. The major power
that attacks does not receive this bonus if the minor surrenders or is conquered.
Borders. A major power that crosses the border of a neutral nation has given it the pretext to declare war as if it
had been invaded. This means the offended nation would not have to pay mobilization costs. It may declare war
if the offending nation has combat forces in its territory simply by so announcing at any time, but when the
offending nation leaves, the offended nation no longer has a cause for war. Note that in the event a nation
surrenders while an enemy or ally are in it, that both sides have 6 operational turns plus one strategic turn to
exit, at the end of which any factors not out are placed in the disrupted box.
Alliances. Britain and France are permanently enemies until one forces the other to sue for peace. When other
nations ally with Britain, the alliance is called the Coalition. When other nations ally with France, the alliance is
called the French Alliance. See Coalition National Military Leaders under the Leaders rule. For the French
Alliance, Napoleon will always be the Alliance National Military Leader, but for the Coalition it will vary and
there may be more than one (on different maps).
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A defeated nation (see National Morale) may not create or enter an alliance for at least one year after
peace between is established, unless an alliance is allowed as a Concession.
Alliances last for each nation until it is defeated, or it announces it is withdrawing. A nation may not
withdraw during the first year of the alliance. Other nations in the alliance are unaffected unless they too are
defeated or make an announcement.
If the game does not include the Ottoman Empire expansion, players may declare war on the Ottoman
Empire or enter its territories. Otherwise, it is treated as a minor power. See “Ottoman Empire” for details.
Russia, Prussia, and Austria may not attack except by Expeditionary Corps (see rule on that topic).
Sue for Peace. Nations that have failed (or succeeded) on the battlefield were very reluctant to continue
fighting to the bitter end. Instead, they sought diplomatic solutions. Nations that have a national morale of two
(2) may sue for peace at their discretion. Nations with a national morale of one (1) OR which no longer control
any production cities in their home nation MUST sue for peace immediately. The victorious player may not
decline the suit (but he may pick very unpleasant conditions). Negotiations begin immediately when conditions
are met. Pause the operational turn movements and combats until this intervening step is completed.
Players can also agree to temporary or permanent peace at any other time. See negotiations procedure
below in the "Treaties" section.
Nations with a 2 morale or less cannot attack. See “National Morale” rules for details.
French Exemption. France is not required to sue for peace unless it has also lost all three of the following noncoastal production cities: Lyon, Paris and Lille. However, this exemption only applies to the first French
surrender. After it is used once this exemption no longer applies and France will sue for peace like any other
nation.
British Exemption. Britain is not required to sue for peace, however there are other penalties. See British
Exemption in National Morale rule.
Russian Exemption. Russia is not required to sue for peace if enemy units are present in Russia itself unless all
Production Cities in Russia are enemy-controlled. If there are no enemy units in Russia proper, then Russia sues
for peace like any other nation.
Client States. Client States are small nations that are controlled by a major power. The major powers receive
their production (if any) and control their armies with some exceptions: Up to six client state infantry may be
completely controlled, except for French-controlled Poland which has no upper limit. The rest of a client state's
army may not move more than six (6) hexes from the client states' capital. See List of Client States at end of
rules.
Build Limitations. Client states may only replace or produce up to one factor per Strategic Turn. There is no
limit on mobilization, however.
When a client state changes sides, the new controlling player retains all previous builds that might be
underway.
Client State Intimidation. Client States (only, not minor powers) are intimidated into alliances, or automatically
ally with another power if invaded. A major power may not intimidate a client state that is already controlled by
another major power.
To intimidate a client state, a major nation declares his intent. Then another player mobilizes the client
state's army (if any). The major power making the attempt then moves a stack(s) with a leader and at least 4
land combat factors greater than the client state's current army within 2 traversable hexes of the border of a
client state (including at sea, using sea lift, but units at sea must be in a box adjacent to a port in the target
nation).
However, some client states naturally mistrust certain powers which can disrupt the above process:
Denmark mistrusts Britain in favor of France.
Bavaria mistrusts Austria in favor of France.
Hesse mistrusts France in favor of Britain.
Naples mistrusts France in favor of Britain.
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If a client state mistrusts the nation intimidating it, the client state will appeal to its favored nation who
may immediately ally with it (and control it). Note that if a power not listed attempts intimidation, there is no
disruption of the intimidation attempt. If the alliance does not occur immediately, the client state is controlled
by the intimidating nation. If the alliance does occur, the client state is at war with the intimidating nation.
Confederation of the Rhine
The German territories (buff-colored hexes) east of the Rhine are reorganized at the declaration of the
French player no sooner than the fourth Strategic Turn after it defeats Austria. The following changes are made:
1. the Kingdom of Württemberg is created if France controls Stuttgart. One of its infantry factors is
placed in Stuttgart (units: arms are buff, with 3 antlers and 3 lions with W B on either side). All remaining
combat units are available for building. No more than 1 factor of Württembergers can be built or replaced per
turn. These do not count against a major power's "new infantry" build limitations.
No sooner than three Strategic Turns after France defeats Prussia:
2. the Kingdom of Westphalia is created if France controls all Prussian areas west of the Elbe River
(including Neuchatel in France), Cassel and Magdeburg. One of its infantry factors is placed in Cassel (units: W
P on either side of arms). All remaining combat units are available for building. No more than 1 factor of
Westphalians can be built or replaced per turn. These do not count
against a major power's "new infantry" build limitations.
If a Coalition nation takes Cassel, Westphalia ceases to
exist, and the original territories are reinstated. The “WP” units
may be built by any power that controls Cassel under the same
limitations. If France retakes Cassel, it may re-establish
Westphalia again.
New boundaries:
3. Bavaria became part of the Confederation upon its
founding in 1806. No more than 1 factor of Bavarians can be built
or replaced per turn.
4. Hamburg was added in 1808 (but has no separate
combat units).
5. In 1810 France annexed the German Coast area in shown in green. See French Annexations rule.
6. In 1815 the Coalition reorganized the German states into the German Confederation, with Austria as
its President (and controlling it). This will automatically happen six months after France's first defeat unless the
Coalition powers negotiate a different treaty. Although the constituent states changed slightly, for game
purposes the Coalition controls the same client states that France had once the Coalition takes control of the
German states listed in 1-4 above. France may re-conquer these states by going to war with Austria.
Poland. France (only) may create Poland by defeating Prussia and taking the treaty concession that allows this
action. (Poland was technically part of Saxony, but operated somewhat independently.) Upon its creation, one
of its infantry factors is placed in Warsaw (arms: P to the left of the arms). All remaining combat units are
available for building. No more than 1 factor of Poles can be built or replaced per turn. These do not count
against France's "new infantry" build limitations.
Poland cannot be intimidated. Its units will fight only for France as long as they exist. If its production
cities and forts are occupied by another major power it can produce no further units until they are recaptured. Its
units cannot be produced by major power other than France, but the production value can be used. If France is
defeated, the Polish units are treated like any other French unit, except they cannot be replaced without any
West Galicia may be added to Poland as a treaty concession from Austria only if Poland already exists.
To create Poland, France must start with the Prussian concession.
Lithuania (deep pink squares along border) and Eastern Poland (yellow squares) may be added to Poland
as two separate treaty concessions from Russia only if Poland already exists. New Polish units may be built in
the fort there, which also serves as a supply source for Polish units (only).
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Polish units have no movement restrictions (other than those that apply to any unit), unlike other client
states.
French Annexations
The French player may annex certain regions into France proper during a Strategic Turn. Any forts and
production cities in these regions then cease to provide supply to their former owners and begin to provide
supply to the French army with some exceptions as noted below. The French may begin to build new military
units in those places and bring replacements in as well. While a territory is incorporated, French units moving in
it are in their home nation.
France must control an area for at least 6 months (3 seasons) before annexing it into France.
However, the loyalty of these areas is fragile. If they are retaken by Coalition forces, or if guerillas take
all the production cities and forts, then they immediately detach from French allegiance in favor of the status of
a client state of the Coalition power that took it, or independence if taken by guerrillas. If retaken by France, the
area is automatically reincorporated.
There is no cost to France to annex an area. However, once annexed an area cannot be voluntarily traded
away. It can only be lost by conquest or via a concession in a defeat.
The areas that may be incorporated are:
Spain: Catalonia (as marked on map). France may not build or replace combat factors here. Note: The populace
would flee and join the guerrillas whenever France began to recruit.
Italy: Tuscany (there are no forts or production cities there, however)
Italy: Papal State (Rome and Ancona)
Austria: Illyrian Provinces (Carinthia, Carniola, Istria, Dalmatia)
German Coast: all lands between Westphalia and the coast, shown in green in the above map under
"Confederation of the Rhine."
The following territories are incorporated at beginning of all historical scenarios:
Piedmont (Turin)
Lombardy (Milan)
Helvetic Republic (Switzerland)
Netherlands (Antwerp, Liege and Namur)
Holland (Amsterdam and forts within the bordered area)
(Erfurt: For those readers interested in detail, Erfurt was incorporated into the French Empire in 1806, under
the Emperor's direct control. This has no game effect.)
Ceded Territories
As the various scenarios are played, it is likely that France will defeat Coalition powers which will then
cede territories to it via the Concessions process. These areas become French-controlled client states. France's
hold over these territories is tenuous unless it annexes them (see above rule). If they are liberated by Coalition
nations, they are treated like conquered client states unless the area was previously part of the nation that
liberated it. In this case, it becomes part of that nation again, providing supply, reinforcement/replacements, and
movement as if in the home nation.
Example. In 1813, Russian forces take Warsaw. If Russia controls Warsaw, Poland is a client state of Russia.
However, if Russia cedes Warsaw to Prussia, it is part of Prussia again.
Portugal
Portugal begins 1805 as a neutral client state. Britain and France are most likely to control it,
through conquest or intimidation. However, any major power with the capability to do so may invade or
intimidate Portugal.
Portugal starts with no units on the map. If Portugal is intimidated, it receives 4 factors of infantry units
after intimidation occurs. The four units are placed anywhere in Portugal but may not stack. These units are
controlled by the intimidating major power.
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If Portugal is invaded, it receives the same, but setup occurs before enemy units enter Portugal. These
units are controlled by another nation at war with the invader, usually either France or Britain. (If France
invades, then Britain would control the Portuguese army.)
French Control of Portugal's Army. France may disband the Portuguese infantry, take two factors out of
Portugal to any port in France from Bayonne to Copenhagen, keep them in Portugal, or a combination of those
actions. Portuguese units under French control may be only in Portugal, Spain, France, or coastal areas in
Germany and Denmark.
Size Limit of Portugal's Army. At any time, the most Portuguese factors in play is six factors, in any
combination of 6 guerrillas (see below) and 6 Portuguese infantry.
France. If France intimidates Portugal or has already conquered Portugal via invasion, use the Escalation to
Portuguese Revolt rule. (No other nation follows that process.)
Escalation to Portuguese Revolt.
When the Escalation Factor (see below) reaches 3, revolt begins, Portugal and France are at war, and Portugal is
allied with Britain. Britain may now "rescue" the 2 Portuguese factors if France moved them to a port, or France
may attack them.
Start at 0.
List of events that escalate revolt:
1. French or its allied forces control Portugal (via conquest, intimidation or treaty): 1
2. French or its allied forces occupy Lisbon: 1
3. French player takes production from Lisbon: 1 each time
4. In the next strategic turn after the French or allied forces have met step 1's conditions: 1 each Strategic turn.
Until Portugal revolts, the French may build one Portuguese regular infantry unit each Strategic turn,
and then mobilize it the next. The French may demobilize any or all the Portuguese infantry before the revolt.
When revolt begins, remove any remaining Portuguese infantry. Britain now controls all Portuguese
units. The British player then places two (2) Guerrilla units, representing popular uprising resistance militias, in
two different eligible hexes in Portugal (any fort not controlled by French or Spain, or red dot cities with at least
one mountain hexside). These function like any other guerrilla unit. If they cannot be placed, they continue to
accumulate until such time they can be. Each turn the British player automatically replaces any resistance
militia (guerrilla) losses and adds one new guerrilla factor if an eligible hex is available. This continues until six
(6) factors are in play or have been accumulated awaiting placement. This force represents the resistance militia
which may not leave Portugal.
Any Power Other than France. Any other power may beat France to Portugal and invade it or intimidate it. This
other power may intimidate Portugal by placing a land combat leader and four (4) factors of ships or land
combat units, but at least one of which must be a land factor, in the Atlantic sea box, or from inside Spain
within 2 hexes of the Portuguese border. A major power gets the same four infantry as France and may also
build new Portuguese infantry, up to a limit of 6.
Movement Limitations for Portuguese Units. Resistance militia may not leave Portugal. Other Portuguese units
may enter Spain, but no more than 1 factor of Portuguese infantry can be in any place other than Portugal or
Spain.
Upgrading the Resistance Militia. If Portugal revolts, Britain can upgrade the resistance militia. Once a British
land combat leader arrives (historically Beresford), he may train one factor per season by converting a 1-2
Guerrilla unit into a British-controlled Portuguese infantry factor at no cost. The British leader may stack with
the latter, but not the guerrillas. Remove any guerrilla unit in Portugal and place the new infantry with the
British leader. These new infantry units may leave Portugal only under British control. Once at least 6 factors
are converted in this manner, Portuguese units are handled like any other nation's units. These units may enter
Spain, Gibraltar, and France, but nowhere else. If France does not invade Portugal, see "Any Power Other than
France" above. (Note: When the French invaded, the Portuguese government was reluctant to fight. The French
disbanded most of the Portuguese army and sent the rest to Germany, and they eventually fought at Wagram and in
Russia. Nearly none of them returned.)
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Post First Take-over. After Portugal has been intimidated or invaded by either Britain or France the conditions
for it to surrender are:
1. Lisbon is taken by another major power.
2. Up to one Portuguese combat factors not currently in Portugal remain controlled by the power that has them.
(Note there are restrictions on moving Portuguese units out of Portugal.)
3. All other Portuguese units on the map are removed from the map and are available for the new controlling
player to build as client state units.
4. Each player is limited to his selection of Portuguese units that he controls at the time Portugal changes sides.
5. In the event the French take Portugal again, begin adding the militia units (guerrillas) again as before. The
guerrilla units continue to appear under control of the Coalition player.
Also see Stacking rule.
Scenario Rules. The Peninsular War scenarios will modify these rules slightly.
Spain (a minor power)
Spain is a "minor power," not a client state. However, it sought to keep its independence when it could:
When allied with France, France controls only the navy, not the army or any production. Spain automatically
maintains the naval leader counter. Britain controls the army, not the navy or any production, but may not
conduct combat until the Spanish Revolt is triggered. Spain maintains its army leaders in play.
Spain may not invade Portugal until a French combat unit does. Britain may declare war on Spain at any
time. If this occurs, control of all land and sea units and production is transferred to France. However, the
Spanish Revolt rule remains in effect.
French ground units may not stack with Spanish units at end of turn or at the instant of battle, even if
France has full control of Spain.
Spanish leaders may never command any units other than Spanish ones.
Spanish Morale. Spain’s national morale is tied to that of its controlling power with limitations. If a stack of allSpanish units loses a large battle (5 or more factors in the battle), then the controlling power is unaffected. The
same is true if they win a battle. If the units of the controlling power are involved in the battle, they are affected
by the morale result, be it good or bad.
If Spain is fully allied with France (due to an invasion by a major power other than France), France may
withdraw up to two (2) Spanish infantry factors and one Spanish Leader (which has to be paid for via
maintenance). Historically, these were moved mostly via sea lift and placed in Denmark.
Spain will ally fully with Britain (control of all land and sea units and production goes to Britain) if:
1) Spain is not at war with Britain, AND
2) there are no French combat units in Spain, AND
3) Britain has a corps commander in Portugal controlling 6 combat factors, AND
4) France is currently at war with Russia, Prussia or Austria;
OR
5) the Spanish successfully revolt against France (see below);
OR
6) France declares war on Spain.
Escalation to Spanish Revolt.
Note: Spain had been allied with France since 1804 when Napoleon then decided to march through Spain in 1807 to
attack Portugal. The French disdained the Spanish, and soon the feeling was mutual. On May 1, 1808, the Spanish
revolted against the French.
Note that France does not fully control any Spanish production, even if French units occupy the hex until Item #8 below is
completed.

When the Escalation Factor (EF, see below) reaches 4, revolt begins, Spain and France are at war.
List of events that escalate revolt:
1. French forces enter Spain, OR Charles IV abdicates (Mar/Apr 1808 turn on Operational Turn 2): 1 EF.
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2. French forces stay within 2 hexes of a line drawn from Bayonne to Madrid, and from Madrid due west to
Portugal: -1 EF (note this is MINUS 1 EF)
3. French forces end a turn in any hex with a Spanish fort within the above area: 1 EF per fort
4. French forces enter any other area of Spain not described in #2 above: 1 EF
5. Over 12 factors of French units are in Spain or Portugal: 2 EF
6. More than two French leaders in Spain: 1 EF for each past the first one
7. In the next strategic turn after Step 1 above occurs: 1 EF each Strategic turn at the beginning of the turn.
8. Napoleon declares that Joseph is the King of Spain (this can occur any time France chooses): revolt occurs
immediately, if it hasn't already occurred. When this occurs, all Spanish production controlled by France may
be spent by the French player as he pleases. France may declare Joseph even after the revolution has occurred.
Note that France does not fully control Spanish production it owns until this occurs.
Spanish Revolt Effects.
1. The revolt starts at the instant qualifications are met. Spain is no longer allied with France or at war with any
other nation. Britain now controls Spanish units (but see #5. below). The next Strategic Turn Spain is an allied
minor power controlled by Britain, but until then it is a co-belligerent, not an ally. Britain still controls its units.
2. The British player places 2 guerrilla units in two different eligible hexes.
3. Place 4 Spanish Leaders with existing Spanish troops as follows:
a. "Left" in or within 1 hex of Galicia (NW Spain),
b. "Centre" in Old Castile, Castile or La Mancha,
c. "Right" anywhere along the coast from Cartagena north.
d. "Reserve" anywhere in southern Spain in or south of hex row containing Valencia. Guerrilla or
Leader placement may be delayed by the British player.
4. Continue to place 1 guerrilla unit every operational turn in Spain until 8 are in play. Any guerrilla units
removed from the map for any reason are eligible to return in this manner. Continue to place units until the end
of the game. Guerrillas may not leave Spain.
5. On the turn of the revolt Spanish units within 4 hexes of a French unit are locked in their positions (except
guerrillas). They may not move until a Spanish or British leader gets to their hex and moves them. If eliminated,
they may return to play in the normal fashion and are no longer restricted. Align the different units so that they
can be distinguished.
Defeating Spain. Spain will cease to produce reinforcement or replacements for conventional armed forces
when all its production cities and forts are occupied by enemy forces. Spain will cease to produce guerrillas if
all red dot cities in hexes with at least one mountain hex side (i.e., the hexes where guerrillas may appear) are
occupied by enemy forces. After three consecutive years in this state, Spain will surrender to the major power
that is occupying it, at which time it is treated as an allied controlled minor power.
Movement Limitations for Spanish Units. No more than 2 factors of Spanish units can be in any place other
than Portugal or Spain. (Some scenarios remove this restriction.)
British Invasion. Prior to the French incursion into Spain that ultimately caused the Spanish Revolt, Britain and
Spain were at war at sea. If the British (or its allies) have land combat units in Spain, the "Escalation to Spanish
Revolt" cannot occur. However, once the British are out of Spain, the "Escalation to Spanish Revolt" may
commence.
Resetting the Escalation Count. If the French entirely leave Spain (all units of any kind), then the Escalation
Count resets to zero. Subsequent French entry would restart the count. Note the French are not required to
return to France, just not be in Spain.
The count also resets automatically to zero if the British or its allies enter or re-enter Spain (while it is
allied to France).
Once the Escalation Count causes Spain to revolt against France, the count is no longer used. France can
no longer control Spain unless France defeats it.
Also see Stacking rule for limits to Spanish stacking with its allies of either side.
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Ottoman Empire (a minor power)
Note: Of the three minor nations, the Ottoman Empire was the closest to a “major power.” Certainly, they
thought they were. These rules reflect that status.
Neutral at start.
All Ottoman territory at the start is a “Remote Area.” Note that control of forts and cities reverts to the
Ottomans if not garrisoned by an invader.
The “provinces” of the Ottoman Empire are occupied client states: Bessarabia, Moldavia, Wallachia, Servia,
Bosnia, Montenegro, Bulgaria, Rumelia, Albania, Greece (note that Dobruja is part of Wallachia). Thrace and
Anatolia are core parts of the Ottoman Empire.
The Bosporus passage (that connects The Bosporus Approach and the Sea of Marmara) is closed to enemy ships
and sea lift if the Ottomans have at least 1 land factor in Constantinople and 1 land factor in Üsküdör.
Limitations on Armed Forces. Ships may move anywhere in the Black Sea and Mediterranean. Land units may
only leave the Ottoman Empire to enter Austria, Russia, the Ionian Islands (formerly part of the Empire) or
Malta.
War on the Ottoman Empire. If a major power declares war on the Ottoman Empire, some other major power
will control the Ottomans for the duration of the war. The controlling power can send Economic Aid
(production points) to the Ottomans without being at war with the invading power, but cannot send armed
forces unless it joins the war as an active belligerent.
National Morale of the Ottoman Empire is controlled separately. Use the counter provided to mark their
National Morale. If not stated in a scenario, its starting NM=4.
The Ottomans are defeated by lowering their NM to 2 or 1, or capturing all their production areas. When
defeated, they sue for peace, ceding three territories as listed below to the victor. The treaty length is three
years.
Unlike any other minor power, the defeat of the Ottoman Empire allows any other nation to declare war
on the victorious nation, ignoring treaty limitations if necessary – that is, no VP penalty is incurred. A peace
agreement that is made between the invader and the controlling power on behalf of the Ottomans does not
trigger this.
The Ottoman Empire is controlled by the nation that defeats it. Anatolia and Thrace are "core parts" of
the Ottoman Empire and cannot be taken as a ceded client state. All other Ottoman territories can be ceded
(Bessarabia, Moldavia, Wallachia, Bulgaria, Rumelia, Greece, Albania, Montenegro, Bosnia and Servia).
However, each ceded territory requires a garrison of 1 land factor per production city, fort and/or red dot city
and a Corps or Army commander to maintain control. Client states that may be taken are:
France: any with a port on the Adriatic or Mediterranean
Austria: Bosnia, Servia, Wallachia
Russia: Bessarabia, Moldavia, Wallachia
Britain: any with a port on the Adriatic or Mediterranean
Prussia: any with a port on the Adriatic or Mediterranean
CONDITIONAL INTRINSIC DEFENSE
These appear only if enemy ground units move within 2 hexes of their set-up areas. They are removed when the
triggering units are no longer present:
1 infantry or cavalry factor per province per operational turn, up to a limit of 2 total per province per year, taken
from either the Mobilization Box or from unbuilt units.
Set-up:
Constantinople
Grand Vizier (Army Commander), Kapudan Pasha (Admiral)
2 Infantry, Cavalry, 4 ship factors
Izmail
0-2 supply in the fort
Khotyn
0-2 supply in the fort
In READY FOR MOBILIZATION BOX 1 Artillery, Pasha, Khan (Note Khan may only appear if all other
land leaders are mobilized.)
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All other units are unbuilt.
All Ottoman Leaders are generic and may not be captured, wounded or killed.
Sweden (a minor power)
Sweden’s alliances are scenario specific. It is neutral unless a scenario says differently.
Limitations on Armed Forces. No more than two (2) Swedish infantry factors may move out of Sweden and its
controlled territories, or Denmark and Norway until 1812 at which time any number can leave as long as 1
factor remains in Sweden. The Swedish Navy may be moved, but must remain in the two Baltic Sea areas, the
two Gulf of Bothnia areas, any sea zone attached to a Danish port and any ports attached to all those sea zones.
Whichever Major Power controls it may build all other Swedish units available for building, but no more than 1
new factor per Strategic Turn. These units do not count against that Power's combat build limits for the year.
Peace with Sweden. Sweden (or the player controlling Sweden) must Sue for Peace when Stockholm is taken,
or when a supplied enemy combat unit with a leader and a combat value greater than Swedish/allied forces in
Stockholm is adjacent to Stockholm. Some scenarios may provide other options. The controlling player is
unaffected by this peace.
Any major power at war with Sweden may Sue for Peace after one year, with the borders remaining the
same as before the war.
If Sweden sues for Peace with any of the following powers, these are the concessions made:
To Russia: Finland. Sweden becomes a Russian-controlled minor.
To Prussia: Swedish Pomerania
To Austria: none
To Britain: half the remaining Swedish naval factors (exchange them for British units). Sweden becomes
a British-controlled minor.
To France: Becomes a controlled minor. Bernadotte is immediately made King. Use his French side
while Sweden is a controlled minor. After 6 months (18 Operational Turns), the Coalition can declare
Bernadotte's neutrality. Flip him to his Coalition side. Sweden is neutral until another condition is met. The
Coalition player can delay Bernadotte's neutrality.
Swedish Alliances.
Anytime Russia and Britain are allied, and Sweden is neutral, Sweden will join the Coalition as a
British-controlled ally three Strategic Turns later. Sweden will stay in the Coalition until its controlling power’s
national morale is 2 or less, or until another nation makes it Sue for Peace (see above).
If France does not force Sweden to Sue for Peace prior to the Nov/Dec 1810 Strategic Turn, Bernadotte
becomes heir to the king at that time. Flip him to his Coalition side and place him in Stockholm. If neutral,
Sweden remains neutral until another condition is met. Otherwise, the nation controlling Sweden continues to
do so.
After Bernadotte takes over Sweden, it will join the Coalition as a Russian-controlled minor when
Russia and France are at war at the discretion of Russia, unless another nation has already managed to secure it.
Partisans. The second operational turn after the war begins place a single 1-2 anywhere in Finland not adjacent
to an invading enemy unit (usually Russian). Partisans may not leave Finland or move north of the hex row with
Kristinestad.
The next turn place another 1-2.
A single 1-2 may automatically be replaced each turn. Place it anywhere in Finland on or south of the
aforementioned hex row not adjacent to a Russian unit.
Denmark
Denmark is a client nation controlling Denmark and Norway. Denmark has a navy, but no ground units.
Instead, Denmark's controlling power (if any) receives the units listed below, but must use the controlling
power's own units and must provide leadership and maintenance for them to fully function and to remain in
play.
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Denmark may be intimidated or invaded. (Recall that Denmark resists Britain in favor of France.)
If Denmark is successfully intimidated (or defaults to France): 1 inf factor upon obtaining control, using a unit
from the controlling player's counter mix.
France or French Ally Invades. If France or a French-controlled state invades, Britain (or the current coalition
controller if not Britain) may place up to two (2) infantry factors anywhere in Denmark, but not stacked at start.
The controlling coalition power's leaders may lead these units. Their units, including these, may use Danish
sources of supply but must provide their attack supply. These two (2) factors may not leave Denmark, except to
go to Norway. These two new factors may require Britain (or the controlling coalition power) to mobilize a
new leader and provide maintenance, based on the required for a nation's army to have one corps/army leader (if
available) for each 5 factors of land combat units.
Coalition Nation Invades. If any coalition power invades, the same process occurs except France provides the
units, leaders, supply, etc.
Building New Units. While a major power controls Denmark, he may build 1 factor per turn of new infantry (or
replace a factor), up to four (4) total (new and replaced combined) per year. These builds do not count against
his annual Production Limits (max new builds).
Norway. Denmark controlled Norway from 1805 until Sweden took it in 1814 in compensation for Russia's
occupation of Sweden, and as a penalty for Denmark's support of France. While Denmark controls Norway it
has the following as Intrinsic Defense:
Appear in Norway when an enemy unit is within 2 hexes of their set-up areas, including immediately
before an invasion within 2 hexes. Remove when enemy unit(s) no longer within 2 hexes:
Within 2 hexes of Christiana (modern Oslo) 3 (controlling power) Inf
Within 1 hex of Trondheim (north edge)
1 (controlling power) Inf
Treaties
There are three kinds of treaties:
1. Negotiations, Forced Peace. (when NM=1) The victorious player will select three eligible
concessions, which are then implemented. Concessions are listed on a master list below.
2. Negotiations, Negotiated Peace. (when NM=2) The victorious player will select three eligible
concessions. The surrendering player may then reject one, implementing the other two. Concessions are listed
on a master list below.
3. Agreement/Truce. At any other time, two or more players may create an agreement or truce involving
one of more of the following topics:
a. Financial aid (scenario limited)
b. Military defense
c. Coalition
d. Territorial exchanges
e. Truce
(Note: When Peace occurs, captured leaders must be exchanged one for one if held by opponents. See
"Capturing and Exchanging Leaders" rule. This action does not require a treaty.)
To come to agreement in a reasonable amount of time, players should use the following process:
Conditions cannot include requirements that are not totally under the control of either belligerent.
Players may wish to use the Treaty form, at the end of the rules.
There are three negotiations rounds. During the first round, the player that first mentioned treaty
negotiations states his condition(s). Then other player may reject some or all of the proposals, add one or more,
or simply accept. Then the first player responds in Round 2 in the same manner. This continues until three
rounds are complete, with the first player getting to decide on the second player's third and final offer, either yes
or no (no changes permitted). At that time either peace has been agreed on, or not. If not, the player that started
the voluntary negotiations cannot start again until the next Strategic Turn. (Note that the other player could,
however.)
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Example. In 1805 France has defeated Russia, leaving Austria to fight on alone. Seeing its fate, Austria asks the
French player if he would consider a 48-month Peace between France/its allies/client states and Austria if the
Austrian player made the “(a)” concession listed in the Austrian Concessions section below in exchange for
Salzburg. The French player, noting that Prussia has fully mobilized, and that Austria is still at 3 morale,
decides to forego the inevitable defeat of Austria later for peace now and the chance to move his army to
position better against the Prussians. But he decides to see how serious the Austrians are, so he counters with
"Yes, but you have to pay 6 production points indemnity as well." The Austrian player now believes the French
prefer peace and are just trying to get the best deal, so in Round 2 he counters with "Not 6, but 2." The French
player counters with "4." In the final Round 3, the Austrian player says "3." Now this is the French player's last
chance to seal the truce. At this point he can make a demand and see if the Austrian agrees. If not, there is no
truce. He says, "okay if you pay the 3 in the next strategic turn." The Austrian player nods acceptance and the
deal is done: Austrian concedes: (a) and 3 production points to be paid in the next strategic turn. The players
fill out the Treaty Form (supplied elsewhere). Note that this action counts as Austria’s first defeat, leading to
Army Reform and other consequences.
Peace Conditions. All peace and truce agreements include the following:
a. All conflict between the affected nations ceases on all maps. The signatory nations are at peace
(temporarily, in the case of a truce) with each other, even if war continues with other nations.
b. Treaty length is specified as explained under "Concessions" or, for an "Agreement/Truce" in the
document itself, no less than 6 months nor greater than 60 months.
c. Any other conditions that the players have written down and agreed to.
d. Occupation Ends. When peace is concluded, each nation begins to move its forces out of prohibited
areas for the remainder of the operational turns. Both players may convert depots to supply units (no production
cost) to facilitate this movement. Each player has six operational turns and one strategic turn (in any order) to
complete this process. The victor's six-turn clock does not start until any required indemnity has been paid. Any
units not withdrawn in time are placed in the Disrupted Box.
e. Captured Leaders Released. When peace (or a truce) is concluded, all captured leaders of nations
involved in the treaty are returned to their home nation force pool, even if one side has more than the other. See
Capturing and Exchanging Leaders rule.
Treaty Cancellation. Any instant one of the parties to a treaty loses a net 2 National Morale during the six
Operational turns comprising a complete Season, or is reduced to 1 National Morale at any time, then the treaty
may be considered void by the other player, who must so state before the next Operational Turn. This is not the
same as Breaking a Treaty, and has no Victory Point penalty.
Breaking a Treaty.
Other than "treaty cancellation" any treaty can only be broken for cause. Cause includes the other
nation's failure to follow the requirements of the treaty (cede territory, pay indemnity, reduce forces, declare
war on another player, etc.) but the following process must be used (this process does not apply to players that
negotiate their own treaties under the truce rule):
1. The player who believes the treaty has been broken notifies the other player of the offense
which must be listed as one of the Treaty Conditions.
2. That player has six operational turns and one strategic turn (in any order) to comply.
3. If not, the first player may consider the treaty broken and void. If he does, he must so
announce.
4. The players are not at war unless one side subsequently declares it.
5. The player that broke the treaty may not enter into a Truce or a Negotiated Peace for one year.
Scenarios may have additional penalties.
Concessions List - Historical Scenarios
Consult this list when a nation sues for peace. The number of concessions is dependent on three factors:
1. The severity of the victory: the defeated nation has been reduced to a National Morale (NM) of 1 or 2.
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2. Whether this is the defeated nation's first defeat, or a subsequent defeat, during the game.
3. When the defeat occurred: was it before the historical date?
Concessions are thus counted as follows:
1. NM of nation suing for Peace is 1 (or it has lost all its production cities) =2 concessions to victor
2. NM of nation suing for Peace is 2=1 concession to victor
3. Nation's first defeat=add 1 concession to victor
4. Nation's subsequent defeat(s)=no change
5. Nation's defeat was accomplished same as historical or sooner=+1 concession to victor
The most concessions, therefore, would be 4.
Here is a list of the historical defeats (based on the battle that caused fighting to end).
France Defeats Austria First Time: Nov/Dec 1805 Operational Turn 4
France Defeats Austria Second Time: July/Aug 1809 Operation Turn 2
France Defeats Prussia First Time: May/Jun 1807 Operational Turn 5
France Defeats Russia First Time: May/Jun 1807 Operational Turn 5
Coalition Defeats France First Time: Mar/Apr 1814 Operational Turn 3
Coalition Defeats France Second Time: Jul/Aug 1815 Operational Turn 1
In the lists below the nation that is suing for peace is all CAPS. The nation in parentheses is the victorious
nation(s) that may select that concession.
FRANCE. First time it Sues for Peace. Automatic: France no longer controls any client states in
Germany (east of the Rhine). The treaty is for 24-60 months (chosen by the French player). If Napoleon returns
from Elba, then France may void this treaty entirely and if it does, it is immediately at war with all other major
powers that previously defeated it.
In the (very likely) event there are multiple victorious nation(s) each receives the same number of
concessions (note that this is an exception to the way concessions are handled for other nations). Each
victorious ally picks one concession in the following order: nation with the most current Victory Points,
followed by second-most, etc. (then repeat as necessary, picking one each time). A nation may not pick a
concession if it was not at war with France at the time France sued for peace, even if it formerly fought France
during the current war.
1. Automatically picked: each client state or minor power not listed in the A-M list below becomes
independent if not chosen for control by the victors.
2. Napoleon is exiled to Elba if the date is 1807 or later (see "The One Hundred Days" rule). Otherwise,
he remains leader of France.
3. French Army is reduced to 11 infantry factors in play, along with 4 marshals, none with a loyalty
above 4.
4. France yields control of ALL the following areas, even if not picked. Use the picking order listed
above for multiple victorious coalition nations:
a. Poland15 (to Prussia or Russia16),
b. West Galacia (to Austria or Russia),
c. Tyrol, Carniola, Carinthia, Salzburg (to Austria),
d. Kingdom of Lombardy - Milan and hexes north of the Po River (to Austria as a client state),
e. Kingdom of Piedmont/Sardinia - Turin and hexes south of Helvetic Republic border, east of
orange border, and east to the Po River and the red border (to Austria as a client state),
15

In this and all other subsequent cases, France must have control, or have had control of the area being yielded. If it does not, then
that concession may not be chosen. It is possible that previously “liberated” client states may now change control due to the Peace
Treaty. For example, if Russia controls Poland at the time of Peace, Prussia might claim it as a concession, forcing Russia to yield it.
16
Some conceded areas may only go to certain nations. A victorious nation may pick these even if it doesn’t receive the area. For
example, Britain could pick Poland, and then decide whether Russia or Prussia gets it.
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f. Dalmatia and Istria, and the Eastern Italian areas east of the Adige river (to Austria),
g. German states west of the Elbe and north of a line running east-west through Cassel (including
the row Cassel is in): Hanover (Britain), Hamburg (Prussia), Cassel (Austria or Prussia) - all are client states.
h. German states east of Bavaria and south of a line running east-west through Cassel: Bavaria
(Austria or Prussia), Wurttemberg (Austria or Prussia) -- all are client states.
i. the Helvetian Republic (becomes client state to Prussia, Austria or Russia), with Geneva and
Neuchatel added to it, renamed as Switzerland
j. the Netherlands, which is the area including Holland and the territory south to the orange
border and from the English Channel eastwards to and including a line of hexes from Cleves to Sedan (Britain,
Prussia, or Austria) - client state;
k. Prussian Expansion - 17 hexes in Germany or in France (there as marked with a white circle
on below map) which must be adjacent to each other or current/former Prussian territories (Prussia). May not
pick a German hex that has already been taken via G, H, or J.

l. remove all remaining French Artillery and Cavalry units from the map. France provides their
production cost to the first victor nation making this selection. This payment is made before all other claims.
m. pay an indemnity of one half of French production to each nation at war with France when it
sued for peace, one nation per turn in alphabetical order.
n. An extra year of treaty length, 5-year maximum (any nation, may be chosen twice by the same
nation)17
Second time France Sues for Peace.
The game is over (victory conditions are calculated through end of 1815, however).
AUSTRIA.
1. If Austria has France sued for Peace the first time, the treaty is for 24-60 months (chosen by the
Austrian player) and it pays an indemnity of 3 production points to the victorious nation no later than the next
Strategic Turn, and some of the following (See "Concessions List" for instructions on how to do this):
a. Austria yields control of its Northern Italian areas along with Istria and Dalmatia (to
France/Kingdom of Italy) and Tyrol (to Bavaria/France); Austria receives the Salzburg hex from
Bavaria.
b. West Galatia. France may only select this if Poland has previously been created.
c. Carinthia, Carniola and Dalmatia.
d. reduces on-map army size to 30 combat factors with excess units being returned to the Ready
for Mobilization box)18
e. joins the Continental System
f. Tarnopol (to Russia, if fighting Austria while allied to France per treaty obligation)
If France picks “24 months” as the treaty length, this option allows the length to be extended by 12 months each time it is chosen,
up to the maximum, 60 months.
18
Austria may ignore this restriction if its national morale is at least 4 and it is not allied with France, or if it is at war with France.
Army size reverts to previous levels (at least 36 - more if the Austrians had previously added new infantry units).
17
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g. An extra year of treaty length, 5-year maximum (may be chosen multiple times)
2. If Austria has sued for Peace to the same nation after the first time. Treaty lasts 24-60 months (chosen
by Austrian player):
a. Select two items from 1. above if applicable (if not, select none),
b. Forms an alliance with France for the duration of the treaty or until France
suffers a national morale drop to 2. Pays an indemnity of 6
production points over three strategic turns. Also, France may require an
Expeditionary Corps one time. (see Expeditionary Rules).
c. Napoleon divorces Josephine and marries Marie Louise (see Rebellions and Insurrections
rule).
d. An extra year of treaty length, 5-year maximum (may be chosen multiple times)
PRUSSIA.
1. If Prussia has sued for Peace the first time, the treaty is for 24-60 months (chosen by Prussia) and
France selects from the following up to his concessions limit:
a. (France only) includes all 1-8:
1. the Kingdom of Saxony becomes a French client state, and
2. Prussia joins the Continental System, and
3. Prussia pays an indemnity of 5 production points over three strategic turns (not per
turn) and
4. Prussia pays the upkeep for up to 5 French marshals if they are with at least 3 land
combat factors and within the revised Prussian boundaries until indemnity fully
paid (determined at the beginning of a turn), and
5. Danzig becomes a French-controlled client state city, and
6. France may require an Expeditionary Corps under Yorck one time, and
7. Prussia must allow French units complete access to its territories, except in hexes
where Prussian units are (French units can move through those hexes but not end there).
However, this codicil expires one year before the end of the treaty and all French/French
Allied units must withdraw within one month or be placed in the disrupted pile; and
8. If Russia also sues France for peace at the same time or within the next 3 Operational
turns, Russia receives the three northernmost hexes in Prussia that are denoted by green
squares.
b. Prussia yields control of all its territories West of the Elbe River.
c. Reduces on-map army size to 8 combat factors with excess units being returned to the Ready
for Mobilization box) for the duration of the treaty, except that forces for any Expeditionary
Corps, if required, may be more than the 8 factors.
d. Poland (area denoted by green squares along its border)
e. An extra year of treaty length, 5-year maximum (may be chosen multiple times)
2. If Prussia has sued for Peace for the second time (to the same victorious nation):
France chooses either option 1 or option 2:
1. A. Napoleon appoints a new King of Prussia, demoting Prussia to a French-controlled minor
power. Any client states Prussia may control revert to independent states. When Prussia
becomes a controlled minor, remove all but one Prussian leader from the map (see B. below).
The French player choses up to 10 Prussian factors either on-map or in the Ready for
Mobilization Box at the time Peace occurred to constitute the new Prussian Army. These will
henceforth be led by French leaders. France may build or mobilize only one (1) Prussian
factor per strategic turn and replace only one (1) Prussian factor per operational turn. None of
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the remaining unbuilt units can be built by France, but any eliminated factors of the new
Prussian Army may be rebuilt.
B. The one remaining Prussian leader functions as either a Russian leader or a British leader,
if that nation is at war with France, or enters war with France later. The Prussian nation may
be restored (the “restoration”) any time after the other remaining nations capture Konigsberg
or Berlin and one other production city formerly in Prussia in 1805. Other parts of Prussia
under French control remain so. When this occurs, all but one infantry factor of Prussian
units under French control desert, all Prussian units and leaders are returned to the game
under control of the Prussian player, as are Prussian leaders available at the time of the
restoration according to the reinforcements chart. One factor and King Frederick are
immediately placed in a Prussian-controlled production city. Ten infantry factors are placed
in the Ready for Mobilization Box and the remainder is available for builds. If eligible,
Prussia may undergo National Rebellion or Insurrection one year sooner. When restoration
occurs the Prussian leader in Russia or Britain returns to Prussian service at a time of the
Prussian player's choosing.
C. Even if not liberated, Prussia is still eligible for Rebellion or Insurrection. Units are
returned to the Prussian player’s control as listed above.
RUSSIA
1. If Russia has sued for Peace the first time, the treaty is for 24-60 months (chosen by Russia) and the
victor selects from the following up to his concessions limit:
a. Joins the Continental System. Also, Corfu yielded to control of France if Russian-controlled.
b. Declares war on Sweden or Ottoman Empire at France's choosing. If Russia sues for peace
within one year of the declaration of this war without victory, the Russian player is considered to
have broken this treaty, but only France can so declare.
c. Russia pays an indemnity of 16 over the next three strategic turns.
d. Russia reduces the size of its army on the map to 15 combat factors (does not apply to units in
Ready for Mobilization box) during the duration of the treaty.
e. An extra year of treaty length, 5-year maximum (may be chosen multiple times)
f. Expeditionary Corps (under Golitzin)
2. If Russia sues France for Peace a second time:
a. any two from Part 1 a.-g. above not previously chosen,
b. Russia concedes Lithuania and Eastern Poland (area with yellow boxes) to Poland.
c. Russia concedes Livonia to France (as a client state).
d. An extra year of treaty length, 5-year maximum (may be chosen multiple times)
Expeditionary Forces or Corps. Some treaty agreements call for the loan of forces for other campaigns. Nothing
happens until the victor calls for the Expeditionary Corps. A force is 5 infantry plus a leader: Yorck for the
Prussians, Schwarzenberg for the Austrians; Golitzin for the Russians. If these leaders are not yet in play, they
are brought into play and returned to the owning player's active force pool for the remainder of the game after
one year of Service to the Expeditionary Corps. If the nation has completed Army Reform, then 6 infantry are
instead provided with the leader. This stack is controlled by the player that requested it and maintained by that
player, who also must supply a command point to it to move it, but the force remains owned by the player that
provided it. While out of its home nation the expeditionary corps may trace supply from the controlling nation's
sources. The Expeditionary Corps can only be led by its home nation leader, except for replacements sent from
the home nation along LOC lines. Although casualties may be rebuilt as replacements, the owning player (as
opposed to the controlling player) controls these and the replacements do have to be sent to the expeditionary
force. The controlling player may bring disrupted units back into player via activation of the Expeditionary
Corps Leader. The Corps’ obligation is fulfilled after one year, or the force has been eliminated. The leader is
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returned to his home nation force pool and remains available for the remainder of the game, even if the scenario
Order of Battle says otherwise.
The player that provided the Corps may mobilize any of his forces (ostensibly to provide forces for the
Corps), without violating any treaty agreement.
One Hundred Days. (This rule is primarily for use in the Grand Campaign Game. For the scenario, see the
Scenario Booklet.) After France sues for peace for the first time, the Bourbon dynasty is restored. All armies
then demobilize with the following exceptions:
The remaining French Army is reduced to no more than 11 factors and two leaders. All other combat
factors and leaders are demobilized and placed in the Ready for Mobilization box. If there are less than 11
factors at the time of Napoleon's exile, the French player may subsequently build up to that amount.
These units are set up within France's original border as the French player pleases with the exception
that no stack may have more than 5 factors, and any stack must have at least 3 hexes between it and the closest
stack. The on-map units may not move until Napoleon returns and takes control of them or sends one of leaders
to do so.
Napoleon is placed in Elba (an island between Corsica and Italy) with 2 French Infantry factors
(controlled solely by him).
After at least six months, Napoleon and his two factors are placed in a Mediterranean coastal hex of
France. Any French combat units (not inherent defenses) there or adjacent to there are under his control. The
French player selects 10 eligible (not KIA or out of play) marshals/army/corps commanders at random (or use
historical picks: Davout, Lefebvre, Jourdan, Grouchy, Ney, Soult, Brune, Suchet, Rapp, Mortier). He may
discard any marshal with a Loyalty of 2 or less and draw again. These are placed one per stack at which time
those French units are under Napoleon's control. Maintenance is not paid until the next Strategic Turn. Any
remaining combat unit stacks not under Napoleon and his Marshals' control are placed in the Disrupted Box
awaiting return to play under a marshal. The French Navy and Admirals are under Napoleon's control.
Regular play now resumes with Napoleon taking over all French resources, production, supply units,
and depots.

List of Major Nations, Minor Nations and Client States
Major Powers
France
Britain
Prussia
Austria
Russia
Client States
Name
Denmark
Finland
N. Germany
Hanover
Kingdom of Italy
Naples

Capital
Paris
London
Berlin
Vienna
Petersburg and
Moscow

Minor Nations (with Capital)
Spain (Madrid or Cadiz)
Sweden (Stockholm)
Ottoman Empire (Constantinople)

Effective Date
1805
1805
1805
1805
1805
1804

Status
Neutral (navy only, see "Denmark")
incorporated into Sweden at start (see "Sweden")
(Bremen, Hamburg, Lubeck, and Kiel)
(no units)
France (created by France in 1805; units are shown as French)
France
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Northern Italy
(Piedmont)
Norway
Oldenburg
Papal State
Poland
Portugal
Saxony
Tuscany
Westphalia

Württemberg

1802 incorporated into France at start (units are shown as French)
1805
1805
1805
July 1807
1805

incorporated into Denmark at start (see "Denmark")
Neutral, allied with Russia
Neutral
Created by France. 1 Inf. when created.
Neutral. See "Portugal"

1802 controlled by Prussia, 2 Inf at start (1805)
1799 Controlled by France at start; incorporated into France March 1808
November 1807 Created by France out of Hesse, Prussian territories, and other
German states. Receives units after Confederation of Rhine created.
1 Inf. when created.
1805 Receives units after Confederation of Rhine created. 1 Inf. when
created.

Very small German States are buff colored on the map, are neutral, and have no army units. Other areas start as
part of a major power but may later be treated as client states (Veneto, Carniola, Eastern Poland, etc.)

Credits
Design, Rules and Art: R. Steven Brown
Development: Brown and Spence C. Millard
Playtesting: Brown, Millard, Charles Wright, John Herrington, William Sariego, Eric Grace
Printing: Game Production Workshop LLC in USA

Designer's Notes
The two most challenging part of this game design were: 1) the development of the algorithm to simulate
Napoleonic combat without dice, and 2) the political dynamics of war and peace.
The former turned out to be a combination of force size, leadership, weather, supply, terrain, and
whether France's enemies had yet learned Napoleon's systems.
The result replicates Napoleon's main battles very, very closely. Players may note the CRT is like that of
Divided We Fall, but it is different in one important way: both players' stack size matters. In the American Civil
War, the size of the attacker largely determined the results (along with quality of leadership!). This was not so
true for the Napoleonic era. So, in Napoleon and his Marshals, both sides use the CRT during a battle, not just
the attacker.
From a mathematical point-of-view, terrain was less important in the Napoleonic era as well, so the
CRT is modified accordingly, as were the forts rules. However, areas that were less developed (remote areas)
mattered a great deal - Spain and Russia, for example.
Forts in Europe were large, pre-existing structures that were rarely permanently destroyed during
combat. Battles with significant entrenchments did occur (Borodino), but such entrenching was much less
common than in the U.S. civil war. In the civil war, pre-existing structures were limited to the coasts, and they
became more vulnerable to steam-powered ships' bombardments. Also entrenchments became more like World
War I, especially in 1864 and 1865. So, the fortifications rule in this game is more about delay and reduced
defender losses.
Here are some of the battle results, comparing historical to game. 1 Infantry = about 5000 troops. All
game results are for infantry factors placed in the Casualty Box; i.e., casualties. All historical results are
casualties as well.
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Ulm:

Game result = 0 French casualty, -8 Austrian Inf
Historical result = same
Austerlitz:
Game result = 3 French casualties, 7 Austrians casualties
Historical result = -2/-7
Jena:
Game result = 1 French casualty, 4 Prussian
Historical result = -1/-5
Auerstadt:
Game result = -2 each side
Historical result = -1 FR/-3PR
Eylau:
Game result = -4FR/-6PR into Casualty Box
Historical result = same
Friedland:
Game result = -2FR/-5PR/RU into Casualty Box
Historical result = same
So, as you can see, this is quite close and in half the battles is spot on. The error margin is 1 in 11, so there is
reason to believe that when you fight a battle that was never fought historically, your result ought to be very
close to what the actual armies would have gotten.
The second issue, the political dynamics of war and peace, were frankly much trickier: not so much for
the individual scenarios, but for the Grand Campaign Game. Duplicating the subtleties of Napoleonic era
international relations is complex, and changed during the Napoleonic era. Only Britain was steadfastly
opposed to French hegemony. It might be said that Prussia was also steadfastly opposed, but it was so
humiliatingly defeated that its existence as an independent nation was left to Czar Alexander pleading on its
behalf at Tilsit. A second defeat (which didn't happen) would have meant its end, at least as long as Napoleon
could impose his will. Russia switched sides twice: once to France, and then finally back to the Coalition.
Austria did the same. Although it may be said that both were, at best reluctant allies. It is quite possible that
Austria will have to fight Napoleon FOUR times in the campaign game, not just three times as it did
historically. But basically, all of these nations wanted French power reduced, while Napoleon wanted to expand
his power, have an heir, and be accepted as a legitimate ruler like the other Emperors and Kings.
In game terms all this had to be incorporated into victory conditions. Note that while we do not
REQUIRE the French to enter into Russia or Spain, there are many victory points to be had in each place for
the Grand Campaign Game. But a timid (or cautious, if you prefer) French player can avoid them both. Russia
is at least far away, but Spain (and British troops that will eventually be there) are on the French border.
Russian troops can be ferried out of Russia to fight in Spain and elsewhere against the French, so there's no
escaping them if they're determined.
This brings us to the National Insurrection rule. Historically, Napoleon found himself at war with all the
Coalition members in 1813 because they perceived he was weak after he lost his army in Russia. But French
play-testers were loath to enter Russia and as I stated earlier I didn't want to require it. So, it is quite possible even likely - that the French player will enter 1813 with an intact 800,000 man army, perfectly willing to pick
off one coalition member at a time. Could it have happened historically? Yes. Does it make a good game? No.
To prevent this we have the National Insurrection rule. By 1813, the defeated, occupied, and subjugated people
of Europe had had it with Frenchmen telling them what to do and their sense of national identity had begun to
take shape. The insurrection rule assures a lively end-game, with the entire game results up for grabs.
Finally, there is the free-for-all campaign. In the Grand Campaign Game, historical limitations are
imposed. That is, Russia, Prussia, Britain, and Austria cannot declare war on each other in any meaningful
way. In the free-for-all campaign, this restriction is lifted. France is still the top dog, but it is also vulnerable to
having all four other players immediately declaring war on it at once. As a result, it better negotiate. But on the
other hand, each nation has national objectives that might allow it to side with France for a time.
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OPTIONAL RULES
POW Paroles. Leaders that are captured may be released even if the nations remain at war for extended times.
Use the following chart (based on the historical changes between France and Britain). [Play-testers often got
leaders captured. Although this is sometimes unavoidable, it's usually due to overaggressive play. Since losing
a stack of 5 or 6 leaders can effectively end a scenario, use this rule to ameliorate the loss of leaders.]
Roll for Each POW during:
Single D6 roll to parole
leader
Each of the next 3 Strategic
Turns
5,6
On 12th Month after capture
5,6
On 24th Month
3,4,5,6
On 36th Month
4,5,6
On 48th Month
4,5,6

Leader Wounds and Death. The scenarios impose historical deaths but ignore most wounds. Marshals were
actually frequently wounded. Lannes and others died, but usually the wound resulted in time away from battle.
Instead of removing leaders as per scenario instructions, players roll for each leader in each combat, land or sea,
calling out the name of the leader before rolling. We recommend using 2 six-sided dice of one color and a third
differently colored die: for example, two white dice and one red one.
When 11 or 12 is rolled on the white dice, the leader is wounded on if the red die shows 1-5 and killed
on a 6. The 1-5 represents the number of operational turns missed. Return the wounded leader to his capital, or
to any controlled production city if not available. The leader misses that many turns while wounded.
Example. Lannes is wounded during a battle on Op Turn 3, J/A 1809. A 2 is rolled. He is placed on the
turn chart on turn six, as he will miss all of turn 4 and turn 5 due to his wound.
Some leaders are too vital to the game to lose. They are invulnerable and do not roll:
Britain. Choose one: Nelson or Wellesley/Wellington.
France: Napoleon
Russia: Kutusov
Austria: Charles
Prussia: Blucher
Any generic leader.
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Combat Results Chart
Before consulting this chart, make sure you can attack:
1. Are the leaders that are attacking activated?
2. Are the units attacking in combat supply?
3. Does the nation that is attacking have a National Morale of 3 or more?

YOUR
FORCES'
COMBAT
VALUE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

DAMAGE
TO
ENEMY
FORCES
0
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
4
4
4
5
5
6
6
6
7
7
8
8

DEFENDER ATTACKING
ACROSS
FORCES
RIVER OR
THAT
DEFENDER MOUNTAIN INVADED DEFENDER
IN WOODS
HEXSIDE
BY SEA
IN FORT
0
0
0
0
-1
-1
-1
0
-1
-1
-1
*
-1
-1
-1
*
-1
-1
-1
*
-1
-1
-1
*
-1
-1
-1
*
-1
-1
-1
*
-1
-1
-1
*
-1
-1
-1
*
*
-2
-2
-2
*
-2
-2
-2
*
-2
-2
-2
*
-2
-2
-2
*
-2
-2
-2
*
-2
-2
-2
*
-2
-2
-2
*
-2
-2
-2
*
-2
-2
-2
*
-2
-2
-2

For values above 20, add multiple rows from the chart that equal the total combat value.
Each side consults this chart to resolve a battle. Attackers never get defensive bonuses!
Combat Value = Infantry/Artillery/Cavalry + Leader (may not exceed total combat unit value; coalition leaders may not
exceed combat value of 2 until Army Reform has taken place)
Terrain Effects are cumulative. If a defender is in the woods with a level 2 fort, and the attacker who crossed a river is 20,
the defender will lose =8 -2 (woods) -2 (river) -2 (Lvl 2 fort) = 2.
* Defender loses 1 less when in a hex with a Level 1 Fort, or 2 less when in a hex with a Level 2 Fort, no matter what the
attacker's force size is. Losses are reduced for each full or partial group of 20 attacker combat value.
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Terrain Effects Chart
Terrain Feature

During Weather

MOVEMENT COST

ATTACK EFFECT

PER AREA ENTERED

Plain
Woods

1
+1

River Hexside, Sea
Invasion
Mountain Hexside

+1 when crossing
Clear Weather

+1 when crossing

Mountain Hexside

Poor Weather

+2 when crossing

Remote Areas but
not Spain and
Portugal

Poor Weather

-1 off all land units'
movement factor
during Poor Weather.
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None
Reduced defender
losses
Reduced defender
losses
Reduced defender
losses
Losses are +50% for
both sides.
Losses are +50% for
both sides.
"Casualties" are
removed from map
if not in home or
allied nation

SUPPLY
EFFECT

Increased Supply
may be needed to
attack or defend
at full strength.
See “Stacking,
Command,
Movement and
Supply -Summary of
Effects” table.

Treaty of ___________Date:________
By and Between the Sovereign Nations of
__________________________

and

______________________________

Clauses (check [ √ ] those in effect)
[ ] Codicil #1. Non-Aggression Pact. The nations agree not to wage war on each other, unless required by a
Military Defense or Coalition Treaty for __________ months (no more than 60).
[ ] Codicil #2. Military Defense. The nations agree to defend each other in the event of attack from the following
nation(s) : _____________________________________________________ for the duration of this Codicil of
the Treaty, which is _____ months (no more than 60).
[ ] Codicil #3 Coalition. The nations agree to declare or wage war on the following nation(s)
___________________________________________________________________________, whatever the
cause of the war for the duration of this Codicil of the Treaty, which is _____ months (no more than 60).
[ ] Codicil #4 Territorial Exchanges. The nations agree to exchange the following territories:
The Nation of _______________ yields full title and control of ________________ to the Nation of
_______________. In compensation, the nation of _________________ yields full title and control of
________________ to the Nation of _______________. The date of effect of this Codicil is immediate, or
________________ (add date if not immediate).
[ ] Codicil #5. Truce. The nation(s) of _______________________ ____________and
_________________________ ______agree to a truce starting on ____________________and ending on
_____________________________ (length must be at least 6 mos. and not more than 12 months. A Truce
Treaty cannot contain Territorial Concessions.)

Signatures ________________________

_______________________________

V2.01
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Production Sheet
v3.0

TURN
Previous
Captures/For.
Aid Rec'd
Production
Balance
1 per leader
that

Maintenance:
Active
Leaders

stays in play

Command
Point

2 / command

Depot Unit

2 / supply
unit
2/
conversion

Infantry

1 for 1-3

Replacements

factors

New Infantry
Units

2 per factor

Supply Unit

used -

Add Artillery

-1/+1 per
factor
2 or 4* per
unit
4 or 2* per
unit

Sea Lift

(3, but varies by
nation and year)

Ship Build

8/factor

For. Aid Given

(Brit. Only)

Mobilize (-1)/
Demob.(+1)

Add Cavalry

used -

used -

used -

used -

TOTAL
Balance Forward

*Cost to French
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used -

used -

used -

used -

used -

used -

